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The Famous Author of “ROBERT

Will appear during the coming twelve months exclusively in

THE CENTURY MAGAZINE
To Readers of the Ladies' Home Journal

we make this great SPECIAL OFFER.

Th; CENTURY MAGAZINE, the leading periodical in the world, will contain a

multitude of strong attractions in the new volume which begins with November,

1895. To enable readers of The Ladies' Home Journa/ to begin to take that magazine

under the most favorable circumstances, we will give a copy of the latest bound volume

of THE CENTURY (magnificently illustrated and costing $2.75 at retail) to every reader

of The Ladies' HomeJournal, notalready a subscriber for or a buyer of THE CENTURY,

who will subscribe to that magazine for one year beginning with November, 1895. In

that number, which celebrates the twenty-fifth anniversary of THE CENTURY, are

printed the first chapters of Mrs. Ward's novel. The scene of this story, upon which

Mrs. Ward has been engaged since she finished “Marcella,” is laid in the England

of to-day, the world to which the readers will be introduced being partly industrial,

partly that of the English country-house. The title is “Sir George Tressady.”

It is a powerful story, strong in plot and entertaining in its pictures of the life of our

own time. It will be followed with intense interest by hundreds of thousands of read

ers during its appearance in THE CENTURY. During the coming year THE CENTURY

will contain a great number of features of special interest to women, including im

portant musical articles, novelettes by the greatest writers, etc., etc.

HOW TO ACCEPT &#4:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

THE OFFER.
State that you are a reader of Z'he Ladies’ Home Jour

mal, that you are not at present a subscriber for or a

regular buyer ofTHE CENTURY, and that you wish to avail yourself of this special offer. We will

send you, /ree of al/furthercharges, the latest bound volume of THE CENTURY,and enter your name

as a subscriber to THE CENTURY for one year beginning with Movember, 1895. The volume will

be sent only to THose who MENTION THIs ofFER AT THE TIME of subscribing. Æemit by

money-order, express-order, check or draft, or send cash in registered letter. Do not send cash un

fººtºººººººººººTHE CENTURY 34.43%

The New Novel -

* MRS, HUMPHRY WARD
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Only mothers know how intense is the suffering of

infants from chafing.

The loving sympathy of some mothers has caused

them to notice that a closely woven material washed

with common Soap retains enough of the rosin and other

ingredients to make it stiff, harsh and irritating.

Cures of Severe cases of chaſing have been accom

plished by having the baby's cloths washed only with

Ivory Soap. The Soap is So pure and the lather So

light that it rinses readily, leaving them Soft and non

irritating.

THE GREAT FEATURE OF THE

MAGAZINE WORLD IN 1896.

ELSMERE,” “MARCELLA,” etc.

Free Under This Offer.

THE LATEST BOUND WOLUME OF

THE CENTURY,

May to October, 1895; 960. 3oo illustra

tions, bound in rich dark green cloth,

Containing COMPLETE

“The Princess Sonia.

A novelette of life in the American colony and Ş.

among the girl art-students of Paris, by Julia º

Magruder, with illustrations by Charles Dana º

Gibson. It is a genuine romance, very vº

original in plot. This superb volume contains

also richly illustrated articles on “American \;

Rural Festivals,” by Mrs. Burton Harrison;

“Aquatic Gardening; ” “The Battle of the

Yalu,” personal Recollections by Captain Mc

Giffin, commander of the Chinese ironclad

Chen Yuen, “The New Public Library in

Boston,” by Mrs. Schuyler Van Rensselaer,

etc., etc., with stories by all the leading writers.

-

registered, and do not send fostal notes.
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Author of “The Anglomaniacs,” “A Bachelor Maid,” “An Errant Wooing,” etc.

D R AWINGS BY W. T. S.M. ED L E Y

ONE evening in November, when the

world and his wife and the ramifica

tions of his family, to say nothing of his

less-quoted attendants, the flesh and the

devil, had surged into the Madison Square

Garden for the horse show, New York's

great social function, Miss Camilla Godfrey

sat in a corner of her aunt's box looking

out upon the brilliant scene with a certain

weariness of spirit. She

was a girl of twenty-one,

who had begun her life in

society three years before

with many aspirations, chief

among them the desire to

avoid commonplace, and

was about to disappoint her

self and please her friends

by marrying a most conven

tional man.

Sydney Blackburn, who

was considerably past thirty,

had exhausted first impres

sions of many foreign coun

tries, and was now labori

ously engaged in trying to

find out the merits of his

own. He was a well-born,

well-mannered, well-to-do

club man, not subject to

violent emotion of any sort,

agreeable in a lazy way, and

sufficiently good-looking.

Add to this that he had a

collection of jades, was an

amateur in fine horses and

had recently purchased a

stock-farm in Virginia—and

one has all that the world in

general was able to make

out of Miss Godfrey's re

puted fiancé.

Camilla's aunt, the Coun

tess Cagliari, who sat in a

front seat, leaning over the

rail and talking in the live

liest fashion to one man

after another who stopped

to do her homage, although

now almost a stranger to her

native city, had been a fa

in New York, and gave it up. There were

quite too many white swans in the current

now to single out one from among the flock.

But people of Elizabeth Godfrey's day had

shorter visiting-lists, and knew each other

better, and remembered each other's

antecedents. They could have told you

that, while the Godfreys were still in enjoy

ment of an autocratic sway over society,

YEARLY Subscriptions, ONE Dollar

SINGLE Copies, TEN CENTs

Entered at the Philadelphia Post-Office as Second-Class MarTER

tears were definitely dried, and had now

returned to her old home to look with

curious eyes upon its transformation.

When I say old home I do not refer

specifically to the well-known Godfrey

house, the scene of so much entertain

ing in bygone years, at the corner of

Street and Fifth Avenue. That had

been sold upon the death of Camilla's

grandpapa, and with fresh paint, large

bow-windows, an “American basement”

entrance of the approved new style, and an

extension with a conservatory built out

behind, had passed into a higher state of

existence. Of the sons and daughters of

the family, all were married and scattered,

and the Countess had quite too much

knowledge of the world to want, in any

case, to take up her permanent abode with

one of her brothers or sisters after this

interval of separated tastes and habits. So

she had hired a pretty flat, stocked it with

carved wood and margueſerie and gilding

and brocade transferred from her Roman

palazzo, and had told her brother Charles

and his wife to count on her as a chaperon

for Camilla, whenever she might be needed.

Camilla, upon first glance at her long

expatriated aunt, wondered how she could

ever have been called such a radiant

beauty. The rose-bloom of the lady's

cheeks had faded, the childlike gold of

her locks had given place to a pale ash

brown, obviously thinner about the temples.

There were, even, at times, when the Count

ess' face was in repose, or when she was over

tired, a variety of tiny imprints of time visi

ble upon its fair surface. But then, on the

other hand, her features were rarely in re

pose. Camilla found in her aunt a most

charming animation of mind and manner.

She contrasted her with her own mother

for example, to the disadvantage of that

admirable dame. How dull Mrs. Godfrey

seemed, standing inside her fine portal at a

reception, or presiding over her large

formal dinners, of which three were regu

larly given every month of the season, by

comparison with her graceful sister-in-law,

at the Countess’ “five o'clocks” and little

feasts that were so magically pleasant.

Mrs. Charles Godfrey had seen no cause

to regret the sale of the Godfrey patri

monial mansion. She had herself inherited

from her father—a most worthy merchant

who had died content without setting foot

across the threshold of New York “smart”

society—a corner house farther up Fifth

Avenue, newer and in every way more

desirable, she thought, in which her husband

had quietly hung up his hat upon marrying

-

mous New York belle of a

generation past. Originally

the beautiful Elizabeth

Godfrey, younger sister of -

Camilla's father, and of an influential family

of old Knickerbocker stock, she had, about

eighteen years before, enjoyed almost a

monopoly of quotation as the most original

girl in society. People of Camilla's date,

who heard this story handed on, tried to

imagine any one of their contemporaneous

acquaintance holding the palm for anything
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brothers and sisters were excellent repro

ductions of their mother. Her father, a

man of no vivacity of mind, had settled at

home into the channel made for him by his

wife, and, abroad, found his chief interest

in the bank of which he was the reputable

head. Camilla, an anomaly in her house

hold, had, by now, despairing of changing

matters there, begun to think she might

better order them to her own liking in her

own establishment.

Two of her sisters had already married

and were the proprietors of unexciting

husbands enshrined behind respectable

brown-stone fronts. True, the more lately

married of them had added to her brown

stone front, a modern stoop, built with

steps turning sidewise, and a door half

covered with iron grill-work of the most

recent pattern ; but even that did not

enliven Camilla's visits to the house.

There had not been lacking suitors for

our difficult young lady's hand. There

had been two proposals in New York and

one in Newport during the past season

(as her mother was fond of narrating to

her spouse), either of which would have

been as good a match as Laura's or

Charlotte's. But Camilla thought if she

could do no better than Laura or Charlotte

she would coif St. Catherine's tresses for all

eternity. Her brothers-in-law—who were

in reality estimable young men—excited in

her the liveliest sense of boredom. Laura's

boy failed to interest her, and Charlotte's

girl, who was the image of her papa,

sent her young aunt out of the nursery with

a new perception of the vacuity of earthly

joys. And now, in spite of all, she was

said to be engaged to Sydney Blackburn.

Before my poor heroine is condemned as

a very unreasonable and morbid young

person, let me make haste to explain that,

in her eyes, the crowning offense of the

good people who composed her family

circle, was their worship of and blind sub

mission to the petty standards that control

a very small circle of metropolitans—a

sadly common complaint, indicating a

mental state that would be summed up by

a plain-speaking person like Thackeray in

the plain word ‘‘snobbism.” Mr. Blackburn

was, at least, no snob.

What a comfort it had been to find in her

gracious and charming Aunt Elizabeth a

quick understanding of the things that

vexed Camilla's soul. Far too well

mannered to make plain comment upon

the weakness of her form-loving American

relatives, Madame Cagliari yet allowed her

niece to feel her tactful sympathy, and to

be sustained by her superior

judgment in all such mat

ters. To-night, as they sat

together looking down upon

the crowded promenade

encircling the ellipse, and

around at the rows of boxes

where fashion rioted in gro

tesque form and color of

attire, Camilla met in the

older lady's eyes an expres

Sion of dismay answering to

hers.

“My dear girlſ' she ex

claimed, “the half had not

been told me of the exuber

ance of overdressing here.

Why, most of them have

come in velvet and lace and

satin, to what is actually a

stable-yard How dull we

must appear in our plain

little tailor-gowns ! Pray

look at the outrageous

woman coming toward us,

in the crowd. The little fat

one, I mean, who has those

enormous frills to her cape,

and bows on her hat of

every color—why—I beg

your pardon—it’s your sister

Charlotte.”

“Yes, it is Charlotte,”

said Camilla woefully.

“And she is perfectly satis

fied with that outfit because

she had it of Madame

Léonie, who dresses the De

Veres. Laura's new cos

tume is just as bad, and

they are both charmed with

them. What can I do, Aunt

" Wilcox did not move a muscle, but smoked his cigar in silence to the end ''

Elizabeth, the beauty, was supposed to have

been engaged to some man who “threw

her over,” and had thereupon married

Count Cagliari, an authenticated noble

man holding an excellent position at

the Italian Court. Left a widow two

years before, the Countess had remained in

seclusion on the Cagliari estates until her

the heiress. Here, Camilla had always

lived, removing to Newport for the sum

mers they did not spend abroad.

Until her aunt had returned to New York

Miss Godfrey had accustomed herself to

think of family life as an extinguisher upon

everything that offered a gleam of variety

in thought, habit or expression. Her

Elizabeth P’’

“Nothing, if they are

happy. Believe me, my

dear, it is only in America

that people carry the sins of their near rela

tions. It is rococo to be sensitive upon

such minor points. There goes your

father, my good brother Charles. Even if

he has that crumpled, office-worn look so

many New York men wear in middle life,

he is handsome and distingué, and you, my

child, get your looks from him.”
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‘‘I never wanted to look like a Godfrey

so much as since I have known you, Aunt

Elizabeth,” said the girl smiling.

“Here comes our friend, Blackburn,

after his survey of his hunter who is to

jump presently and win laurels for his

master. Do you know, Camilla, I like my

future nephew immensely.”

“Wait until he is your nephew before

you feel obliged to approve of him,”

answered her niece, coloring a little hotly.

“What are you going to do with him, if

not marry him 2 After all, he is a gentle

man, he has no affectations, he does not

stake his earthly happiness upon what other

New Yorkers do and say ; he will make

an admirable husband, and you can travel

half your time.”

“I recognize those facts,” said Camilla

briefly. Further than this no one had yet

brought her to go in discussing the prob

abilities of her future relations with Sydney

Blackburn.

As he came up the stairway nearest them

and along the passage behind the boxes, the

two women saw that he was accompanied

by a young man of surprising and unusual

ood looks. Of medium height, slim of

gure, erect with a suggestion of military

training, the stranger's clear pale skin and

rather melancholy dark eyes, his dress more

unstudied than lacking in tidiness, the cut

of his waving brown hair—all suggested a

place of origin far remote from his present

surroundings; but that he was a gentle

man in the true old-fashioned sense of that

much-distorted word, nobody could for a

moment doubt.

“Where did Blackburn get his hidalgo

from?” whispered the Countess hurriedly.

“Or, no ; on the whole he looks to me as

if the part of him we see in the crowd

ought to belong to a well-bred Centaur.”

Blackburn's prosperous middle-aged fig

ure, his slightly bald head and pale yellow

mustache, made a sufficiently marked off

set to the appearance of the stranger, whom

he at once presented as Mr. Richard Wilcox,

of Virginia.

“Mr. Wilcox is my nearest neighbor on

the plantation I have acquired so recently

that I need him to tell me all sorts of

things beside my proper boundary-lines,”

Blackburn added pleasantly.

“I have myself long been absent from

there,” the young man said. “And when

I came back, a year ago, from a wandering

life in New Mexico and Arizona, to try

farming a deserted inheritance, you can

imagine how glad I was to find Mr.

Blackburn the purchaser of the next

estate.”

“I like that ; you still call them estates

down yonder,” said the Countess gleefully,

but without malice.

“I suppose it sounds absurd to you,”

answered Wilcox, a faint tinge of red per

ceptible in his cheek. He had fallen quite

easily into the chair behind Madame

Cagliari, leaving Blackburn to take that

nearest Miss Godfrey. “But we can hardly

call them farms, when it takes several

farms to make up one of them ; and ‘place’

is a vague sort of term.’’

“Call them by their proper names, of

course; estates they have always been since

they were crown grants to those lively

ancestors of you Virginians, who were

hurried out of England for their country's

good, perchance.”

The airy lightness of her tone robbed

the words of the sting they might other

wise have had. Wilcox smiled.

“That's the comfortable Northern ver

sion of our antecedents, I am aware,” he

said. “But they were not all of that stripe.

I have been led to believe mine were very

decent kind of immigrants.”

“And they left you a princely establish

ment down there on the banks of the

what is it?—James, thank you—in which you

fared sumptuously and were a model for

all other Americans, and brought up hun

dreds of slaves to bless the day when they

were born captive in your service—that

is, ‘befo' the waugh.” Am I not well

informed P’’

“With some slight modifications, entirely

so. Our home was never princely, but it

was delightfully big and jolly. I, unfor

tunately, was born after the waugh,” and

therefore know the old days only by tradi

tion. My father was an officer in the Army

of Northern Virginia, who fought through

most of its battles to return home and find

himself a ruined man. He was engaged

to my mother at the time, and married her

on the understanding that if they could

not get a living out of the old acres, with

out the slaves, they would emigrate, which

contingency in due time occurred.”

“Why do you stop?”

Wilcox hesitated. He did not care to

admit that, his eyes at that minute falling

upon Miss Godfrey, he had detected upon

that fair creature's face a look of the most

undisguised curiosity in his affairs. “Am

I making myself ridiculous in thus bab

bling 2" he asked himself rapidly.

“Pray go on,” said Madame Cagliari,

in a tone that was a command.

“Oh, nothing—that is really all there is

to tell. I was born on a Texan ranch,

and, strapped to a saddle-bow, I began

my roving. I have done little else. I got

my education from my mother till she

died, then from my father, then from an

old Padre at a mission near where we lived

longest in New Mexico. I have never been

through a university, and I know nothing,

absolutely nothing, of the great world. I

suppose Blackburn thought it would be an

experience for his friends to see an aborigi

nal in contrast with all this,” and he made

a motion toward the brilliant ring of boxes.

Blackburn, who was talking to Camilla,

indifferent to the fact that she remained

with her gaze fixed upon the newcomer,

caught his own name.

“Eh! You are telling the Countess you

are going to ride Lady Sweetlips for me,

presently. But then she will show for

nothing beside your Di Vernon, Wilcox.

With you on her, by George, that beauty

of yours will leave everything behind her

in the high jump.”

In his enthusiasm Blackburn drew near

the Countess, and for fifteen minutes held

the conversation in a technical discourse

upon the respective merits of his horse

and his friend's. During this interlude,

the Countess listening with her ever-ready,

well-pleased smile, the young Virginian

moved over to sit in the seat behind Miss

Godfrey, to occupy which, indeed, he felt

himself bidden by some imperious, swift

telepathy he was at a loss to understand.

“You wanted me to come here P’’ he

said blunderingly. “I beg your pardon,

I should not have said that. I meant, I

suppose, it is the custom for a man to

change seats with another when he has

claimed a lady's attention long enough.”

“Tell me about your horse,” she said,

blushing slightly, much against her will.

“She must be a rare treasure if Mr.

Blackburn accords her such praise.”

“She is a darling—my best friend '''

the young man exclaimed, with an enthu

siasm Camilla had never before seen in

one of his sex and age. “I bred her down

there on the plains and taught her every

thing she knows, and named her out of an

odd volume of Sir Walter Scott that made

part of my shelf of books. I would never

have yielded to the vanity of bringing her

to show off here, but that Blackburn over

came my scruples—in fact, persuaded me

into it. But now, Miss Godfrey, do you

not think I have talked quite enough of

myself and my own ; I do ; and I can’t

understand why I have done so 2 ''

At that moment there came into the box

a lady attended by two dapper youths.

At the spectacle of this homely old woman

in a girlish costume of dark green velvet

and chinchilla—to whom her young fol

lowers paid court as to a maiden in her

first season—Richard Wilcox allowed his

ingenuous face to express the wonder of

his soul.

“This won't do, dy'e see 2" said

Blackburn, presently linking his arm in

that of the young man to draw him from

the spot. “Who ever before saw a fellow

show so plainly what he thinks of old

Mother Thomson 2 Your eyes are tell

tales, my dear boy, and I must take you

away from the chances of betrayal.” -

“How can women like Miss Godfrey

and her aunt associate with that—person P’’

asked Wilcox.

“Why, my dear Rusticus, that is not a

person, but a personage. There are more

like her, to whom the aspirants for place

bow down. In the eyes of her followers,

she shines with a lustre which has nothing

to do with the native woman. She is a

leader, a social law-giver; and that's

enough.

“She-she is not a friend of Miss

Godfrey's 2'' inquired Wilcox in a rather

scared whisper.

“No, certainly not. Camilla Godfrey

is an independent, an eccentric, if you will.

She has no patience with such as that. But

Countess Cagliari is more used to strange

apparitions in good society. She takes

Mrs. Thomson as a necessary condiment

in the salad of New York. If you had

looked at Miss Godfrey at the moment,

you’d have seen her pretty face grow cold

and hard.”

“Did it, by Jove, how glorious !” ex

claimed the younger man, so loud that

people in his vicinity turned to see to what

he was alluding.

“Gently, Wilcox ; we are not on the

plantation, remember. I see I was right

in my intuition that you and Miss Godfrey

would meet upon common ground. She

is, without your excuse for it, in the same

defiant attitude toward things—well, not

all things—established, that you are.”

“You mean, then, that she despises sham

and pretense and petty affectation. Thank

God, I have met one such in this fountain

head of American form and fashion, where

they seem to me to be utterly un-American

in fundamental principle. Blackburn, it is

all true that you told me about that girl,

over our pipes by the old dining-room fire

place at home. She is wonderfully lovely,

fresh and witching ; yet I think she looks

dissatisfied. She is evidently wrestling

with some problem still unsolved—coming

to some determination about which she

isn't at all sure of herself.”

“Gad, he hit me hard, there,” said

Sydney Blackburn to his inner man.

“The other one is of the real sort, too,

although she ran me a little about old

Virginia when we first began to talk. One

feels she could never do a mean or a low

thing, and her manner is fine ; such a

dainty smile, and so sure of herself.”

“From whom did he get this power of

discrimination about women 2'' Blackburn

was wondering for the twentieth time since

their acquaintance began. “A fellow who

was literally born and brought up in the

wilds.”

Blackburn had first encountered Richard

Wilcox in the preceding spring, when upon

a first visit to his new possessions on the

bank of the James River. The young man

—living alone in the half-deserted mansion

handed down to him from his forefathers,

his household an ex-slave woman and her

husband, the latter the army-servant of

the late Colonel Wilcox, C. S. A.—had

been a Heaven-send in the way of com

panionship to the sociable New Yorker.

Their common interest in horses, and

Wilcox's superior information on points in

which Blackburn had to own himself still

an aspiring amateur, confirmed the inti

macy then begun. They had corresponded,

Wilcox had been of substantial service to

Blackburn once or twice in looking after

the movements of his man in charge of the

Virginia farm, and finally, after many

solicitations, had consented to come to

New York in the autumn as Sydney’s

visitor.

Dick's meeting with Mr. Blackburn's

friends brought about, as it appeared, quite

casually by him, was, in reality, a test of

some moment to Sydney, that easy-going

philosopher. He wanted particularly to

know how a girl of the peculiar bent of

Camilla Godfrey would strike the very

straightforward young Virginian, who had

a way of applying his Ithuriel’s spear to

pretty much everybody with whom he

came in contact. For Blackburn, who had

so long resisted the wiles of agreeable

femininity in so many lands, was not now

in a hurry to let himself go without full

and due satisfaction as to the wisdom of

such a course. He was in love, after his

fashion, with this girl who treated his

advance so coolly, but he had no desire at

his age to make a fool of himself, and the

effect she had had upon Wilcox now

cheered and stimulated his passion ex

ceedingly. He determined, at the earliest

convenient opportunity, to allow Wilcox to

know the truth about his pretension to her

hand. Perhaps walking home that night

after the horse show, perhaps while they

were smoking in his sanctum, whose Orien

tal magnificence may have excited wonder

(not revealed) in the breast of the visitor,

and to whose cushioned divans and filigree

Moorish arches Master Dick had adapted

himself with infinite ease. Wilcox should

certainly be told. Wilcox deserved to

know among the first. Wilcox would be a

pleasant acquaintance for Camilla when

she should go down to Virginia to stop at

the old Manor House Blackburn was then

having fitted up by experts from the North.

She would enjoy riding with him through

those cathedral aisles of the pine woods,

and boating and fishing under Dick's

superintendence on the river. He had

seen in Camilla's eyes that she approved—

as she rarely did any man presented her—

Mr. Blackburn’s new-found friend.

Blackburn was right. Camilla did ap

prove of Wilcox, with a strange leaping of

the heart she was confounded at having

to experience. When he left the box, Mrs.

Thomson, looking after him, had drawled,

“And who is your Orson, my dear child?

Really now, if Blackburn could persuade

him to have his hair cut like other people,

I almost think I would say he might be

brought to my Monday evenings.”

At this, Camilla, in her ardent, impru

dent way, fired up and said things that

caused Mrs. Thomson to write her down

on the side of her book devoted to people

who are to be severely let alone. This

was the more rash of Camilla, as most of

the inner circle of the smart set had rather

be snubbed and insulted by Mrs. Thomson

than actually left to their fate without her.

If Camilla's mother and sisters had heard

the passage-at-arms between the older and

younger lady they would have trembled

and turned faint at the prospect of Camilla’s

future. But that nice, comforting Aunt

Elizabeth preserved her pleasant, inscru

table demeanor, and when Mrs. Thomson

and her body-guard beat a retreat only

said, with laughing eyes:

“Do you think, shocking child, that

handsome boy, we shall probably never

run upon again, was worth your banish

ment to Mrs. Thomson's Siberia?”

“It was not for him, but the princi

ple, dear,” Camilla began, and stopped

abruptly. Madame Cagliari did not pursue

the subject. A number of other visitors

claimed their attention. The evening wore

away, till Camilla, who had been consult

ing her programme, settled back in her

chair and fixed her gaze eagerly upon the

ring.

The high jumping for gentlemen riders

was about to begin, and Madame Cagliari,

following with her glass the direction of

Miss Godfrey's eyes, saw a light, elegant

figure seated upon Mr. Blackburn's well

known Lady Sweetlips, cantering back

and forth beneath them.

That Sweetlips, the darling of her mas

ter's heart, won her due meed of honors,

would be naturally a gratifying thing to

Miss Godfrey. But Camilla's aunt was

unprepared for the charming radiance of

satisfaction that overspread the young

lady's face and manner. She thought she

had never seen Camilla look so pretty and

girlishly happy before.

“Blackburn will be coming to receive

your congratulations,” said the Countess,

but the remark fell upon deaf ears. There

still was Camilla intent upon the ring,

leaning forward in rapt delight. A mare

and rider had now made their appearance,

upon whose first trial round applause from

the audience arose irrepressibly. The

mare was a grand free-stepping creature,

black as jet, sensitive to a touch and

humanly intelligent, as any one could see,

who, when presently put to the test of the

bar, went easily higher and higher, until

her flight through space seemed merely a

question of when her rider should bid her

attempt the feat. There had been nothing

like it seen that night, or any night, in the

Garden. The audience as one voice broke

into cheering until the judges would have

no more of it, and the next event was

placarded. Before leaving the ring the

rider and mare passed around under where

Countess Cagliari sat with her niece, waving

him a greeting with their handkerchiefs.

A salute so slight that they alone recognized

it, expressed his thanks, and he was gone.

“Did I not say truly he is of Centaur

build P’’ exclaimed the Countess, now

more excited than her niece. “My dear

Camilla, if our young man knew what

is to his advantage he would never get

down from that saddle to become a mere

commonplace mortal again.”

“I am delighted that you had this op

portunity of seeing a specimen of Wilcox's

horsemanship,” Blackburn said, by-and

by, when he again joined the ladies. “He

is of that old-time breed of Southern riders

who are as one with their horses, and is

able to execute quite an astonishing variety

of feats when in the saddle and at full run.

But those are not his only attractions, as

you will find out if I succeed in persuading

you to come down to visit me on the

plantation. The old house he lives in,

and his relations to things generally, will

interest you, I am sure. He is just now

undergoing a bombardment of civilities to

himself and that mare of his, and could

make a small fortune out of the sale of

her if he were so disposed.”

“But he will not part with her?” asked

Camilla.

“Hardly ’’ said Blackburn, with a grim

ace. “I have found that out, on my own

account, long before this. Come, Madame

Cagliari, while the Virginian scheme is

again upon the tapis, promise me that you

will make up a party to be my guests, at

any date you may fix before Christmas.

I want your verdict—a woman's verdict—

upon some of the improvements I'm mak

ing in the house, but there is enough fin

ished to give you comfortable quarters. I

think Mr. and Mrs. Godfrey will not object

to entrusting their daughter to your care

for the jaunt, and there are a few other

people I believe we can get, who will make

up a congenial house-party for a week.”

“It is most enticing, certainly,” said the

Countess, covertly consulting the expres

sion of her niece. To her surprise Camilla

was in a condition of beaming acquies

Cence.

“Yes, yes, we will go. I know papa

and mamma will make no objection,” she

said eagerly. “I have always wanted to

have a glimpse of that romantic old life of

Virginia still under the cloud of war when

all our part of the country has so long

passed out of it. Besides, what you have

told me of the neighborhood, the climate

and the outdoor life is like a whiff of fresh

air in a hot room. Do say yes, Aunt

Elizabeth, and let Mr. Blackburn fix a

time when he will be ready to receive us.”

“We shall see,” answered Aunt Eliza

beth in an approving tone. Blackburn

was quite taken by surprise by the readi

ness of Camilla's acceptance of his scheme.

Surely this could mean but one thing, and

his staid, elderly heart began to be in

vaded by a new and encouragingly active

sensation of delight.

As they sat in the smoke-room of Black

burn's sumptuous flat an hour later he

was impelled to bestow his confidence

upon young Wilcox. But, somehow, this

was not altogether an easy task. At

Sydney’s age, a man beats about the bush

for words in which to clothe an announce

ment involving sentimental relations with

a young and blooming maiden.

At last in despair, he did what he had

better have done in the beginning—blurted

out the fact that Madame Cagliari and her

niece had promised to visit him in Virginia;

and then before he had had more than

time to note the apparently exhilarating

effect of this statement upon his friend,

followed it up by these unvarnished words:

“And you know, Wilcox, or you ought

to know if you’ve half the insight I give

you credit for, that I’m expecting Miss

Godfrey to go there one day as my wife.”

Wilcox did not move a muscle, but

smoked his cigar in silence to the end.

Then with a brief “I congratulate you,”

he bade his host good-night and left the

room.

“Odd fellow, that,” said Blackburn.

“Never does the things one expects of

him.”

(Conclusion in December Journal)
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D RA WINGS BY ERIC PAP E

N the memorable Day of

Pentecost, mentioned in

the second chapter of the

Acts of the Apostles, we

are informed that at that

time “there were dwell

ing at Jerusalem Jews " " * out of every

nation under Heaven.” In this respect

modern Jerusalem can equal the ancient

city on any day, and surpass it in the vari

ety of nationalities to be seen. To that

gathering of scattered Jews could now be

added representatives of countries then

unheard of. A girl living in Jerusalem

FAMILY OF BOKARA JEWS

may be a native of the Holy City itself

or of any city in the world. It is not

necessary to inquire what induces this

varied population to settle here; it is

enough to know that it makes up a unique

city, influenced somewhat by the ideas and

customs brought by the residents from

their former homes and being influenced

by the usages and habits obtaining among

the people around them.

A girl born in a Jerusalem home stands

one chance in nine of being the child of

Moslem parents; one in seven of being a

Christian by birth, and two chances out of

three of belonging to that “peculiar

people’’ who are proudly able to trace

their descent from Abraham. -

The chances are, a hundred to one, that

the life of a girl in Jerusalem will be passed

in a decidedly religious atmosphere.

Jerusalem homes, no matter what the faith

of the home-makers, are conspicuous for

this. There are more rabbis, more priests

and missionaries and more

sheikhs in Jerusalem than

can be found in any other

city of its size on earth.

The reason for this is

because the devotees of

these forms of religious

faith imagine that resi

dence in such a place en

ables them the better to

live a strictly religious life.

Of course no parent so

believing will neglect to

look to it that his children

share the benefits to be

derived from living in

“The Holy.” Children

soon learn that religious

duties are the supremely

important ones. This ex

cess of religion gives a

serious turn to a young

girl’s life and imparts to

it very early the serious

aspect of maturity. This

may be the reason that

Jerusalem children, and

especially girls, lack that

freedom and joyousness

such as is seen in the ac

tions of the children of

America and of the countries of Europe.

There is no joyous, beauteous period of

girlhood for the daughters of Jerusalem

households. They know nothing of the

innocent, healthful pleasures of happy

youth. During a two years' residence in

Jerusalem I have not had a single vision of

merry, romping, playful girlhood. The

fact is that the children of “The Holy”

do not know how to play, but I am glad to

note that some of the missions here are

trying to impart this particular knowledge

before attempting more serious teaching.

Treated with the scantiest consideration—

just tolerated—and made to understand

very early in life that she is held greatly

inferior to her brothers, a girl's life is not a

happy one. From the cradle to the grave

it is filled with hardships and self-denial :

slave first of father and then of husband.

When far enough advanced in years to

attend school she is confronted by an

almost ineradicable conviction that girls

should not—must not—be educated.

There is little in a girl’s life save drudgery.

She is first taught the humble lesson of

complete submission—to be implicitly obe

dient and retiring. Very early she is put

to doing work about the house, but is never,

or rarely, instructed how to perform her

tasks carefully and systematically, and she

never becomes a good housekeeper.

Among the upper-class native Christians

the daughters are permitted a trifle more

liberty than is accorded Jewesses and

Moslem girls. Special guests in Christian

homes are always looked after by the

daughters of their hosts, no matter how

many servants are kept. It is a mark of

esteem and honor to visitors to have them

personally served with refreshments, such

as cigars and coffee,

by the girls of the

families. Aside from

prettily discharging

these servile offices the

girls have no share in

the pleasures incidental

to the entertainment of

the household's guests.

Of social life the girls

of Jerusalem know

nothing—absolutely

nothing. They occa

sionally meet, a few to

gether, and appear to

enjoy each other's com

pany a little. They talk

about their household

work—which is really

everything they know

—and indulge in some

light gossipy chat about

friends, though their

gossip is never of a

harmful kind. In con

versation they show

some little animation

and spirit, but, being

ignorant and illiterate,

they have no idea of

grammatical form of

expression. Moslem

maidens try to atone

for this lack of knowl

edge by emphasizing

their sentences in the

frequent use of exple

tives. Occasionally

cards, dominoes and checkers are played,

but the native girls have little inclination

for any pastime involving mental effort.

Such things as dances, fétes and fairs are

unknown to the girls of Jerusalem ; occa

sionally they are taken on a family picnic

to some olive orchard

near their homes where

they pass part of the day.

From these and all simi

lar gatherings men are

barred. There is abso

lutely no commingling of

the sexes. For a girl to

appear at any assemblage

where there are men

would be regarded as

audacious and shocking.

No Jerusalem girl would

do such a thing ; she

would not dream of com

mitting so fatal a breach

in the unwritten, though

well-defined, law govern

ing the conduct of her sex.

So strict is this law, or

custom, of exclusion that

under no circumstances

would a girl attend the

wedding of her brother to

which were bidden guests

outside the immediate

families. Socially the

life of a Jerusalem girl

is melancholy, and her

pleasures are tame, stale,

unprofitable. It is, there

fore, little wonder that she finds a pleasing

employment of her leisure in lounging and

vacantly dreaming—of nothing.

The women of almost every country

have some graceful accomplishment—

music or dancing, or some homelier em

ployment in which they excel, but not so

the girls of Jerusalem. As housekeepers

they are indifferent, knowing nothing of

making the home cheery and attractive,

and the plainest sewing taxes to the

utmost their skill with the needle. I must,

however, set down, clear and plain, that

they are always dutiful daughters, faithful

wives and loving mothers, expending a

wealth of affection upon their children and

accepting the will of their husbands as

law. As wives they have no voice in the

management of their homes.* United States Consul at Jerusalem.

MOSLEM MOTHER AND CHILD

NATIVE CHRISTIAN G|RL

The independent girl is utterly and

absolutely unknown in Jerusalem, for

the reason that she does not exist. A

girl must be an orphan, and without rela

tives, if she go out to service. She will

live in the direst poverty, subsist upon the

coarsest and scantiest food, or depend

upon charity for her bread, rather than

demean (as she considers) herself by

working for hire in the house of strangers.

I can learn of no native Jerusalem girl

being in service, although one who can do

housework well, as housework goes here,

can earn one and a half dollars per week.

It is safe to assert, I think, that there are

no native Jerusalem girls out at service

in the Holy City. Even had a girl the

necessary educational equipment she could

not engage in business. The publicity of

being a bookkeeper or saleswoman would

bring her crushing and overwhelming dis

grace, and no business man in Jerusalem

could be induced to introduce so startling

an innovation as that of employing a woman

in his store or office.

Religion draws a clearly-defined dis

tinction between the people of Jerusalem,

and consequently there is no social inter

course among the Christians and Jews

and Moslems. There is no class distinc

tion among the Christians, and but little

among the Jews. The latter, of foreign

birth and education, hold themselves a

trifle aloof from their native sisters, but

the line is not tightly

drawn. Blood and

birth count for every

thing with the Moslems,

who are divided into

three classes. Those

who are descended

from the Prophet and

his family constitute the

aristocrats—the elect :

next comes the official

class, while lowest in

the social scale are the

working people and

their families.

Are the girls of Jeru

salem pretty is a ques

tion I am sure will be

asked, and it is one

not answerable except

by both “yes” and

“no.” Some with their

straight forms, dark,

rich complexions, black

hair and eyes, are

beautiful indeed; others

are plain, very, very

plain. Judged by our

standard their style of

dress is unattractive

and unbecoming, but

they hold exactly con

trary views, so there is

a fair difference upon

this point. However,

they are not affected

by changing styles, nor

do they suffer from the

evils of modern dress. The great majority

(I am told by a Christian mother) do not

know what a corset is, consequently they

have good health, and, I may set down

here as not entirely irrelevant, most amia

ble dispositions.

Moslem girls are kept in closest seclu

sion. While mere children they are taught

that it is a disgrace to appear in the pres

ence of men with uncovered faces. Accord

MOHAMMEDAN G|RL-STREET DRESS

ingly they are provided with veils, usually

hideously ornamented, and of texture so

fine as to prevent any of the features being

seen, but not too fine to prevent the eyes

behind them seeing about all that is going

on in the vicinity. They also wear cover

ings, made of silk if the father can afford

it; if not, of some cheaper material. This

UPPER-CLASS ''JEWESS IN HOUSE COSTUME

wrap is designed to hide all the rest of the

costume. It even covers the head. In

this decidedly unattractive garb the wearer

is as secluded from masculine gaze as she

would be behind the closed doors of the

harem. Native Christian girls are not

quite so much secluded, but their little

liberty would be considered bondage by

American girls of the same age. On the

street many of them appear with an article

of apparel that very much resembles a

sheet. This covers the entire person just

as the similar Mohammedan garment

enshrouds the Moslem girl. Many have

also veils so arranged that, should a male

Moslem appear, they can be quickly drawn

over their faces, and their features con

cealed.

To marry is the chief and sole aim and

aspiration of these girls. They are taught

that their only mission in life is to become

the slave—wife—of some man just as their

mothers are. Naturally their chief aim is

to have some one marry them who can

provide for them comfortably and who

will treat them kindly. Other than this

most pardonable ambition they have none.

Before girls are well on in their teens

marriage is thought of. This is true

among all classes and religions. Perhaps

the child does not think of it herself, but

it is thought of for her by those who do

her thinking and whose conclusions she

must obey. The prospective bride is

seldom consulted as to her wishes in the

important matter of the choice of a life

partner. The fathers, or nearest of kin,

of the future husband and wife attend to

all the preliminaries. The main item

always to be considered is dowry. The

groom must have so much money or its

equivalent and so must the bride. Much

depends upon the position in life they

or their people occupy. A marriage may,

and usually does, take place without

acquaintance, and accordingly without love

existing between the high contracting

parties; but never without money.

Of courtship as it is known in America

or England there is none whatever. A

young Mohammedan never sees the face

of the girl who is to become his wife until

after marriage. His mother and sisters

may see her and report their impressions,

but if it is a case where the union is by

them considered a desirable one they are

likely to accredit her with charms she does

not possess. Among Jews and Christians

there is a greater latitude in this respect,

though the young people are never per

mitted to see each other without the pres

ence of a third party. In every case the

services of an intermediary are necessary.

Brides at fourteen are not uncommon

and at twelve occasion little remark. I

have known of one bride ten years of age.

She was a Moslem, and, without knowing

what was being done, was married to a

man old enough to be her father. These

child-wives cannot but excite the keenest

pity of thoughtful, intelligent people.

In the above statement the Moslem pop

ulation is specially referred to. They are

the worst in this respect, though Jews and

native Christians are not free from these

sins against God’s law, and hence against

themselves. The life of the average girl

in the Holy City is fatal to development

into that true womanhood which is the

beauty, the glory and the salvation of a

life and a nation. The whole policy is

repressive, and in the atmosphere that it

begets there is no chance for those virtues,

which, sown in early childhood, should

have opportunity for growth in girlhood

in order to mature and beautify into true

wifehood and loving motherhood.
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HERE was a mania some

years ago for making

out imaginary lists of

the five books which one

would like to take to

prison, if doomed to that

retreat. Much pains was

lavished on these enter

prises, and it generally turned out that,

after the Bible and Shakespeare, no two

lists agreed. Warned by such experiences,

I approach with some timidity the task

imposed upon me by THE LADIES' HOME

|...". of making a choice of the books

est suited for intelligent American girls

of fifteen years or thereabouts. It is

expressly stipulated, moreover, that all the

books thus indicated shall be of American

origin. In the following lists, therefore,

there will be no other books than these–

not because American literature is the best

of the world's literature, but because it is

clearly the most important to ourselves.

It has been suggested that I should begin

with a list of ten books, and then enlarge

this by successive additions to fifteen,

twenty-five, fifty and one hundred. It is

quite essential that every one of the books

should prove readable in the end, if not

altogether promising at first. It must not

be inferred, because one has recommended

certain books, that they are the very

volumes which he would have selected by

preference for his own reading. We must

approach the subject not merely from the

side of preference, nor from that of good

literature alone, but from the experience

gained by the observation of our own

children, and, if possible, of public libra

ries. After all, what is the use of a list in

which every book must be administered,

as it were, at the point of the bayonet?

THE FIRST TEN BOOKS

T the head of all available books for

American girls—whether to create the

love of reading or to gratify it—must be

placed, of course, Miss Alcott’s “Little

Women.” The young girls themselves

will place it there, if we do not ; and

there is really no objection to be made to

this prominence, beyond some occasional

instances of slang or slovenly expression.

With it may be classed, though perhaps

written for somewhat younger readers,

Miss Jane Andrews’ immortal “The

Seven Little Sisters Who Live on the Round

Ball that Floats in the Air,” a book which

has for the first time brought it home to

multitudes of young people that they are

the citizens not merely of a nation but of a

planet. We may then pass to four classic

works, by classic American authors: Haw

thorne’s “Wonder Book,” Longfellow's

“Evangeline,” Lowell’s “Vision of Sir

| aunfal” and Whittier’s “Snow-Bound.”

With a little less sense of perfect security

we may add Irving’s “Sketch Book,”

Cooper’s “Last of the Mohicans,” and

Mrs. Stowe’s “Uncle Tom's Cabin’’; the

last two having this especial value, that they

introduced two new races into literature

and won at once an international fame.

This makes nine of the first ten, and Dr.

Hale’s “Ten Times One is Ten '' seems

almost providential as to the fitness of its

title, and may rightfully find its way in.

FIVE MORE BOOKS-FIFTEEN

OR the second installment of five books

— making fifteen in all —we must

still keep among the classics if possible.

Emerson's “Nature '' and Thoreau's

“Walden '' will open both the eye and the

imagination to the glories of the external

world. Having begun with Hawthorne's

“Wonder Book” as already given, we may

follow it up with Professor Palmer's prose

version of “The Odyssey,” one of the

glories of our American literature. For

an added poet let us choose Bryant, not

merely for the fresh flavor of his outdoor

poetry, but for the charm of his Spanish

translations, which equal or surpass Lock

hart. For another bit of fiction I should

add unquestionably Miss Wilkins’ “A

Humble Romance,” thus making out the

required fifteen in all.

TEN MORE-TWENTY-FIVE

FOR the next ten books let us go a little

farther into Emerson, taking his

“Essays,” and into Hawthorne, taking

“Twice-Told Tales.” In the same direc

tion I would choose the “Memoirs of

Margaret Fuller Ossoli,” a book which is a

nursery of courageous thoughts and high

purposes. There are three separate books

on this subject, however, among which I

naturally prefer my own, else why should

it have been written ? To this add that

charming bit of youthful American life, by

another gifted woman, “Among the Isles of

Shoals,” by Celia Thaxter. For poetry we

will take Poe, to give the young imagina

tion wings, and Aldrich, to teach it how to

manage them. For fiction we will go

beyond the New England of Miss Wilkins

and include Miss Murfree’s “In the

Tennessee Mountains,” Miss Woolson's

“Anne,” Howells’ “A Hazard of New

Fortunes'—in which he launches into the

bolder current of his later stories—and

Helen Jackson’s “Ramona.” This makes

up the first five-and-twenty, and we can

now enlarge our lists more freely.

TWENTY-FIVE MORE–FIFTY

FOR the next twenty-five books we can

allow ourselves, in the way of poetry,

Emily Dickinson's wonderful glimpses of

inspiration, and the profound and passionate

“Verses” of Helen Jackson (“H. H.”).

To combine with these something as un

like them as possible let us take a volume

of James Whitcomb Riley's dialect poems.

Some good books of literary criticism

should here enter, such as Stedman's

“Poets of America ’’ and Brander Mat

thews’ “Americanisms and Briticisms.”

It would be well to add Professor A. S.

Hill’s “Foundations of Rhetoric'' as being

equally good for reading or for study.

Some books of personal history or remi

niscence should come in also, such as the

familiar letters of President John Adams

and Abigail, his wife, letters full of racy

and interesting matter. Add the admirable

“Life of Dolly Madison,” the wife of our

fourth President, and join with it Miss

Anne H. Wharton’s “Through Colonial

Doorways.” Mrs. Dodge's classic “Hans

Brinker” should come here, and two tales

on social themes, Bellamy’s “Looking

Backward” and Howells’ “Traveller from

Altruria.” For outdoor books add Bolles'

“Land of the Lingering Snow,” Burroughs'

‘‘ Locusts and Wil Honey,” Muir's

“Mountains of California,” Shaler’s “Na

ture and Man in America” and Thoreau's

“Week.” Then we must doubtless have

—still remembering the need of local

distribution over our wide country—Miss

Jewett's immortal. “Deephaven,” Jan

vier’s “Color Studies” (New York City),

Page’s “Marse Chan,” Stockton’s “Rud

der Grange,” Harris’ “Uncle Remus,”

Garland’s “Main-Traveled Roads,” Cable's

“Dr. Sevier,” and Grace King’s “Tales

of a Time and Place.” This local distri

bution fortunately affords some of the very

best of our recent fiction, and completes

our subsidiary list of twenty-five, making

in all fifty. Fifty books It is already

quite a library.

FIFTY MORE–ONE HUNDRED

IN entering on the second half-hundred

books I should add to the previous

volumes of poetry Gilder’s “Five Books

of Song,” and Mrs. Moulton’s “Swallow

Flights.” To the essays let us add

Stedman’s “Victorian Poets” and Holmes’

“Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.” Mrs.

Lucy M. Mitchell's admirable “History

of Ancient Sculpture" must by no means

be omitted, or Helen Campbell's “Ameri

can Girls' Home Book.”

To the fiction let us add Poe's powerful

tales. That old favorite, Mrs. Spofford's

“The Amber Gods,” must not be omitted,

nor Bret Harte's “The Luck of Roaring

Camp,” although the one sometimes

verges upon the sensational and the other

upon coarseness. The much-discussed

stories of “Saxe Holm, ” must be in

cluded, and Mrs. Ward's mystical “Gates

Ajar” and Professor Hardy’s “Passe

Rose.” Mr. Warner's “A Little Journey

in the World'' is, perhaps, the best of his

social novels, and Mrs. Barr's “A Bow of

Orange Ribbon '' the best of hers, at least

in view of its American setting. Mr.

Curtis’ “Prue and I’’ must be preserved,

although always criticised as being too

distinctly imitative of Lamb and Haw

thorne.

For a more extended series of American

books of travel and adventure I should

name Mark Twain’s “Life on the Missis

sippi,” which still seems to me his best

book; Mrs. Custer’s “Boots and Saddles,”

a vivid picture of army life from a woman's

point of view ; Agassiz's “Brazil,” by

the great naturalist and his wife; Mrs.

Sophia Hawthorne's “Notes in England

and Italy’’; W. C. Brownell's admirable

“French Traits”; Smalley’s “Studies of

Men,” and for the reverse side of the pic

ture, Badeau’s “Aristocracy in England.”

In the direction of history, we must, of

course, include some standard books

of a somewhat imposing size: Bancroft’s

“ United States,” Motley’s “Dutch Re

public,” Parkman’s “Pioneers of France in

the New World” and Prescott’s “Mexico,”

the latter to be read, however, with caution.

To these may be added among more re

cent works, Roosevelt’s “Winning of the

West,” Fiske’s “Discovery of America”

and Rossiter Johnson’s “Short History of

the War of Secession,” by far the most

readable condensed narrative of that series

of events. From later American histories

of foreign countries may be selected

Herbert Tuttle's “Prussia,” Thayer's

“Dawn of Italian Independence,” and

Professor Edward Channing’s “English

History for Americans.”

In biography there should be the auto

biographies of Franklin and Grant.

Irving's still remains the most readable

and attractive life of Washington. In the

excellent series called “American States

men,” the best is, perhaps, Morse's

“Lincoln,” and in the “Men of Letters ”

series, Professor Lounsbury’s “Cooper.”

Mr. J.T. Fields’ “Yesterdays with Authors”

is a treasury of anecdote as to recent

literary men. In science there are needed

a few such books as Fiske’s “Darwinism,”

Mrs. Bergen’s “Glimpses at the Plant

World,” Mrs. Miller’s “Little Brothers of

the Air,” Miss Ballard's “Among the

Moths and Butterflies,” and Mrs. Todd's

delightful “Eclipses of the Sun.” For

physiology Miss Call's “Power Through

Repose ’’ will, perhaps, be the best. In the

domain of sociology, now so widely studied,

Henry George’s “Progress and Poverty ''

stands for one radical creed and Gron

lund’s “Cooperative Commonwealth’’ for

another, while Professor Sumner's “What

Social Classes Owe to One Another ”

furnishes an emphatic antidote, and Pro

fessor Ely’s “Socialism and Social Re

form ' offers a more judicial view than

either. “Woman's Work in America,”

by Mrs. Meyer, is an excellent compendium

of occupations and of social progress.

This makes our one hundredth book, and
it is better to resist all farther efforts to

revise the list.

T must be said above all, for the safety

of youth, that each list is presented

here as something to be suggested and

offered, not prescribed. Tastes vary very

much, even within the same household.

The wisest maxim in medicine is probably

that bequeathed by Hippocrates, its father,

that “the second-best remedy is better than

the best, if the patient likes it best.”
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A EUROPEAN TRIP AT HOME

Ay Aºsdelle M. Hart

- HERE were eight girls in our

>32 party and Aunt Jessie was our

& chaperon. We had been

ambitious to travel for a long

time, but there was one great

obstacle always in our way—

we had no money. But Aunt

Jessie unexpectedly came to our rescue

one afternoon as we sat chatting around

her cozy wood fire, and inquired : “Girls,

wouldn't you like to take a three months’

trip to England with me this winter? My

sitting-room is at your disposal every

Wednesday afternoon.” -

The answer was unanimous: “We wished

to start immediately.” A committee of

three decided upon the countries to be

visited, found what books of reference

were best to be consulted, and to each of

the party selected and assigned topics to be

reported upon at the succeeding meeting.

The topics were such as would give us

the broadest knowledge possible of the

places we desired to visit, and included,

besides, all available information concern

ing the geography and history of each

place, and the stories we might hear there,

and talks about the people we might meet.

A committee served one month and was

then succeeded by another. In this way

the labor of planning was equally divided.

At Aunt Jessie's suggestion we kept jour

nals, written as if we had actually taken the

trip, telling just what we had seen, what

impressed us most, and what we had

learned of general interest from week to

week. Some of the girls were very ready

with their pens and filled their little boo' -

with bright descriptions and racy anecdotes

which were well worth reading, and we all

became as attached to our note-books as

if they had been our companions on a real

journey. Our friends became interested

and provided guide-books and magazine

articles which were of great service.

THE first meeting was devoted to our

ocean voyage. We had found out

how and where to purchase our tickets,

what our necessary expenses would be,

had studied the plan of an ocean steamer,

had discovered the comparative value of

different staterooms, had considered what

kind of wardrobe would be most useful to

us, what clothing to pack in our steamer

trunks, and what to take for our sojourn in

England, and all the little matters of inter

est to one about to cross the Atlantic.

We were supplied with pictures and

charts and made our voyage, it is needless

to say, without mishap and without sea

sickness. Of course we had a glimpse of

Queenstown, built on a cliff with its streets

rising one above another parallel to the

beach. Then how we enjoyed the sail to

Liverpool, watching the distant shore as

we sped by it all day, and the entrance, at

last, into the mouth of the Mersey, where

a pilot-boat came out to meet us.

Our second meeting was devoted to

Liverpool, Birkenhead, just opposite, and

Chester. By the help of our guide-books,

in each place we selected our hotel. We

visited the great docks while we were

in Liverpool, heard in imagination the

great organ in St. George's Hall, went to

the Exchange and Castle Hall in Castle

Street and had our first glimpse of English

shops. Then after crossing to Birkenhead

on the Woodside Ferry we had our first

experience with an English railway, and

took a charming half hour's ride through a

beautiful country of green meadows. At

Chester there was the Roman wall to see,

and the Cathedral, and the queer covered

walks from the second stories of the houses

like continuous balconies. From Chester

we went to Shrewsbury and Birmingham,

and from there took several delightful

excursions to Warwick and Kenilworth,

and to George Eliot's home at Nuneaton.

ONE meeting was devoted to Stratford

on-Avon, and then came Blenheim,

Woodstock, Oxford and Windsor, before

we came to London. We remained in

London three weeks at an old-fashioned

little inn at Charing Cross, studying the

streets and houses, visiting the Tower, the

Bank of England, Durham House, York

House, Hyde Park and Kensington Gar

dens, Buckingham Palace and Westminster

Abbey. We were still in London at Christ

mas time, so we read Dickens’ “Christmas

Carol ’’ and sang old English Christmas

songs, and were given a sprig of holly when

we separated ; so that we felt that we had

really enjoyed an English Christmas.

From London we went to Dover, thence

to Yarmouth, and from there north through

Nottingham and Sheffield and Leeds to

New Castle and Gretna Green.

We spent several afternoons in the lake

region, studying beautiful scenery, visiting

the spots made famous in English verse,

and reading much about the lake poets,

Wordsworth, Coleridge and Southey.

Thus an added charm was given this

region. Our last meeting was devoted to

our homeward voyage and the recital of

reminiscences of our travels, and we voted

unanimous thanks to the companion whose

suggestions and help had given us so

pleasant a journey by her cheery winter fire.
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By Emma // Heath

ERY few people, I fancy,

have ever seen a paper

party carried out in all its

details, but those who

have are unanimous in

their expressions of de

light and surprise at the

wonderfully artistic ef

fects which have been

produced with that pliable

material, crêpe paper,

and the best part is the comparatively

small expense and infinite variety of

changes in color combinations.

First to be considered is the room, and

perhaps a description of one which I

helped decorate not long ago will suggest

more ideas than I could give otherwise.

It was a large room in a club house, some

thirty by forty feet, with ceiling sixteen

feet high, crossed and encircled by big oak

beams. On one side were three window

seats, and opposite a big fireplace with

window seats on either side. Something

entirely different from anything that had

ever been seen was wanted, and this was

how it was done: Morning-glories in pink,

purple and crimson made in vines with

large leaves of tissue

paper were every

where. Before each

of the window seats

were hung curtains

of morning-glory

vines, made by

hanging lengths of

the vines close to

gether across the

opening from the top

of the archway, and

then draped back

each way and let to

fall gracefully on either side. The

beams were all hung with garlands

of vines across and all around the

room. The doorways at either

end of the room were hung with

curtains, and long vines trailed

down carelessly over the pictures.

The Gothic arches over the fireplace were

outlined with the vines. The room was

illuminated by a big circle of electric lights,

and from this to each corner hung a long

vine of lights. These were wound and

hung with vines, and each light was shaded

with a big morning-glory, as were also the

lights on the side chandeliers about the

room. The fireplace was filled with palms

and ferns, and the whole effect, when

lighted, was a big bower of morning

glories. Of course it took quantities of

vines—fifteen hundred yards—but many

hands make light work, and the morning

glory is really one of the simplest, as well

as one of the most effective, flowers that

can be desired for decoration.

In modern parlors where

some particular color is de

sired, the crêpe paper is very

effective if hung or draped

outside of the lace curtains ;

either the plain color is used

or the white with two stripes

of color in each edge. The

gaslights should be

covered with shades

of the same color.

Only general direc

tions can be given for

these shades as there

are so many sizes in

gas globes. First cut "… "

a strip of asbestos & --

paper two inches wide,

and long enough to fit

snugly around the

larger part of the

globe. Cut a strip of

crêpe paper the same length as the asbes

tos band and ten inches wide; glue it to

the band two inches below the edge and

ruffle the heading and lower edge of crêpe

by pulling the paper with the right hand

between the thumb and finger of the left

hand. Crease the paper under about one

inch below the band, and stretch between

the fingers the same as the edge. This

gives a more graceful shape and also keeps

the paper from coming in contact with the

glass shade, which is sometimes hot enough
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to scorch anything

that may touch it.

To make the chry

santhemum globe

shades a wire frame

made the shape of a

globe is used, quite

open at the top, and

the bottom ring the

regulation size for any

shade frame, so that

it will fit on the lamp

ring. This is first

covered with crêpe

paper of the color desired ; the paper is

cut wide enough to reach two-thirds of the

way around the globe; glue one side to the

wire on the side of the globe, and then

stretch the paper around the largest part

of the globe and glue the ends together.

Then glue the paper to the wire top and

bottom of the globe, and trim close to the

edge. Next, take tissue paper the same

shade and cut in

to strips about Af

three inches wide,

double it together

and cutinslender

pointed petals

like a chrysanthemum, making

them in strips instead of around

a circle as for the flowers.

These petals are curled by plac

ing them against the knee and

rolling the round end of a hat

pin over them, from the point

toward you. After you have a

number of strips curled begin

gluing them to the globe, com

mencing at the top and going

round and round closely so the

petals fall together. By ex

perimenting with a few strips

one can readily judge how

many will be required. A row

of leaf-green petals around the

bottom of the globe adds an

effective and artistic finish.

To make tulips or daffodils,

much the better way is to take

natural flowers and cut a pat

tern from them. For the

tulip, pieces of fine hair-wire,

covered with strips of crêpe

the color of the flower, are

glued through the centre of each of the

six petals. The centre should be made

first and fastened to a piece of heavy

wire for the stem. Then the petals are

arranged around that and fastened to it

with fine wire. Cover the stem, from

base of the flower to the end, with a

two-inch wide piece of leaf-green crêpe

paper, from which the fullness has been

stretched. The leaf is a strip of crêpe

paper, seven or eight inches long and two

inches wide, with one end cut in a rounded

point. The square end is wrapped around

the tulip stem near the bottom, and a

second leaf is put outside of that on the

opposite side of the stem, just as the tulip

leaf grows. Some of the yellow tulips are

very pretty painted red in the centre of

each petal, like the red and yellow variety,

the kind we are most familiar with.

For the daffodil, the centre is cut in a

long strip and one edge cut in quite deep
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scallops; the fullness is pretty well

stretched out before it is cut. It is

then rolled up until you have a cen

tre the size you wish, then it is put

on a heavy wire for a stem, the

same as the tulip. The outside

leaves should be cut separately and

wired, and the stem is covered the

same as that of the tulip.

In the supper-room the tables

may either have strips of the crêpe

paper laid over the table or

a spread may be made to

cover the table entirely, as

the crêpe can be had forty

and sixty inches wide. The

edges are ruffled by drawing

them between the thumb

and finger. If small tables

are used the prettiest effect

is gained by using the little

princesse lamps or tall

candlesticks, with what is

called the twilight candle

instead of a wax candle.

The former is a porcelain

candle with a tiny burner

and chimney and holds oil; for these

lamps small shades are made exactly

the same as for a large shade. For the

princesse shades eight-inch frames are

needed, the shape being a matter of taste,

and for the twilight lamps the paper is

gathered on to a band of Bristol-board half

an inch wide and just long enough to fit

around the top of the holder that is attached

to the lamp. A piece of number three or

five satin ribbon tied around the heading of

this shade, with a pretty bow and ends, adds

a graceful finish. They may also be

trimmed with a cluster or spray of the pre

vailing flower, and mica spreader and chim

ney should be used with this shade. A strip

of crêpe ten inches wide and one and one

half yards long is needed. The shades for

the princesse lamps are made double, white

being generally used under the color, and

they are gathered with a thread instead of

on a band, but precisely the same measure

is used for both kinds of these pretty shades.

Next to be con

sidered are the

costumes, and

these may be also

A
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made from crêpe paper.

A foundation must first be

made of white cambric,

and then you proceed ex

actly as for a dress of any

other material. The only

disadvantage is that most of the

crêpe paper which can be bought

in this country is only twenty

inches wide, and can only be used

to advantage with the crêpe run

ning up and down. I believe,

now, that the crêpe of American

manufacture can be had, to order,

forty inches wide, and as it comes

in all the newest and most ex

quisite shades it is sure to be

used for this purpose. A dainty

gown can be made of pale blue,

or what is known as medium

blue, with a full skirt on a

good lining, and low-necked

baby-waist, with big puffed

sleeves and trimmed with

garlands or fringes of cun

ning little pink rosebuds.

uaint little handker

chief bag of blue crêpe ; a

big hat and a fan all trimmed with pink

Somerosebuds complete the costume.

effective combinations for

gowns are: white with

Marguerites, mauve with

orchids, pale amber with

blue bachelor-buttons or

pink roses, light pink with

violets, or lavender with

violets; all are pretty.

To make the hat, take a

strip of crêpe paper five

inches wide and two yards º

long, gather one edge and 2:…

glue to a strip of cardboard

the size of the crown of hat; glue

the ends of band together and the

ends of crêpe ; take a piece of silk

covered wire twenty-seven inches

long, sew the ends neatly together, 2\

and glue it to the under side of -

hat, one inch from the edge, draw- FA
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ing the fullness evenly from the

crown band to the wire. For the

full crown take a strip three

quarters of a yard long and six

inches wide ; gather one edge and

draw the fullness together tightly

and tie the thread securely ; glue

the ends of paper together, and

the lower edge to the crown band;

flatten the crown by stretching the

paper to form a sort of puff. The

trimming may be varied.

The bag must be made

over a lining of thin silk to

be substantial. To make

one of nice size use one

quarter yard of crêpe paper

and the same amount of

silk ; hang it with number

five ribbon from the waist,

and trim with tiny bunches

of rosebuds. An ordinary

Japanese fan, with an odd

shaped handle, may be

trimmed with crêpe paper

on both sides. On one side

a big bow of crêpe paper

and a cluster of rosebuds may be placed.

The same ideas may be carried out in

favors, by making them in a variety of col

ors and trimming. There are caps for the

men in several styles. A simple one is the

sailor cap ; a strip ten inches wide and one

and one-half yards long, gathered on one

edge with thread which is drawn as tight

as possible and fastened, the ends of the

crêpe glued together, and the lower edge

glued to a

band the

size desired

for the cap.

These caps

cRéPE PAPER HAT

are made either in black or in all light

colors. The mortar-board cap in the

different college colors, and the jockey

cap in the bright colors are very attractive

and exceedingly popular favors.

To correspond with the fans, boutonnières

or clusters of flowers to match the trim

ming may be used for the men, and canes

trimmed with bunches of flowers and rib

bons to match the bags are particularly

showy. Then there are boas entirely of

flowers, made by sewing the flowers and

leaves to a strip of ribbon. They can be

made of roses or chrysanthemums, carna

tions, bachelor-buttons, buttercups and

daisies. Violets, interspersed with rosettes

of crêpe paper, make a very pretty com

bination. For the men there are any num

ber of styles that may be made in shaving

cases. A quite effective one is the big ball

made of tissue paper. These may be made

in one color, shaded, or in several colors.

The college

colors are al

ways popular :

Princeton's is

orange and

black; Yale’s,

blue and white;

Harvard’s,

crimson, and --- ºf 4.5

the more deli- £ººl fº

cate coloring of - --

Vassar, pink

and gray, and -

Smith, yellow ºš º

and wº º º

make the ball, the sºs

aper is cut in six- Y; Sºlº

inch squares and pulled

through the hands from

the centre of each square

until it is sufficiently crinkled ;

then these are strung together

through the point of each

square, before it is opened, until there are

enough squares to make a fluffy ball.

This is hung with a yard and a half of

number five ribbon, and the ends tied in a

graceful bow so that it may be hung on the

arm while dancing.

Then there are the streamers in the dif

ferent college colors. These are very easily

made and very showy. Slender sticks,

twenty-seven inches long, are wound with

tissue paper to match the

streamer, which is cut from

crêpe paper. If two colors

are desired they should be

glued together in two strips

and then cut into shape after

they are joined, and then

the streamers glued to the

sticks. The subject of fa

vors is practically inex

haustible, and the decorat

ive possibilities of crêpe pa

ROSES

~$2. per so great and varied that

they cannot be detailed in a maga

zine article, nor outside the one or

two books exclusively devoted to

the theme. I have simply endeav

ored to outline some of the most

practical or general ornate uses of

>

N the freely pliable paper fabric.
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F there is one

thing up on

which I pride

myself more

than another it

is something

else. Not that

I assume any credit to myself for this

superiority, because it is a faculty which is

inborn with me. Very few men can say as

much, and the man who dares say more

is none. At least, none that I know of.

With these remarks, which explain them

selves as well as any living creature can

explain them, permit me to pass to the

next thing, which will be much the same,

only different.

Visitors who have been permitted to an

interior view of the Den wherein I store

the intellectual apparatus with which I

conduct my experiments upon human

patience and credulity, have often re

marked upon its neatness and its system

atic order. I have not infrequently made

the assertion that I could go into that

room the darkest night in the year, at the

darkest hour, and lay my hand upon the

book, memorandum, pencil or whatever

it was I wanted. And this was not idle

boasting ; it is true. I usually light a lamp

before going in, but that has no effect upon

the darkness of the night. That is just as

dark as ever it was. It has pleased me to

note that the visitors believed me. At any

rate, they said they did. And I believed

the visitors. If they did not believe me,

then we were in the same boat anyhow,

and I had the proud satisfaction of knowing

that I was quite as truthful as my friends.

NE night, not so long ago but that

I have had time to forget it, were it

not for my interest to remember it, I was

aroused from a beautiful dream by the

slamming of a shutter. I can go to sleep

in a railway station hotel, with the yard

engines playing tag up and down the tracks

all night, without a struggle. But a slam

ming shutter murders sleep with a refine

ment of cruelty that would give Macbeth

points. You never know when to listen

for the next slam. And you don't know

whether it will be a single or a double

slam. The next time it flies open you can

distinctly hear the catch fall into place, and

you say, “Thank Heaven,” as devoutly

and earnestly as though you really believed

that Heaven sends angels down to earth

to fasten shutters for men who are too lazy

to get out of bed and walk across a room

only eighteen feet wide. Heaven is good

to us; vastly better than we deserve, the

majority of us—all of us, in fact, except

myself and a few personal friends whom I

could name, being unprofitable servants—

but I do not believe that Providence con

descends to do general housework for

ſº who snore. So far as I can remem

er I can recall but one instance in which

the Lord ever closed a shutter for any

body. He did close a window for Noah.

But that was probably more to keep the

other sinners from getting in, than to save

Noah a little trouble. But just after you

have thanked Heaven for the catching of

your shutter it comes back again with a

crash that makes the glass rattle and jingle,

and sets every nerve on the quiver.

ANYºº who might overhear your next

remarks would conclude that if ever

Heaven shut a door for you you would

be on the outside. Sometimes the shutter

pats softly against the window half a

dozen times, just stirring you up lightly.

You listen and wonder what that queer

sound is ; it sounds like burglars; you

never heard a burglar, but that sounds just

like one. You listen with your hair

arranging itself pompadour; the gentle

tapping keeps up. You cry, “Who’s

there?” Nobody says anything, and at last,

like the boy hunting the cricket, you

decide that it is “nawthin' but a noise,”

and lie down again. Just as your head

touches the pillow the shutter, which has

only been going through these preliminary

tappings to get on a good ready, hauls

back, makes a false motion or two and lets

go against the side of the house with a bang

that turns your heart to ice, and silences

the meat-hound howling in the next yard.

To save your life, after that, when you get

your nerves calmed down sufficiently to

permit you to walk across the room with

out waltzing like a teetotum, you get up

to fasten the shutter. You then discover

that it is on the adjoining house, and go

back to your bed again.

BUT this night, after going through the ner

vous agony attendant upon a shutter

seance, I became convinced that the sleep

destroyer was loosely adjusted to my own

property, and moreover that it was a Den

window. I remained perfectly quiet for a

long time, hoping that some other member
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of the household, more nervous than

myself, would weary of the racket, get up

and bind the slamming bedlam to silence.

But nobody else appeared to be awake.

Once or twice I sat up in bed and shouted,

“What's that?” not for information, but

for the purpose of reënforcing the shutter

and arousing some one of the family.

Once awake I knew the sufferer could not

get to sleep. But the alarm failed. I

could hear deep breathings from the other

rooms; I could hear the shutter softly

creaking as it lined up to buck the centre

once more; I could hear a distant cat

bewailing the mocking fate that had shut

up the barn and locked the kitchen while

it was foraging at a neighboring manse ; I

could hear all the noises, loud and soft,

near and far, it seemed to me, that were

making themselves heard anywhere in the

world at that time. But not another soul

in the house could hear anything.

| AM a patient man, but patience has

limits, even in the constitution of the

patientest man living. I exhaled a hollow

groan for the callous indifference of my

family, sleeping while I was distracted and

maddened by the furious bombardment

against the side of the house. Then I

arose, and in my bare feet—the night was

darker than the Cave of Adullam, which

has the reputation of being a rather shady

place—or I would not have done such a .

thing for the world. Feeling my way

cautiously in the rayless gloom, I struck

the edge of the door only once, backed off,

got past it next time successfully, and

uttering audibly a statement that would

have saddened the hearts of my family had

any of them been awake, I went down

stairs, doing, I fancy, a somewhat credit

able ballet, as I felt my way through the

darkness with poised and flourishing feet.

However, it was wasted grace; thrown

away on the Cimmerian darkness—a friend

of mine, Ben Evrawhair, says he once

traveled across the Cimmerian Desert, and

it was so dark at noon that he trod on his

own heels—but I kept on dancing just the

same. I reached the Den ; I opened the

door after feeling all over it five times

before lighting upon the knob, and stepped

cautiously into the room.

HE old room ; the room that I know

so well ; the room into which I am

wont to go—according to tradition—in the

inky blackness of the darkest night, and

pick things up by the right end. I thought

of these traditions as I started on my

voyage of relief, and wished that I had

drawn some of the shadiest of them less

darkly. I put out my hand and felt some

thing that was a stranger to me. It felt

like a globe, but I knew the globe was

never placed on top of the bookshelves.

I felt carefully all over this new object.

Just as I pushed it off and it went crashing

to the floor I recognized it. It was a lamp

which belonged in the sitting-room, but I

had carried it up to the Den because my

study lamp was not filled. A man making

a voyage of relief in his bare feet across a

carpeted plain, newly strewn with a broken

lamp chimney, is about as pleasantly situ

ated as a mettlesome horse charging across

a battlefield planted with spike-blooming

caltrops. By much tiptoeing, however,

with very slow, solemn movements as

though I were performing a religious dance,

I avoided the crystal fragments. I made

one high, long stride to get out of the

haunted ground, and stepped into a large

waste-basket, a sort of a Pompeiian vase

looking thing with a narrow top. My foot

forced its way into the top, but it was like

pulling off a porous plaster to get it out

again. I got rid of the basket, but upset

a rocking-chair in the struggle, and went

into camp to think about it. -

MADE a cautious detour to avoid the

fallen chair, and when my calculations

told me I was past it I knew where I

was, stepped out boldly and fell over it. I

didn't so much mind running my arm

through the bottom of it, because it was an

old chair anyhow and needed recaning.

But as I realized that I had impaled myself

in the short ribs on one of the Heaven

pointing rockers, a tired feeling crept over

me that I would have traded for a match in

a minute. I groaned heavily, hoping that

some one hearing the fall and the groan

would think I had been murdered and

come in with a light. But if any one heard

the groan he made an incorrect diagnosis.

I picked myself up with some difficulty.

Twice I was nearly on my feet when the

chair tilted, got an underhold on me and

threw me heavily. By most desperate

efforts I kept it from getting on top of me,

to which I owe the fact that I'm alive now.

Once more on my feet, I sidled over

until I could touch the bookshelves.

Thus guided, I moved forward cautiously

until I stepped on something which felt

like a tack, but which I discovered after

ward was only a piece of glass. I was

nearing the banging shutter now ; I could

feel the cold air blowing upon me. I

reached out one foot and felt that it rested

on nothing. I felt down farther with it,

but could not touch bottom. I stooped

down and investigated. Somehow or

other I had got turned around in my

struggle with the rocking-chair, groped out

of the Den, walked down the hall and was

on my way down-stairs. A new danger

threatened the expedition. If I were heard

prowling around down-stairs I stood a good

chance of getting myself shot at. More

over, as I was an honest man, the master

of the house, and not a burglar, I would be

shot dead the first time anybody snapped

at me. A real burglar, of course, would

be missed forty feet in a room sixteen feet

square. I got down on my hands and

knees and crawled back into the Den, ram

ming into a pile of unbound magazines

and strewing the floor with them.

AFTER crawling into the Den a sufficient

distance to guarantee myself against

another escape out of the door, I rose to

my feet. As I began this manoeuvre my

head came in violent contact with some

hard substance, with a crash that made a

thousand lights dance fearfully before my

eyes, and I sank back to my former recum

bent posture and wept. I had crawled

under the desk. But in the awful dark

ness how was I to know that? I retro

graded from the desk, backing into a

revolving-chair. I felt my way into this,

sat down, went into camp and rubbed my

head while I planned another forward

movement. I bethought me that some

times there was a box of matches on my

desk, and reached out and felt for it.

I put my finger into the ink-well. I did

not dare go crawling and feeling around

among my papers with a finger dripping

with ink; I could not safely wipe it on

anything on the desk, so I did the best

thing : I wiped it thoroughly and carefully

on my hair. “Thank Heaven,” I said,

“I am not bald.”

Next morning when I learned upon

further investigation that I had dipped my

finger not into the ink-well but into the

mucilage-pot, I wasn’t so sure that a head

of hair was always an advantage over a

bald and glistening skull.

The shutter, which had been silent for

some time, now fired a solitary shot. This

guided me in the right direction. I moved

forward with great caution, holding my

arms outspread, and stepping high. With

a shriek that might have curdled the blood

in a turnip I put my foot into something

cold and wet and slimy, and something

scaly and horrible wriggled away from

beneath it. I jerked my foot into the air,

and trembling from head to foot, weak,

limp and terrified, sank to my knees, rasp

ing my shins as I did so on the sides of a

common washtub. I then remembered

that my son was keeping a young alligator,

about ten or twelve inches long, for a

young friend who had recently brought it

from Florida. I now resolved that it

should go into the ice-house the next day if

another morning should dawn in this world

upon the wretched being sitting in the

cold and dark, shivering and sobbing.

HOW long I remained there I do not

know. It was an oblivion of horror.

I remembered all my sins—that is, some

of them. I am not omniscient, of course.

I remembered especially one crime I had

committed inadvertently, for which, I had

no doubt, I was now being punished. One

time, in the far-away years when I went

a-lecturing, I was entertained at the home

of a friend of mine, in a town in Pennsyl

vania. He was a minister of the gospel.

When I went to my room that night I

noticed that his daughters had decorated

the prophet's chamber with an endless

array of Christmas cards and advertising

chromos—a very rainbow of color and a

kaleidoscope of design all over the walls.

The cards were stuck up with pins. Every

inch of space was covered with them. ... I

walked around the room as one would

walk about a picture gallery. Then I went

to bed and had the nightmare.

I had to take a train at five o'clock the

next morning. I refused to permit the

family to get up at the unearthly hour at

which I would have to arise. I said good

by the night before, and carried the alarm

clock to my room. At four-fifteen A. M. I

arose. It was dark as Erebus, this country,

and I couldn't find the matches. I had a

dim recollection of seeing a matchsafe on

the wall the night before, and went around

the room feeling for it. I scraped off a

gorgeous snowstorm of picture cards.

Round and round that room I went, mow

ing these resplendent walls with my claw

ing hands, feeling and hearing the pins

and cards rain down about my feet. Once

or twice I made my way to the bureau and

picked up a box of hairpins, and inwardly

reviled the foolish girls who would put a

box of hairpins on a man's dressing-table

and forget the matches. At last it occurred

to me to investigate the box more closely.

I opened it. It contained matches. I

lighted the lamp and shuddered as I gazed

upon those denuded walls. High as my

iconoclastic hands could reach there wasn't

a pin or a card in sight. And the floor

Strewn with the wrecks of the chromatic

press thick as autumnal leaves that strew

the brooks in Vallambrosa. With wild

and guilty haste I thrust myself into my

clothes and fled, locking the front door on

the outside, lest the family, awaking, should

discover what I had done and pursue me.

ONº. more the shutter banged with a

defiant, challenging slam, and by one

mighty effort I got to my feet and made

my way to the window. With that last

crash the shutter had accomplished its

mission of distraction. It had fastened

itself back so tightly that when I tried to

close it next day it came off the hinges.

It was cold in the Den, oh, very cold.

But I could stand the cold. A faint light

was kindling the east, and arrowy streaks

of gray were shooting across the inky skies.

I waited, playing castanet solos with my

chattering teeth until the early gleam of

a winter morning crept into the room like

a ghost of light, and faintly outlined my

way to the door. Then I hopped lightly

but stiffly out of the Den and up to my

room, lest my guilty track should betray

me, washed the alligator mud off my frozen

foot, and crawled into bed to wait for the

grip or pneumonia to come along and

finish the expedition for the relief of the

Slamrack.

RESTORING OIL PAINTINGS

By Jacob Wagner

AHE treatment of old paint

ings is a matter of very

great importance and

worthy of long study.

Artists vary in the selec

tion of their grounds

and methods, necessi

tating, therefore, differ

ent treatment for each

It requires the skilled workmanpainting.

of brains, patience and long experience—

furthermore a profound reverence for the

preservation of the fine arts. A great

many paintings have been ruined and are

ruined every day by so-called restorers and

ignorant laymen, even the artist of merit

sometimes completely ruining old paintings

by cleaning too much, and careless varnish

ing. Never has there been such interest

taken in the portraits of our ancestors and

paintings of historic interest as at present.

The painting to be treated should be

carefully examined and if cracked badly it

should certainly be given to some restorer

of reputation. If not, and the subject

only needs brightening up, carry out the

following rules: Take the painting out of

the frame and properly dust on back as

well as face ; if the canvas is slack it may

be tightened by the keys in the corners of

the stretcher frame; then take a soft clean

sponge, some luke-warm water and pure

Castile soap, or a slice of raw potato and

wash carefully until the dirt is all removed.

When dry, wipe with an old soft piece of

linen. The varnish must be the best mastic

picture varnish and should be used with a

great deal of discretion. If the painting

treated has never been varnished it can be

used full strength ; if there is a body of

varnish on it and simply needs reviving,

dilute the varnish with one-half spirits of

turpentine. The work should be done in

a warm room after the painting is

thoroughly dry and with a soft flat bristle

brush, about two inches wide, made for

the purpose. Apply the varnish rapidly

with a full brush and be careful it does not

run , then hold to the heat of a stove or

radiator for a minute until the varnish sets,

and place against the wall face in, so that

no dust can get at it. In ten or twelve

hours the varnish will be dry enough and

the picture may be replaced in its frame.

Paintings should be cleaned and varnished

every five or six years to keep them in a

proper state of preservation. If badly

cracked by injudicious varnishing the

greater portion should be removed—never

all, as it destroys the tone. This work

should be done only by the most experi

enced and skilled restorer, and never

entrusted to the quack who may apply

the fatal alcohol and remove the delicate

finishing touches that all paintings possess,

with the varnish ; once removed they can

never be replaced as before. This treat

ment is the most important in restoration

of old paintings, and should always be done

with the greatest skill and reverence. A

word in regard to transferring and relining

paintings. All canvases when old get very

tender and the paint dry and brittle,

therefore the subject should be relined or

backed with a new canvas to strengthen it.

The process of relining and transferring

is a secret known to but a few thoroughly

trustworthy and competent men who have

served an apprenticeship in the trade.

Transferring is the last expedient, and only

means, whereby a painting either on canvas

or wood, that has lost its vitality or from

which the paint is falling, may be saved.

This process is very slow and requires

the greatest skill and experience, and is,

therefore, expensive. Old paintings of

great value, or those of less merit, should be

guarded carefully and attended to before

destruction has actually begun its work.
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MRS. SHERIDAN

IRENE RUCKER SHERIDAN

By V. Stuarf Mosby Coleman

IT is almost impossible to imagine a great

General sitting by his cheery fireside,

or romping with his children, the central

figure of a picture of delightful domesticity.

Instinctively we paint him to our mind as

a scarred warrior, grimed with the dust

of battle and plunging through the smoke

of bellowing guns. So, when we speak of

General Phil Sheridan, it is the leader of a

victorious army that comes into our

thoughts, the conqueror who laid Virginia

bare with his sword, now peacefully

sleeping on her breast; not the tender

husband and loving father, the beauty

of whose home life was like a garland

of roses twined about the cannon's mouth.

When Sheridan was scouring the beau

tiful valley of

the placid Shenan

doah, his widow,

then Miss Irene

Rucker, was going

to school in Wash

ington, within the

sound of the guns

and sight of the curl

ing smoke that laid

waste the beauteous

Virginia valley. She

was, doubtless, more

interested in her

grammar and her

girlish pastimes than

in the news from

across the winding

river, or of the man

who led the invading

hosts. After the

great conflict had

ended Miss Rucker's

family was trans

ferred, by the War

Department, to

Chicago, her father,

General Rucker, be

ing Quartermaster

on General Sheridan's staff. The latter was

brought into close social relationship with

his Quartermaster's family and at once

refuted the adage which runs to the effect

that luck never attends upon one in war

and in love. Miss Irene, the second of the

three charming daughters of the Rucker

household, had just then returned from her

school, the Convent of the Sacred Heart

at Philadelphia, and General Sheridan was

at once attracted by her beauty and bril

liancy. His wooing was of the ardent

kind, and the engagement of the dashing

soldier and Miss Rucker was shortly

announced. Their wedding, a compara

tively quiet affair, attended by distinguished

soldiers and men prominent in public life,

followed, on June 3, 1875, just after the

bride had passed her nineteenth birthday.

General Sheridan was a few years his

bride's senior, but not so much older as one

would guess by merely recalling him as

a great General of a war that had ended

more than ten years before.

Mrs. Sheridan is still a young woman.

She is slender, almost girlish in figure,

and dresses with exquisite taste in dark

colors. She is graceful and willowy, and

carries her dainty head with an air of

aristocratic ease. Her dark hair waves

slightly into a becoming bang, her eyes are

brown and bright while the contour of her

face is a delicate oval. In manner she is

simple and kindly, her birth and breeding

showing plainly in the ease with which

she meets all of her social duties and the

tact of her cordial bearing. Mrs. Sheridan

is rather retiring, and is devoted to her

home and children. She orders the con

duct of her household, even to the details,
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and personally superintends the studies of

herson,who bears the name of his illustrious

father, of whom he is a speaking likeness.

She finds time, also, to indulge her tastes

for music and painting, for fancy needle

work, and for the demands of charities.

Until within a year or two Mrs. Sheridan

has entertained rarely, except in the way

of small dinner-parties and informal even

ings for friends.

The Sheridan children are a bright and

interesting group. There are four of them :

Mary, the eldest, who was presented to

society last winter; the twins, Irene and

Louise—of whom the General was so proud

—who will make their social début during

the present season, and Phil, Jr., who is

nearing his fourteenth birthday. The girls

are just such daughters as might be

expected of such a mother: pleasant,

affable, well-mannered, well-educated,

sweet and simple; full of life and spirit.

In young Phil great hopes are centred.

He goes to school in Washington, but

when he is old enough his mother will

have him sent to West Point, so that he

can follow in the footsteps of his father.

He is fond of all that relates to war and

the army, and will no doubt prove himself

worthy of his sire. The boy is well built,

has a frank, honest countenance and is

as full of fun and romp as any of his play

mates. One dark day last winter when

the little park was covered with snow, a

party of boys were having a mimic battle

with the snow-balls and young Phil was

among the number. It was an interesting

sight to see the little fellow as intent on his

snowy ammunition as ever his father had

been over his deadly cannon balls, and to

watch his face glow with the excitement of

the boyish battle.

The home of the Sheridans is one of the

most interesting residences in Washington,

not only for its historic associations, but

for the attractions of its fair mistress and

her children. It is in the centre of the

fashionable residence section—on Rhode

Island Avenue—and was the gift of Chicago

friends to General

Sheridan when he

was appointed Com

mander-in-Chief of

the United States

Army. It was here

that he enjoyed the

sweetest pleasures

of home, and hence

his remains were

taken to their last

resting place on the

great brow of pic

turesque Arlington.

The house bespeaks

every where the

great General and

his glorious achieve

ments on the field.

The quaint hall is

full of mementoes of

the warrior, for in

One C O r n e r On a

wooden rack is a

fine, silver-studded

Mexican saddle and

bridle which had

been presented to

him by an admirer,

and on a table is a large bronze bust of

the soldier. An American flag is festooned

gracefully above the picture of him which

hangs on the wall, and within the parlors

are numerous interesting souvenirs of the

dead husband. The two parlors are oddly

shaped and are furnished in a tasteful and

almost luxurious style. Pretty tables full of

dainty bric-à-brac stand about, and delicate

pictures hang on the softly-tinted walls.

In a glass case are preserved several hand

somely-chased swords with golden hilts

that were presented to the General, and

in the same place are innumerable other

valued mementoes.

Surrounded by the halo of her husband's

fame, with a lovely home and a family of

children of whom any mother might be

proud, there is no happier woman in

Washington than Mrs. Phil Sheridan.
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MRS. MARGARET HOUSTON WILLIAMS

By Patti McLeary Burford

THQ'ºl. we Americans are given to wor

shiping royalty and titles, and are all

in a flutter for months over the visit of

some grand duke or princess to our shores,

we have the proudest aristocracy right in

our midst, and while our crown princes

and princesses were not “born great”

amid the glitter and

gorgeousness of

Court, they are all

the greater because

they are the sons

and daughters of

the self-made men

and heroes who

“achieved great

ness” fighting on

our battlefields for

liberty. Chiefest

among these royal

princesses of ours

is the subject of

my sketch, Mrs.

Margaret Houston

Williams, second

daughter of the

distinguished Gen

eral Sam Houston.

Too much has been

written of this great

hero, who was in

Congress and the

United States Sen

atelong years, Gov

ernor of Tennessee

and Texas, Presi

dent of a Republic,

and greater than

all else to Texan

hearts, the hero of San Jacinto—too

much has been written for the writer to

attempt more, yet some may not have

heard of the beauty and culture and intel

ligence of Mrs. Houston, who was a Miss

Margaret Lea, of one of Alabama's most

aristocratic families, and who, at the time

of her marriage to General Houston in

1840, was contributing poems and prose of

the highest order to various leading South

ern journals. Apart from her father's and

mother's greatness, the “bluest” of Scotch

and Irish Presbyterian blood flows in Mrs.

Williams' veins, her ancestors having been

knights and barons of great loyalty and

bravery in the time of William and Mary.

Mrs. Williams was born at Huntsville,

Texas, in the month of April, 1848, while

her father was in the United States Senate.

Being the General's favorite daughter,

because, perhaps, of her unusual precocity

and amiability, and perhaps, too, because

of her resemblance to his mother, she

became the companion of his leisure hours

and grew up in deep sympathy with him in

his trials and cares, in those troublous

political times. She was scarcely twelve

years of age when her father became Gov

ernor of Texas. Her mother, though a

partial invalid, exerted herself to do the

honors at the Governor's mansion. Liter

ary and musical soirées were the favorite

social functions of those times, and

“Maggie Houston" (as she was called in

childhood) grew up among a brilliant

cofferie of men and women under the

guidance of a fond, cultured, Christian

mother, with her grand statesman father

for her hero and idol.

The war clouds were gathering darkly

in the beautiful South, and Governor

Houston, refusing to sign the Secession

Ordinance, which he with more than a

prophet's ken, knew would be his beloved

“Lone Star's '' eternal ruin, was deposed.

When her father playfully told her they

had “cut off his head,” and explained to

her that he was “turned out of office,”

she saw the heartbroken look on his dear

face, and her childish grief knew no bounds.

She refused to be comforted, and even yet

her tender woman's heart grieves, and she

insistently declares from that time her

father's heart was broken.

Her first great grief was her father's

death in 1863. She was his constant, de

voted attendant all through his illness, and

her mother's and her name, “Margaret,”

was the last word he ever uttered. Though

only fifteen at the time of her father's

death, she had for some time been his

amanuensis, and it was to her to whom he

entrusted the writing of his will.

After General Houston's death Mrs.

Houston moved to Independence, Texas,

where Maggie had excellent advantages at

the Baylor University, which was at that

time one of the leading institutions of its

kind in the South. She had scarcely made

her début when at the age of seventeen

she met the dashing Captain Weston L.

Williams, to whom she was married shortly

afterward. He was the son of a Baptist

minister and planter of Mansfield, Louisi

ana, and a brave, chivalrous Southern gen
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tleman. This proved the happiest of

unions, and she reigned a very queen in

her husband's home and heart, till his death,

a few years since, blighted her perfect hap

piness and left the burden of her estate

and care of her five children to her charge.

Her eldest son, Sam Houston, is a fine,

manly fellow, devoted to his mother, to

whom he is a great comfort and joy.

Frank Weston, the second son, has not yet

attained his majority; he is a graceful,

- elegant young

man, very talented

and a perfect cour

tier in manners.

May and Royston

are yet school girl

and boy, and give

full promise of

great usefulness.

“Madge,” the el

destdaughter, isthe

pretty blonde girl

who was chosen by

all Texas to chris

ten the warship

“Texas” two sum

mers ago at Ports

mouth. Mrs. Will

iams accompanied

her daughter on

this tour, and while

in Virginia they

were entertained

royally at the

homes of many dis

tinguished people,

among whom was

Governor Letcher

—the “old war

Governor,” who is

a near relation of

Mrs. Williams.

Their summer tour was one continued ova

tion till they again reached their “native

heath '' and the quiet and seclusion of their

country home at Independence, where old

and young, rich and poor, white and black,

all delight to honor “Miss Maggie.”

Here, though she seems to live entirely for

her children, there is never any distress

or affliction in the village to which she

does not minister personally or send some

one of her household.

The crown of a father's and mother's

greatness was never worn more nobly

nor worthily than by this superb Christian

woman. She reigns a social queen wher

ever she goes, and receives with sweet,

gracious womanliness the homage rendered

her. In regard to her father and his glorious

career she is very sensitive and reticent,

and it is with great difficulty she is induced

to talk of it. So quiet and unpretentious

is she in dress and demeanor that one

would never guess her claims to the homage

of a nation. She is a devoted member of

the old Baptist church where her father

and mother worshiped and which is the

“mother church '' of all others of its

denomination in the great “Lone Star.”

Her home is rich in the spoils and trophies

of war, such as the field glass, sword and

saddle of Santa Anna captured by General

Houston at San ºnto and innumerable

other priceless relics.

Mrs. Williams is a member of the

“Daughters of the Republic,” an organi

MISS WILLIAMS

zation composed of the lineal descendants

of that brave band of heroes who fought

under her gallant father and gained Texas

independence in 1836. She has also undis

puted claims to a membership, in the

“Daughters of the American Revolution,"

as several of her ancestors shouldered

their muskets bravely and manfully in

Revolutionary struggles.
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* XII—A LOOK AHEAD

T seems to me,” said the

ºf Cynic scornfully, gazing out

º of the window at two young

º women speeding along the

ºf asphalted pavement on their

*; bicycles, “it truly seems to

2] me that the coming woman

Look at those creatures on

Did you ever expect to livethose wheels.

to see anything like that off the stage 2''

“I never did,” said the Irresponsible

Person. “Isn't it glorious?”

“Glorious !” cried the Cynic. “I think

it's shameful.”

“Oh tut!” said the Irresponsible Per

son. “I can't see anything shameful in it.

Those are perfectly healthful, modest,

graceful women. I know who they are

and they haven't lost one bit of their femi

nine charm by taking up the bicycle. In

fact they’ve increased that charm by coax

ing a bit of color into their cheeks, which

is enough to drive a dealer in cosmetics to

suicide. The wheel enables them to get

some of the rouge of Nature into their

faces, and the cosmetic man will have to

shut up shop if the bicycle habit becomes

general.” - -

“They do ride well, eh?” said the Philos

opher.

“Indeed they do,” said the Irresponsible

Person. “I’ve watched men and women

alike on the wheel and it strikes me that

in the manner of their riding, the women

can give the men ‘points' every time.

There's none of the camel's hump develop

ment in the woman bicyclist. She sits up

straight as an arrow. It does her back

good and expands her chest, but the aver

age man wheels himself into a state of

phthisical malformation which suggests a

new moon in its arc-like simplicity. Billee

Tompkins is a fair specimen of the bicycle

man. He's a beauty in costume. His

neck, instead of rising up straight from his

collar-bone, has a forward inclination like

that of a donkey's when a wisp of hay is

hung just out of his reach ; his chest has

an introspective air about it which is the

surest indication that it is becoming anxious

about itself, while his back takes on an

outward and visible curve which leads a

casual observer to suspect that its owner

considers himself the under-study of Atlas

in his great work of holding the world on

his shoulders. From his waist up he looks

like a human parenthesis, and from his

waist down he looks like a foot-ball player;

and the foot ensemble, as they say in the

French quarter of Boston, is not beautiful.

The thing to fight, if we are to fight at all,

is not woman's benefiting her physical self

by riding the wheel, but man's destruction

of his physique by the same exercise. I’d

make a law, if I were a despot, requiring

male bicycle riders to sit up straight on

penalty of arrest and a fine of five dollars

for each degree of inclination out of the

perpendicular. We don't want the coming

man to have the legs of a Hercules at the

expense of his lungs. I'd rather have two

lungs and one leg than two legs and only

one lung.”

“The coming man might as well be that

as anything else,” said the Cynic. “The

arrived woman when she gets control of

him will maintain him in such a way that it

won't make any difference whether he looks

like a parenthesis or a comma. As for

getting used to bending over, it is a good

thing for him to get used to, for unless this

... rºle development is speedily stopped

he'll soon have new duties to perform

which will keep him in a bent attitude all his

days. With the women riding bicycles,

and taking up the professions and all that,

it won't be long before man will become

merely a domestic animal. He'll have to

run the sewing-machines; he’ll have to

attend to the household duties that are, in

the nature of things, woman's work. His

retrogression from a magnificent animal

into a mere germ is getting to be a little

too rapid for my comfort, and I shall be

thankful over my turkey this year that I

was born at a time when men were men

and women were women, and am likely to

die before the transformation of one into

the other has been finally and fixedly con

summated.”

“Your views are perfectly correct for a

professional cynic,” said the Irresponsible

Person. “But I don't think the coming

man is going to subside into a mere germ.

Of course if he is going to succumb with

out a fight and let the emancipated woman

ride over him rough-shod ; if he is to be

an impotent non-resistant, he may, as you

say, find himself in captivity, and if he

eventually finds himself what you predict it

will be his own fault, and, therefore, he will

* “A Look Ahead' concludes Mr. Bangs' reports

of “The Paradise Club” meetings, which began in

the Journal for December, 1894, and have continued

consecutively through subsequent issues. Back

numbers of the Journal can be supplied for ten

cents per copy.

simply have got his deserts. He will, con

sequently, not deserve nor receive any

sympathy.”

“You can’t get away from the fact that

the home must be preserved,” said the

Cynic. “The domestic economy must be

managed as carefully as the business affairs

of the man. There are children to be

dressed, there are servants to be kept in

order, cooks to be quelled, larders to be

filled, a thousand and one little things to be

looked after. Now if you enlarge the

sphere of woman and get her talking

politics, and riding bicycles, and practicing

law and medicine, and architecture and

all that, what becomes of the children and

the servants, and the riotous cook and the

larder, and the thousand and one things that

must be done, unless the man steps in where

the woman has stepped out? The children

will grow up wild, the servants will be

relieved of all discipline, the larder will be

empty, the cook will place the house under

a system of anarchy and the thousand and

one little other things won’t be attended

to at all. It is inevitable that the man must

attend to all of these things and his horizon

will gradually become as narrow as that of

the average woman.”

“I don't agree with you,” said the Irre

sponsible Person. “That may happen in

some instances, but not in all, not even in

many. The protective principle, as applied

to woman, has limited her horizon. She

hasn't been allowed to see anything of the

world, and therefore many of them do take

a narrow view of life, and mole hills seem

to be mountains. A child cooped up in a

tenement-house room considers a two-acre

meadow off in the country, if he is fortunate

enough to see it, as being almost as exten

sive as the State of Texas. So it is with

woman. If she is narrow and spends two

hours over a five-minute problem, it has

been because of the restraints a false

conventionality has imposed upon her.

Remove these restraints and she will take

the larger view of life, and the things she

spends hours over now she will soon be

able to do in as many minutes. As for

man's being forced to assume certain

domestic obligations, why shouldn't he?

What is the ideal married man of to-day

but a little pampered tyrant whose wife

must smile cheerfully always whether she

wants to or not, because he has been work

ing hard all day ? It never occurs to these

moralists that she may have been working

hard all day. He has gone down town to

business and he wants something done and

he presses a button, summons a clerk or

bookkeeper and tells him to do it, and

then he's tired and goes out to a four

dollar luncheon and meets a lot of pleasant

fellows, swaps fish stories with them and

goes back to business and gets tired again.

She has remained at home all day, with the

servants and the children. No child ever

lived that was good for one whole con

secutive day, and each little bit of disci

pline that she has had to mete out to them

has been a sore trial to her. One of the

youngsters has possibly fallen down stairs,

and for an instant she has experienced a

tragedy, the force of which is hardly miti

gated by the discovery that Tommy has

sustained no worse injury than a bump on

his forehead. She sits down to a midday

meal and before it is finished she has a

disagreeable row with Tommy because he

wants a whole pie and can't understand

why he can't have it. The cook sends up

word that the water pipe has “bust,” and

the waitress has given notice that unless

the cook leaves she will. But the editorial

writers go on writing and saying, “Wife,

always greet your husband with a smiling

face'; and she, poor soul, physicall

weaker than he, having done twice asº

work as he, does greet him with a smiling

face, gets out his smoking-jacket and

slippers and sits down to dinner, which is

enlivened by such table talk as ‘What,

mutton again?’ and ‘This cook of yours

ought to be employed in a crematory”;

and ‘What is this, coffee or ice-water?'

He expatiates on the weariness of his

business and its vexatious complications,

but when she touches on Tommy's mis

behavior he waves it aside with “I wish

you wouldn't bother me with these things.

Punish him yourself, my dear. I don’t

want my boy to think of me as a tyrant.”

All of this, mind you, is done in a kindly

spirit on the man's part. It is only his

blind selfishness that rules him. He loves

his wife deeply, but he doesn’t know.

“So if your coming man has to take

hold of the domestic wheel once in awhile

it’ll do him good. No man ever lived who

didn’t think he could bring up his children

better than any woman ; he always thinks

he could manage the household economy

better than his wife, but when she asks him

to go down-stairs into the kitchen and dis

charge the cook he trembles like a leaf.

He’d rather tackle a longshoreman than

that cook, but he expects his wife to do it

just the same.”

“Of course he does,” said the Cynic.

“It’s her duty, not his. He wouldn't

summon her to his business office to dis

charge an office boy.”

“It’s not a parallel case,” retorted the

Irresponsible Person. “The office boy is

not her servant, while the cook is the

servant of the husband as well as the wife.”

“They mightshare the unpleasant duty,”

suggested the Philosopher. “They could

go down together and discharge her.”

“You maintain then that the husband

should share equally with his wife the

duties of the household management?”

asked the Cynic.

“No, I don't,” said the Irresponsible

Person, “but I do maintain that just

because a woman happens to be a woman

she should not be wholly excluded from

the larger life which the husband enjoys ;

and I go further than that. There are

many instances in which the husband is

inferior to the wife. In a case like that I

don't see why he attends to business while

his wife's intellectual qualities are forced

to waste themselves in the details of house

hold management. If she would make a

better lawyer than he, why shouldn't she

go to the courts and practice while he

stayed home and spanked the children 2

That would merely be the common-sense

way of doing things. The fact is we say

falsely that woman is the protected sex.

She is not. She is the defenseless sex, and

man is protected under our present forms

imposed by society against the competition

of woman. I say, down with that protec

tion ; encourage competition between the

sexes, and as for the future let the fittest

survive.”

“I fancy I see a bride and groom

engaged in a discussion of their respective

intellectuality,” said the Cynic with a

smile. “‘My dear,’ he will say, ‘I’ve

been thinking the matter over and I am

conscious that I am your mental superior.

x -

I will attend to the law business. You

may look after our sweet little house.’ To

which she will reply, ‘No, George. It is

noble of you to speak thus, but I cannot

permit you to subject yourself to the

rebuffs of the world for which I, through

my superior mental equipment, am the

better fitted. I’ll be the business head of

the house, and my dear old hubby can

manage the domestics.” There's a situa

tion for you.”

“It’s interesting,” laughed the Irrespon

sible Person, “but it wouldn't happen.

When woman has been truly emancipated

she won’t marry until she can afford to

support a husband in the style to which he

is accustomed. Therefore, before marriage

she will have studied and followed a pro

fession. Then when the wedding day

comes, by the mere comparison of their

professional incomes for the year past the

superiority of the one over the other will

be easily demonstrated. It may even

happen that both can preserve their duties

without permitting matrimonial difficulties

to interfere, and firms may be established

and shingles hung out with some such

wording on them as ‘Barrows & Wife,

Attorneys and Counselors at Law,’ or

“Jennings & Husband, Bankers and Brok

ers.” In this way the income could be

doubled.”

“And the children 2'' queried the Cynic.

“Oh, as for them,” said the Irresponsi

ble Person, “they’d be all right. It's a

mighty poor family that can't provide a

sister-in-law on one side or the other to

look after the children. If this were

impossible the children could be brought

up by a corporation founded for just that

purpose, to their advantage. Most parents

spoil their children and a corporation

would never do that. A corporation never

spoils anything that declares dividends.”

“It’s all very interesting,” said the

Philosopher. “But I notice that the Mar

ried Man hasn't said anything about it.

What do you think of the question, Mr.

Married Man?”

“IP" said the Married Man absently.

“I? Oh–I agree with you. It's an

interesting question. There's only been

one trouble with the arguments that I

could see. The Cynic has got his idea of

a wife out of the comic papers, and as for

the Irresponsible Person I think his mar

ried man came from the same source. In

real life I am not aware that the question

is ever put.”

The Cynic was silent. The Irresponsi

ble Person laughed. “That may be,” he

said. “It is always difficult for a man to

say where he gets his ideas, but wherever

I got mine, I’m for woman as she has

been, is now and ever shall be—and what

she wants she ought to have. And here's

to her May her sun never set.”

“I’ll drink to that,” said the Cynic,

“with the amendment suggested by a

Western after-dinner speaker who was

called upon to propose a toast to the

emancipated women of Colorado, who

vote and ride bicycles, and for all I know,

play foot-ball and poker. “Here's to the

women,” he said, “formerly our superi

ors; now our equals ' ' ''

There was a hearty laugh from all and the

toast was drunk with enthusiasm, and then

upon formal motion, regretfully seconded,

the Paradise Club adjourned sine die.

A BOUDOIR CONTROWERSY

Aºy Fannie Edgar Thomas

MET Clara Jerome

Chester to-day.”

“Ah, the celebrated

sculptress? She is

very happily married,

I understand l’’

“Oh, y-e-e-s. Her

husband is a splendid

m a n, rich, well

thought of, devoted

But you know, of course, thatto his wife.

he has interdicted all her public work.

Oh, yes, he has insisted on her giving it all

up. At their engagement he forbade all

further exercise of her art.”

“And she obeys him?”

“Oh, certainly . She says she has quite

a little time with herself when an order or

a request for some testimonial work reaches

her. She just goes and has a good cry

and then it is all over.”

“How does he dare 2 I do not think

that a husband has any right to restrict his

wife's privileges in such a manner l’’

“I do not know anything about the right

or the wrong of it with him, but I do know

the one thing for her to do when he

demands it of her, is to obey.”

“What! You do not mean to say that

a woman must give up everything that a

man does not like because she is his wife?”

“I do not regard it as a ‘must.’ I regard

it as a woman's highest privilege to give

up anything—save conscience—for the sake

of pleasing a good man. However, a

man should make known his ideas on a

subject like this at the engagement, as Mr.

Chester did. Then it is all right.”

“The idea How would you feel to be

called on just now to give up your grand

musical career for the restrictions of

domestic life, to concentrate all your great

possibilities on the approval of one man?”

“Deeply grateful, my dear. I regard

the talent of fully meriting the approval of

one worthy man as the greatest on earth.

I would gladly drop art, career and the

public to-morrow to live in a shanty with

my ideal lover.”

“Oh, well, that is just sentiment. You

know that you could not live in a shanty.”

“I know that I would not have to with

him, because my ideal man is not one that

would have to remain long in a ‘shanty

condition'; but I know that I could—with

him—if necessary. I am speaking of men

worth the worship of women—such as all

men might be. I think that when a woman

is born so infatuated by a career instinct

that all else seems valueless to her, she had

better remain true to her instinct and let

marriage alone. If women feel that they

owe themselves to the world and humanity

at large, through their calling, let them

give themselves to it. There are such

women. They are called from matrimony.

Let the woman who is ‘called ' follow.”

“What! Cannot a woman do both?’”

“She can, but she can't—rather she

won't—not if she is an ideal wife. The

smartest, most charming, most delightful,

most tactful woman that ever lived, has

need of the fullest exercise of all the gifts,

charms, brains and graces of soul she may

possess to keep one man's love. I do not

mean simply to keep him bound by his

marriage ties—that a woman may easily do

—but to keep the full bloom on the fruit of

love, to keep love's garden radiant through

all seasons, to keep the sky of love cloud

less, its music pure, its victory supreme.”

“But a domestic life is not always large

enough to utilize all of a woman's possi

bilities. If she has no children, for

instance—”

“Any woman in whom the home instinct

is not warped or lacking, does not have to

exert herself in these days of resource to

find occupation and plenty of it, all con

ducive to the highest progress, too. It is

only those craving the public life who offer

this as an excuse. A woman who lives to

fill the boundaries of four walls finds her

hands full ; but let her once commence

filling outside boundaries, and her home

arms grow to feel decidedly º, A

woman grows to need friction, applause,

the excitement of endeavor. These are

matters of habit. Once she has experi

enced them she finds “home' a limited

platform, and the “approval of one man’

a circumscribed wreath. As to children,

the tendency of married public life is to

lessen the desire for them. It certainly

makes the care of them an impossibility.

Either is striking at the foundations of the

best purpose of life.”

“Of course, I am not speaking of those

women, who, by duty or necessity are com

pelled to breast the cruel current of a

homeless sea. I can only feel for them an

immense pity.”

“But we are wandering off into strange

and dangerous topics, my dear. I believe

the original question with us was not the

value or necessity of a public career to a

woman, nor of a woman's loyalty to her

art, nor of a man's rights in the matter of

restriction, but simply her right to give up

what she considers hers when a good man

requests it of her. Obey, I say !”

“And I say not '''

“Well, you have your opinion and I

have mine.”
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º, STHER was in the garden

measuring off a space to

be devoted to cold frames,

when Roger came running

to her waving something

above his head, which,

upon nearer view, proved

to be a large yellow envel

ope. Esther, who, since

her visit to Miss Trent, had

been blissfully oblivious of the mortgage,

turned faint at the sight; the size, the

color, the unexpectedness of this missive

suggested all the terrors of the law to her

inexperience.

“Who brought it?” she faltered.

“I don't know ; just a man on a horse.”

Then Esther thought with anguish of

her mother. “Has—has mamma seen it?

Does she know?”

“No,” Roger answered. “He came to

the gate while I was mulching the rose

bushes, as you told me, and said, very par

ticular, ‘For Miss Esther Pendenning.’”

Esther sat down upon the little pile of

bricks and lumber that was waiting to be

converted into cold frames. She was liter

ally unable to stand. With a trembling

hand she tore open the envelope and found

some torn papers and a note in a crabbed,

unknown handwriting. And this was what

she read with devouring eyes:

My Brave Young Kinswoman: Will you accept

what I send with this as a gift from a lonely old man,

fain to command the friendship of a girl whose kin

ship he is proud to acknowledge?

Believe me, I have not been unmindful of the noble

effort you are making for those you love, and I should

before now have given this testimony of my sympathy

and admiration, but that my whole attention has

been absorbed so completely by an affair of painful

moment. Forgive me, and let me have the joy of

realizing that Roger Pendenning's daughter has a

heart as warm as was her father's.

Your kinsman and friend,

CARRoll AsHE.

It was a moment or two before Esther

understood that the torn bits of paper

accompanying the note represented the can

celed mortgage. This unlooked-for relief

coming in such a way, was more than she

could bear with calmness. She bowed her

head in her hands, and—to poor little

Roger's wild dismay—she was shaken by

uncontrollable sobs.

“Sister! Sister!” he cried, clasping

her, in his arms. “Who has hurt your

feelings 2 Wait until I am a man, and

nobody, shall make you cry,” he adjured

her, with the pathetic, despairing hope of

childhood, oppressed by a sense of its

present powerlessness. “Sister! Sister!”

How it came about, Esther, in her ex

citement, never accurately knew, but pres

ently she found herself in the midst of her

family. She had an undefined recollection

afterward that she had comforted Roger

while he was striving to comfort her; that

his sympathy had somehow added to the

accumulation of emotion that overwhelmed

her, and that, with one unspoken accord,

she and her little brother had sought their
mother.

Mrs. Pendenning certainly must have

found it next to impossible to understand,

from Esther's bewildering, incoherent elo

uence, the cause of her excitement, but

that Anne was at hand to explain Esther's

visit to Mr. Ashe.

“Such coals of fire as are being heaped

upon my head, mamma,” said Esther, half

laughing, half-crying. “Was there ever a

more beautiful letter? Not a word about

that tempestuous visit of mine that I could

not bring myself to confess to you.”

“I think I understand it, dear child,”

Mrs. Pendenning answered, a smile shining

through the tears that rose to her eyes.

“And I think our cousin has understood

you. Your father often said that in dispo

sition you were exactly like Carroll Ashe.”

“I must go to him at once,” Esther

declared. “I cannot be at peace with

myself until I have told him how little I

deserve this kindness—this magnanimity.”

It was with a wildly-beating heart that

Esther entered once again the familiar por

tal of her old home; but she no longer

resented Mr. Carroll Ashe's ownership;

she was glad that he and not a stranger

was living under that beloved roof, for

already the pity that awoke on first hearing

of his “lonely and self-fixed existence,”

had grown into a filial affection, a yearn

ing to comfort that loveless old age.

She was ushered into the same room

where she had made her previous visit,

but she had not now to wait; Mr. Ashe

was seated by the fire, so lost in reverie,

however, that he paid no heed to her

entrance, and she was under the necessity

of announcing herself. “I am Esther,” she

said. “I came—I came to ”—then he

looked up, and it went to her heart to see

how he had aged.

“Ah, Esther?” he sighed, rising and

taking her hands in his. “I thought you

would come.”
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. don’t deserve your kindness,” she

SalC1.

“I think you do,” he contradicted, with

a smile that gave his cold, grave face a

new aspect.

“But you must know the truth ; how

bitterly I felt toward you—how unjustly—

oh, I have so misjudged you,” Esther con

fessed in great agitation.

“Very naturally,” replied he dryly.

“Most people do; perhaps it is my fault.”

“No, it was my fault,” Esther insisted.

“I—I was wicked enough to wish I might

find a way to be even with you ; I said so

to Anne.”

“I can well believe it,” he declared,

smiling again. “I have said such things

in my impetuous youth—and been very

sorry afterward.”

“The world existed

“I have been sorry, I have indeed,”

said Esther; “but I was a coward, I could

not bring myself to tell you ; I was afraid

you might think it was only—asking—in

another way. And now—now it is impos

sible that I can ever repay—”

“Do not speak of repayment,” he

interrupted. “You must understand that

it is my right to make gifts to Roger

Pendenning's children.”

“Oh, it isn't the gift,” Esther protested.

“Anybody can repay money. It is the

the magnanimity with which you over

looked my rude injustice.”

“There was no magnanimity on my part

whatever,” Mr. Ashe insisted. “I pleased

myself—that was all.”

“Anne says that I behaved like a robber

—a highway robber,” Esther protested,

being in no mood to spare herself.

“And Anne was right,” Mr. Ashe re

turned, smiling gravely. “You robbed me

of my heart, my brave young kinswoman.”

Then laying his thin hand on hers, “You

are very like her,” he said with effort,

“the daughter that I lost—my only child.

For her sake, Esther, let us be friends.”

“Yes,” Esther promised, deeply moved.

“Tell me of your home,” Mr. Ashe

commanded brusquely, as if he shrank

from encountering any further expression

of sympathy. “I am left alone in the

world, with no kindred but you Penden

nings, and I crave a little place in your

regard.”

There was so much to tell—for Mr. Ashe

prompted her with ever-recurring questions

—that it was dark before Esther was aware.

“I shall miss the car !” she exclaimed,

starting up. “Mamma will be so uneasy.”

“You are not to take the car,” Mr. Ashe

announced with decision, reaching forward

to ring the bell. “I will send you home

in the carriage.”

When he had given the order to the

servant he betook himself to walking back

and forth the length of the long room,

seemingly oblivious of Esther's presence;

but when the carriage was announced he

put his hand upon her shoulder detaining

her.

“Do not go just yet,” he entreated.

“There is something I wish to say to you.”

But he paused, and Esther was half-fright
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ened at the painful earnestness of his

expression. “I am an old man,” he pro

ceeded after a moment, “and I have seen

much sorrow ; I would like to command

a little happiness before I go hence. Esther

—you spoke of repayment just now ; take

the place of the daughter I have lost—”

“As far as I can,” Esther responded

with ready sympathy, not fully compre

hending his meaning.

“My wish is to adopt you—as my child,”

he explained.

Esther stood dumb with a surprise that

had in it no element of joy, so unwelcome

was the instant, irresistible suspicion that

condemned Arthur Hackett. “He knew

—he must have known,” she whispered to

herself in bitterness of heart.

“It is no sudden whim,” Mr. Ashe went

on, “I have learned much about you that

assures me I shall not be disappointed in

you—that you will well deserve all I can

bestow upon you. Let me claim you.”

“And leave my mother—Anne–Roger

—Lucy—my home?” gasped Esther—yet

she was thinking of Arthur Hackett, too.

“I do not ask that much of you,” sighed

Mr. Ashe. “I will consent that you shall

divide your time equally between your

mother's house and mine.”

“Ah,” murmured Esther, recovering

herself, “you mean me too much kind

ness.”

“Think of it,” he urged, “and send me

word to-morrow.” -

“Yes, I will send you word to-morrow,”

Esther answered.

“Then good-night, Esther. Your mother

must not be kept too long expecting you.

Let me put you in the carriage. I would

accompany you gladly, but I am just

recovering from an illness and I cannot

brave the night air.”

On her way home Esther was conscious

of but one thought—the black, black

shadow cast by this sudden sunshine of

prosperity. She understood Mrs. Hackett

now ; but that, indeed, did not matter, it

was the unwilling comprehension of Arthur

Hackett that weighed upon her spirits.

She assured herself that she was glad to

know him in his true colors; she congrat

ulated herself that she had never cared for

him—yet she knew that she was happier

before she made the direful discovery that

he had declared his love to Esther the

prospective heiress, not to Esther the

market-gardener. Yes, she was happier

far, even in the shadow of the mortgage,

for then she had believed in him.

The lamps were lighted, and the family

were gathered around the parlor fire when

Esther entered, so full of her visit to Mr.

Ashe that she did not perceive the presence

of a visitor.

“Here she is, mamma,” shouted Roger.

“And here's Mr. Hackett, Esther.”

. Mr. Hackett, thus announced, rose laugh

ing. Esther greeted him with a formality

—not to say stiffness—that had the effect

of making Roger feel decidedly snubbed.

He thought Mr. Hackett irresistibly de

lightful, and he wondered what made his

sister “so queer.” But Arthur Hackett,

having survived her lofty disdain on pre

vious occasions, was conscious only that

Esther appeared to have gained a strange,

new beauty.

“I hope you were not worried at my

stay, mamma” she asked, ignoring Arthur

Hackett's eyes. “Mr. Ashe sent me home

in his carriage.”

“No, I was not worried,” Mrs. Penden

ning answered serenely. “I was sure you

would be taken care of. But I have been

impatient for your return. Something has

happened since you left, Esther.” A rest

less light in her eyes, and a varying flush

in her delicate cheeks gave evidence of an

unusual excitement.

“Mamma has had news,” said Anne.

“Big news, you’d never guess,” lisped

Lucy.

“That land you were so fond of saying

wouldn’t sprout peas, Esther, well, it’s

going to sprout—millions !” piped Roger.

They all seemed to speak at once ; but

Roger's shrill exultation threw a light upon

the situation that robbed Esther of all

serenity. She had hardly given a second

thought to Mr. Fastin's hint that the land

might eventually prove a good investment,

but as her glance took in the map lying

upon the table, she remembered, with keen

humiliation, her impulsive mention to

Arthur Hackett of that barren property;

she saw in him a purchaser, and all her

pride was up in arms.

“Oh, mammal’’ she exclaimed in a

tone of distress, and sat down unable to

stand.

“She can't believe

Roger gleefully.

But the look she cast upon Arthur

Hackett—a look of inquiry, reproach, in

dignant remonstrance, proclaimed to him,

at least, that she did believe it. He under

stood her perfectly ; he was amused ; yet,

fully appreciating the cause of her distress,

wished to reassure her.

“Don’t march too fast for the music,

Roger,” he said laughingly. ... “The land

isn't sold yet. And, indeed, Mrs. Penden

ning, I am convinced, from all I can learn

about the prospects of that region, that

your wisest course is to hold your tract yet

longer. It is certainly worth more than

these men are offering you.”

He had addressed himself to Roger and

to Mrs. Pendenning, but what he said was

for Esther's benefit; and it had the desired

effect.

“But, I don't understand, mamma P"

she said, brightening perceptibly.

“I hardly understand, myself,” Mrs.

Pendenning replied, still tremulous from

the excitement induced by this unexpected

turn of fortune. “The postman brought

me a letter soon after you left, from a firm

of real estate agents, offering five thousand

dollars—”

“It will soon be worth more,” Arthur

Hackett interpolated.

“I have not gotten over the excitement

yet,” quavered Mrs. Pendenning. “I

wanted to send a telegram to say ‘yes,”

but Anne persuaded me to wait and see

Mr. Fastin.”

“If you had seen it as your duty to con

fer a bounty on those real estate agents,

Anne never could have prevailed with

you,” Esther declared laughing.

it !” commented
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“Then Mr. Hackett came,” continued

Mrs. Pendenning, unruffled by Esther's

affectionate sarcasm, “and such was my

state of mind, I could not help telling him.

I hope he excuses the liberty.”

“I am very glad you did tell me,”

Arthur Hackett assured her. “As it

happens, I was the very person to appeal

to for advice, as I had just been making

myself acquainted with that country.”

“It did seem providential,” Mrs. Pen

denning said. “And such a relief to my

excitement. Only he has substituted

another excitement. Think, Esther, of

that land—at least a great part of it, being

a coal-bed '''

“No wonder it wouldn't sprout peas,”

cried Roger.

This comment was greeted with a

general laugh; and Esther increased the

mirth by gravely announcing that she

should go on with her farming, however

rich the family might become.

Then Arthur Hackett began to inquire

about the “farm,” and Esther was boast

ing of her turnip-patch when the incidental

mention of Lemuel Hardy reminded Mrs.

Pendenning of his application to borrow

money on the silver heart.

She went at once to bring the trinket,

and at the first pause in the conversation—

to Esther's unspeakable vexation, she pro

duced it, saying to Arthur Hackett:

“I am going to take the liberty of

Appealing to you on behalf of a poor

oy—”

“Oh, mamma l' murmured Esther.

But Mrs. Pendenning, in the zeal of her

sympathy, did not hear the half-stifled

remonstrance; and Esther turned her

imploring eyes to Anne, in desperation.

Anne was laughing silently. She could

see only an exquisite amusement in her

mother's childlike reliance upon Arthur

Hackett, her providential adviser in the

matter of the sale of her land. Besides,

Anne had not refused to marry Arthur

Hackett, nor did she even suspect that

Esther had refused to marry him.

Mrs. Pendenning, however, had pro

ceeded no farther than the explanation

that the trinket belonged to a poor boy

who wished to borrow money on it, when

Arthur Hackett, with eagerly outstretched

hand, begged to look at it.

“Found ! Found !” he shouted, as he

read the name on the back. “How did

you come by it? I beg your pardon, but—

tell me all—all that you know?”

Mrs. Pendenning was so startled that she

sank back in her chair, pale, trembling,

unable to utter a word, apprehending she

knew not what disgrace and trouble to the

two lads she had befriended.

“I must explain,” said Arthur Hackett.

“This is the very trifle Mr. Ashe has been

seeking for. It belonged to his wife, who,

as I learned but recently, was a friend of

Miss Trent's sister.”

But this explanation only increased Mrs.

Pendenning's distress. “Anne, I am

afraid there is something wrong !” she

said, with piteous appealing.

“We have not heard all yet, mamma,”

Anne suggested.

“If you knew all you would understand

the inestimable value of this trifle,” said

Arthur Hackett. “Last spring Mr. Ashe,

glancing, by chance, over a paper that had

been packed around some books, saw an

account of a fire in a town in Missouri,

wherein mention was made of the finding

of this trinket, and of its subsequent re

covery by the owner, or the reputed owner.

It was with the hope of tracing this silver

heart that Mr. Ashe took his sudden de

parture last spring. I was with him when

he read of it, and he begged me to accom

pany him in his journey, for he was unable

to travel alone and upon a search of so

vital moment; he needed a friend more

than a servant. For this trinket had

passed into the possession of his daughter,

whose marriage he never forgave until it

was too late. In his grief and remorse at

her death he sought to be reconciled to her

husband; but he refused, and as the years

went by he was lost sight of. There was

one child—”

Mrs. Pendenning rose with a cry.

Geoffrey !” she commanded.

XIII

WHEN Geoffrey came into the room

Arthur Hackett and Esther uttered

an exclamation of recognition; his likeness

to Mr. Ashe was unmistakable. “Why

did I never see it before?” murmured

Esther, at once dazed and delighted.

“What is the matter? What has hap

pened?” Geoffrey asked, with a startled

and bewildered glance from one excited

face to another ; but his eyes rested on

Mrs. Pendenning, whose lips refused to

utter a sound.

“Geoffrey, do you know who you are 2

Tell us! Tell us !” Esther entreated.

But Geoffrey, pale and trembling, stood

mute. He had turned his eyes from Mrs.

Pendenning to Arthur Hackett, and when

he saw the silver heart in the young man’s

hands he started violently with a sup

pressed cry.

“There is nothing to fear,” said Arthur

Hackett reassuringly. “This is yours, is

it not?”

“Lemuel has betrayed me !” cried the

boy passionately.

“Call

Mrs. Pendenning, knowing nothing of

that corroborative likeness which gave

Arthur Hackett and Esther so strong

assurance of Geoffrey's identity, turned

her face away in sorrowful doubt of his

rectitude. “No, no ; Lemuel is not to

blame,” she sighed.

“This was your mother's,” Arthur

Hackett proclaimed, with a certainty that

relieved Mrs. Pendenning, even though it

puzzled her. “It was given to your grand

mother by her friend, Isabel Trent. Your

grandmother's name, before she married,

was Maria Forbes—”

The frown on Geoffrey's face vanished.

“Lem never told you all that,” he said:

“for Lem never knew it.”

“No,” Arthur replied ; “you yourself

told me.”

“I?” exclaimed Geoffrey in bewilder

ment.

“It is written on your face, in your like

ness to your grandfather, Mr. Carroll Ashe,

and your name is Geoffrey Pendenning

Barron—”

“And all this time I thought it was Plan

tagenet,” shrilled Roger.

“Oh, Geoffrey, you are of our kindred,

and you knew it, and you never told us?”

Anne and Esther reproached him in a

breath.

“How was I to prove it?” said Geoffrey.

“I was waiting, first, to make something

of myself,” he added proudly.

“But for what did you want money,

Geoffrey P’’ Mrs. Pendenning asked.

Geoffrey, hesitating, and flushing deeply,

answered in a low voice, “To help you ;

Roger told me about a mortgage.”

“Dear boy! But your grandfather has

paid that,” said Mrs. Pendenning.

“My grandfather? My grandfather?”

Geoffrey repeated. “Mygrandfather, then,

is living?”

“He is living, and has been seeking for

you,” Arthur told him.

“My father, when he was so ill that he

knew he must die, wrote to him—it was

about me—but no answer ever came,”

said Geoffrey.

‘‘ I am sure that letter never reached

him,” Arthur Hackett declared. “You

must let me take you to him.”

“And leave you?” said Geoffrey, turn

ing to Mrs. Pendenning; but she was cry

ing softly, and could not answer.

“Oh, Geoffrey !” said Esther, “I have

just come from him ; if you knew what a

sad and lonely old man he is, and how he

needs you!”

“I will never go to him without Lem

Hardy!” Geoffrey declared stoutly.

“He cannot have me without Lem.”

“And Lem is not here,” said Mrs.

Pendenning.

“After all, is it not better to wait until

to-morrow?” Anne suggested.

The wisdom of this delay was admitted

by all, and Arthur Hackett took his de

parture, promising to come for Geoffrey

in the morning.

Then Esther told of her visit to Geoffrey's

grandfather, but in Geoffrey's presence she

could not speak of Mr. Ashe's wish to

adopt her, and she waited until she could

see her mother alone.

“Of course, he will change his mind to

morrow, when he knows about Geoffrey,”

she said. “But I am glad, mamma, I am

very, very glad. I do not think it would

have made me happy.”

“It would not have made me happy,

Esther, to give you up,” said Mrs. Penden

n1ng.

“But would you, mamma 2 Would you

have given me up ! Aren’t we very happy,

mamma 2 " Yet Esther's voice shook, and

there were tears in her eyes.

But when she and Anne were in their

own room alone, Esther was convulsed

with laughter.

“Anne ! Anne !” she cried, “to think

that all this should have come about

through our dear little mother's lack of

management. Who but mamma would

have bought a piece of useless land from a

sense of obligation ? Who but mamma

would have put such faith in two unknown,

unrecommended boys?”

“Don’t you think there is some credit

due you?” Anne asked.

“Due me? What have I to do with it?

I didn't even approve—”

“If you had not undertaken to go into

the gardening business—”

“Oh, but I only did what I could not

help seeing I must do. Nobody deserves

any special credit for that.”

“Well!” said Anne. “For a girl who

upon the slightest provocation expresses

her mind, utterly regardless of conse

quences, I will confess, Esther, your opin

ion of yourself is the humblest—”

“Oh, haven’t I enough to make me

humble?” Esther interrupted. “To think,

Anne, that he should have had it in mind

all the while to pay off that mortgage, and

I had basely wished for a chance to be

even with him.”

“And aren’t we even with him now 2 ''

Anne asked, with delighted laughter.

“He has paid off that mortgage for us

before he knows that mamma is the means,

in a manner, of discovering his grandson.”

“I am so glad he did this first l’’ cried

Esther with vehement satisfaction. “I

could not endure to feel that mamma was

to be paid for the kindness of her heart.”

“He must needs be glad, too, when he

knows,” said Anne.

“Yes, indeed, Anne.”

“It is all as lovely as a dream ; it is per

fect,” Anne declared with drowsy content,

as she sank upon her pillow.

“No,” Esther objected moodily, “no,

it is not—perfect.”

“What do you mean?” yawned Anne.

“He never should have repudiated his

daughter,” Esther answered in a tone

that roused the sleepy Anne. She raised

her head and stared at her-sister crouching

over the fire.

“Esther,” she said, “you’ve been

through so much excitement to-day that

you are morbid. Come to bed.”

“Not yet,” Esther pleaded. “This is

such a jolly fire, and I am not sleepy.”

A moment later she went to her bureau

and took the little gold hammer from its

hiding-place. As it lay in the palm of her

hand she looked at it long, with a mist in

her eyes. “I might have loved him,” she

whispered to herself, “but now it is im

possible.” And returning to the fire she

dropped the little memento into the glow

ing coals, watching it melt away.

Esther did not see Arthur Hackett when

he came for Geoffrey the next morning.

“Tell your grandfather that I send my

answer by you,” she said to Geoffrey, with

shining eyes. “He will understand. And

tell him, too, that I am so glad, so glad.”

At noon Arthur Hackett returned with

Lemuel Hardy. Lemuel seemed to be

under the necessity of working off his

excitement, for he hurried to the garden

bed, where he had left his spade sticking

upright when he was called away to accom

pany Geoffrey. Esther, preferring to hear

the story from him, left her mother and

Anne to receive Arthur Hackett, and fol

lowed Lem, who did not wait for questions.

“It was just too many for me, ma'am,”

he said, dashing the back of his hand

across his eyes. “I ain't used to that sort,

and it does me up. The old gentleman

he staggered like he was drunk, an’ Mr.

Hackett had to catch him in his arms. It

was too pitiful to hear him beggin' of the

boy's pardon; an' Geoffrey he went white

as a sheet. Me an’ Mr. Hackett we

couldn’t look on in no sort o' comfort, so

we just went to the window. Mr. Hackett,

I noticed, he had a han’kercher, an' I

wisht I had one myself. But presently

they got sort o' qualified, an’ the old gen

tleman come at me with mo' gratitood

than I knowed how ter swallow, not bein’

up to his manners, you see; but Geoffrey

he put his arms round me, like a brother,

an' he said we wasn’t never to part. But

you see, Miss Esther, I had my work to

do,” said Lem apologetically. “I hadn't

no time to argyfy their plans about my

future course; so I just said if they’d let

me off for awhile I’d like to get back to

my garden-beds. It was like as if Geoffrey

was somebody else, an' I ain't usened to

the change all of a sudden. Not but what

I always knew he was beyond me. But I

ain't no notion to quit the place where I

was took a stranger.”

“We wouldn't wish to stand in the way

of any advantage Mr. Ashe may have in

view for you, Lem,” said Esther.

“Lor,” responded Lem with a grin,

“I ain't no genus, but I know what's fair

an' square, an’ I ain’t goin' to quit here

self-consequint.”

Arthur Hackett, who had seen Esther

follow Lem into the garden, divined that

she did not intend to make her appearance

in the parlor, and his stay was brief.

“Oh, Esther,” Mrs. Pendenning said

reproachfully, “you should have heard

him describe that meeting. It must have

been a perfect anguish of joy.”

“Lem told me,” said Esther.

“And then Mr. Ashe's messages. He is

coming to see us to-morrow. To-day he

is too much overcome. So, as Anne thinks

we owe it to Mr. Fastin to let him know

about that offer for the land—”

“Of course we do 1 '' Esther exclaimed.

“I had quite forgotten. But I am really

much too tired to go to-day.”

“Anne and I will go,” said Mrs. Pen

denning. “I’ll change my dress now, so

as to be ready immediately after dinner.

But, indeed, Esther, I wish you had come

in. Mr. Hackett must have thought it

strange. I don't see why it is you don’t

like him.”

“I perfectly hate him " " said Esther,

turning to Anne when her mother was

gone. But Anne did not believe her.

Left alone that afternoon, Esther wan

dered about the grounds in a very dis

consolate mood. In vain she sought to

persuade herself that her depression was

caused by the melancholy autumn weather,

by the reaction from the excitement of

yesterday; Esther knew her own heart,

and she understood, though she would not

confess it to herself, that all the joy she

felt in the happy issue out of the family

troubles was marred by the disappoint

ment she felt in Arthur Hackett.

“I must conquer this state of mind,”

she said to herself desperately. “I must

not be silly.”

She knew that the only remedy was

work, so she took out the pruning-knife

that was always in her belt, and began

investigating the rose-bushes for any dead

branches that might have escaped espial.

She was tugging at an obnoxious twig

when she heard a step upon the gravel.

“Go away, Roger,” she called out. “I

wish to be alone.”

“I am sorry to hear that,” answered a

voice that was not, Roger's, and turning

around Esther found Arthur Hackett look

ing down upon her from his superior height.

“Now,” thought Esther, “the time has

come to crush him.”

But he held out his hand, and after a

dubious glance at her fingers, soiled by

contact with the bushes, she put her hand

in his ; it really was not worth while to

refuse.

‘‘I missed you this morning,” he said,

“ and so—I came back this afternoon.”

“To see how I bear my changed

estate 2'' Esther suggested mockingly.

“For, of course, you know it was Mr.

Ashe's purpose to adopt me?”

“He told me of it this morning,” Arthur

answered smiling.

“Only this morning *** A dire misgiv

ing took possession of Esther. “Did you

think—did you imagine that it was because

I was fretting over it—that that was why

I did not see you this morning 2 º’ she

demanded chokingly.

“No,” he answered, still smiling, “I

know you better than that.”

Ashamed, and glad, and sorry all at

once, Esther turned upon her tall young

lover a look eloquent of contrition and

acknowledgment.

“You know I told you, when we mended

the fence together, that I know you better

than you know me,” he reminded her

gravely. “It is to entreat you to become

better acquainted with me that I am here

now.”

Esther had not a word to say.

“Did you think I had forgotten ?” he

asked.

“N-o,” she faltered, regretting keenly

the destruction of the little hammer.

“The truth is,” he explained, “when I

left Rodney I was just becoming aware of

the impending wreck of our fortunes. I

suppose you know that I am now a poor

man and must work for my living.”

“I am very sorry,” said Esther. “Yes,

I had heard. But, after all,” she added

impetuously, “it can do you no harm ;

you are yourself still.”

“Does it make any difference to you,

Esther ?”

“Did it ever make any difference to

me?” Esther asked proudly.

“When I asked you to marry me that

morning, over the fence, I could have

given you a luxurious home—at least, I

thought so then—but now—”

“Well, it didn't tempt me, you know,”

said Esther, laughing shyly.

“Esther, cannot you and I have a little

farm together, some day? I'll keep up

the fences.”

What she said, or whether she said

anything, Esther did not know ; but the

important question was answered entirely

to Arthur Hackett's satisfaction, and for a

little space of golden silence the world

existed but for these two.

Then he said: “Let us go and look at

Our fence P’’

“It-it isn't there,” said Esther, resist

1ng.

“What, the fence?”

“No–no, the hammer, the dear little

hammer—that you put there for me.”

“Oh, you found it then P’’

“Yes, I found it. But it's gone.”

“Lost P’’

“No, not lost. Oh, me! I kept it

until last night; and last night—I put it in

the fire and it melted utterly away.”

“What was that for 2 ''

“Because I wished never to be reminded

of you any more—’

“Only last night !

you have promised

“Well, I will tell you. Yes, I wish you

to know the truth. I meant never to think

of you any more, because I was sure that

you were in Mr. Ashe's confidence—”

“And you thought it was the heiress

of Mr. Ashe's wealth that I wished to

marry '''

Esther nodded. The tears stood in her

eyes. “You see,” she said sadly, “my

great fault is—suspiciousness.”

Arthur Hackett laughed. “Well, what

does it matter, Esther? You certainly do

get over your suspicions readily—and

charmingly. As for me—I am not so mag

nanimous; I sha’n’t tell you what my great

fault is.”

That was the way she crushed him.

In less than three days, thanks to the

zeal and efficiency of “Mom Chaney,” the

news of the recent experiences in the Pen

denning family had made the tour of the

town, and if there was any one better con

tented than Arthur Hackett it was old Mrs.

Wallis, whose supreme satisfaction it was

to point out to everybody that she had

always said there never was anything like

the luck of the Pendennings: an oracular

utterance fitted to justify any eventſ

And now, to-day,
->
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F the many

styles that

afford a

generous

a m O u n t

and great

variety of

pretty de

signs for

embroid

ery work the

Colonial is one

of the most at

tractive, owing, in

a great measure, to its dainty

simplicity. The Colonial style is

one of distinctly American origin—a purely

American creation—and for that reason

is our own, and one which we take

pride in employing when decorating and

furnishing our homes. It was first used

in the architecture of houses and churches

erected during the latter years of the last

century and the early years of this, and

was at the height of its great popularity

during Washington's administration, which

was known as the Colonial period. That

the Colonial is a very popular style at

this time is shown by the general interest

taken in it. It is much easier to find fur

niture, draperies and wall papers in a

variety of designs in the Colonial than in

any other style.

Among the strictly Colonial designs

shown on this page some may be found to

answer almost every purpose, but should

there arise a desire to have one that would

be adapted to an article other than the ones

mentioned here it is possible to select parts

from different articles pictured, and com

bine them to work out the sought-for

adapted to certain pieces, it does

not necessarily imply that they

cannot also be used for others.

These, like other designs,

result. While many of the designs necessary the hemstitched

illustrated are spoken of as being edge will prove the

good body materials

on which to em

broider, but of /. * .

them all good * *

r ou n d - * A

th read * f *A*

º

may be employed where * ſ \

judgment directs. ^ º * A tº

There are several º * {A}

º

º

º

º

linen is

the best; it

lasts much

longer, will

stand repeated

laundering and is & X-

º
-

more satisfactory in * >

every way. The colors Ø

to be used in Colonial em

broidery are the light, pleas- ©

ing shades of pink, blue, green, º

brown, some of the golden

shades and a little red. Stems

should be in the brown and green

shades; leaves in various green hues;

ribbons and bows in the pink or light

blue shades; berries or pearls in red. The

selection of shades in silk or linen must,

of course, be left to the good taste and

judgment of the embroiderer, but when

purchasing them it is best not to pick out

those of vivid colors or sombre tones;

rather keep to the soft light shades.

The lower centre design on this page is

for the corner of a lunch-cloth or table

cover. Each corner is to be worked the

same, and the run

ning border of

Q - flower garlands is

ºra - to extend around

the entire outside

edge of the cloth.

The wreath may

be worked in one

corner only or in

each of the four,

as a matter of

choice. For a

cloth about one

yard square, or a

little larger, the

garland border will

look best if made

about two inches

COLONIAL EMBROIDERY DESIGNS

By A/e/em Mar Adams

and a half or three inches wide and the

wreath in proportion—about five inches in

diameter. If this design is to be embroid

ered on a lunch-cloth it should be worked

with cream or ivory white silk or linen; if

for a table-cover, and colors are desired,

the bows and ribbons can be of pink, light

blue or white, the stems green, the flowers

of various light colors and the leaves in

shades of light green. Either the outline

or solid treatment can be successfully em

ployed, but the most pleasing results can

be obtained by working the ribbons, leaves

and flower petals solid, leaving the stems

in outline. An inch or so outside the gar

land border some threads can be drawn

and a line of fagot stitching worked.

This need not be more than three-eighths

or one-half an inch in width. At the cor

ners work a web to fill up the little square

hole where the threads have been cut.

Outside the fagot stitching a margin two

inches wide of plain material may be left,

and on it the reeds and rosettes are to

be worked, as shown in the illustration.

Fringe of desirable length can be made

outside the border by raveling out the

edges of the body material, or a manufac

tured edging may be bought and applied.

The right and left centre designs on this

page are for stylish square centrepieces

that will result satisfactorily if made of

round-thread butcher's or antique linen,

and embroidered with filo-floss silk in the

various light shades suggested for the treat

ment of the table-cover design. In both

illustrations two ways of finishing the edges

are shown : one hemstitched and the

other fringed. For fancy pieces the

edging of fringe is very desirable,

but where frequent laundering is

most durable and

pieces can be *%

made from fif- 2
teen to twenty- 2

four inches square

or even larger if de

sired, but a good size

for general use would be

about eighteen inches. The

central part of right centre de

sign is adapted to a round cen
trepiece. If the fans are left off Z

the corners and a margin of plain

material allowed outside the circular

wreath a line of buttonhole stitching may

be worked and the edge fringed. The

ornament in both designs will look well

outlined, and to lend a contrast the pearls

can be worked solid.

A design for the centre of a pillow

sham is shown in the initial illustration

heading this page, and while it will look

-

-

well worked on a

small scale it can

be enlarged as

much as desired.

A good size for

it, however, will

be about six

|
inches in diame- º º

ter. If outlined º Wºº º

with white or Žs ſº *

light colors it will º S \º yº (**) a

make a very at- NS - sº }% \) / > º

tractive orna- cº *~~~~ s * *o º:

ment, not only for Iº ---

pillow-shams but

for scarfs, lam- * A

bre quins, por- -

tières or other f
large pieces, A.

where an indi- A.

vidual design may

be worked here

$ºss-><>><s-s-s-s-s-î-4-3-3-4-3-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º: :

and there effect

ively. For por

tières three or

four of these de

signs worked

along the top in

a line, and the

same number

near the bottom

are very attract

ive, and if em

broidered in a

straw color on very light sage-green ma

terial the effect will be very pleasing.

Other colors for the body material to match

the decorations in a room, will be quite as

good if the proper care is exercised in the

selection of colors for the embroidery

work, so that both may be in harmony.

For the embellishment of pillow-shams,

table-covers, scarfs and other square-cor

nered pieces the design for a corner is

shown in the upper centre drawing. To

carry this out effectively the outline

stitch may be employed; the shell,

however, can be worked solid,

and to define the ribs more

clearly each may be

filled as it is being

23 < -

& N N -§

2. '

N

worked.

A definite

size cannot

be stated for

this pattern, but

for ordinary use it

N tº ...” six to

N eight inches lon On

§ each side. Good judg

N ment can be shown in the

selection of colors, and if those

suggested for the lunch-cloth

are employed good results can

be counted on ; the shell may be

worked in pink and the scrolls light

green, or the entire design in white.

For the end of a dresser-scarf the design

in the upper right corner is dainty and

attractive, and as the garlands may be

lengthened or shortened it is adapted to a

scarf of any width. A scarf for a dresser

of the average size should be about two

yards in length, while the width must, of

asSº RN

fº º eºsiº Sr.' º

dº * º - ;ſº - º

Cº C °C - Sº º o°

Q C C OC 5% ºfN V & O'C

*Gºogº O-O-O - 3×2.

cº-º-º-º-º-º-º:
rºyºº, ººº Rºº -

|||||| | "|

^

ºº

|

|
course, be governed by the top of the

dresser, as some are but sixteen or eighteen

inches and others fully twenty-five inches

in width. If a scarf is made about eighteen

inches wide it is almost certain to fit the

average dresser top, and for one of this

size the hem along the sides will look best

if made an inch wide. At the ends a hem

twice the width is to be made, and on it

the series of pearl garlands and ribbons

can be worked. To the ends of the scarf

there may be added a long fringe. As

shown in the drawing, inside the hem

stitching all around the scarf a line of

lilies and pearls is to be worked, and

inside this at either end the urn and

garland design can be embroid

ered. The same colors as sug

gested for the lunch-cloth may

be used with good results.

If, however, a colored

body is used instead of

white linen the orna

ment will look well

embroidered with

either white silk

or linen floss.

At the two

1 o wer

COrners

& are shown

§§ designs for

§§ running bor

ders, and with

each a corner is

shown. For table

covers, tea-cloths or

large centrepieces they are

most admirably adapted,

but for small pieces on which

narrow borders are desired they

are a trifle too complicated.

Either of these designs should not

be less than three inches and a half in

width, although the one shown in the

left corner may be used a little narrower.

If, however, a very narrow border is desired

it can be made by using a continuous stem,

leaf and berry design similar to that shown

in the sprays which curve over the urns and

honeysuckle ornament in the same draw

ing. Parts in both of these designs may

be worked solid, and if desired the entire

design, save the stems, can be carried out in

the solid treatment.

The entire sim

plicity, as I have

before stated, of

the Colonial de

signs for embroid

ery work, united

with their delightful

daintiness and ex

quisite grace, makes

them especially at

tractive to those

who find satisfying

and profitable

pleasure in creating

objects of decorat

ive art for the home

by the skillful use

of the needle.
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WITH THE EDITOR

F00T-BALL AND WOMEN

ºf HERE was a time when foot

tº ball was incidental to

Thanksgiving Day ; now

adays Thanksgiving is in

cidental to foot-ball.

Instead of having Thanks

giving Day on the last

Thursday in November

we have Foot-ball Day. The true signifi

cance of the day has, in a great measure,

been lost sight of in the minds of thousands

of people who now simply look forward to

the coming of the day for its one event :

to witness the special game of foot-ball, in

the participants of which they are in one

way or another interested. Unfortunate

as this is, if the craze for foot-ball had

stopped at the point of destroying the

significance of Thanksgiving Day one might

possibly overlook it. But it has not. The

matter has gone deeper—so deep, in fact,

that it is by no means an exaggeration to say

that of all our modern sports none has

so many pernicious influences surrounding

it as has foot-ball, played as it is to-day.

And a calm inquiry into the question will

very soon convince even the most ardent

advocate of the sport, of this fact.

WHEN foot-ball was first played at Yale

and Princeton colleges it was a

game of skill and agility—one of the finest

games to look upon, and one of the health

iest of sports for men to indulge in. The

ames played in the years from 1875–1885,

or example, were genuine intercollegiate

sports. They were played on the college

campus, and the spectators consisted

mainly of the students of the contending

colleges, the townspeople and a few invited

friends. There were occasional hurts to

the players, but they were only slight, such

as young fellows are liable to in any game.

Feeling entered into the playing, but

passion was eliminated. As in the old

Rugby games, “tackling ” and “slugging”

were unknown. Gentlemen played it

because it was a game for gentlemen.

Gradually, however, the game grew into

notice, “neutral grounds'' were sought—

that is, grounds away from the college

campus of either of the contending teams,

the question of money entered into it, until

to-day we are offered in a game of foot-ball

simply the spectacle of a contest of pure

brute strength with the bad odor of mere

money-making and gambling surrounding

it. This will seem to some to be harsh

language, but no other words will apply

to a sport which has degenerated until it

may not inaptly be likened to the old

Roman sports.

O far as the brutality of the game is con

cerned there can no longer be two

sides to the question. The most uncom

promising advocates of the game have

conceded this fact. Even college students

of the younger set, who ordinarily apply

very little reason to either sports or their

outcome, were forced last year to acknowl

edge that the game of foot-ball, as now

played, was disgraceful in its brutality. It

is useless for the champions of one college

to point the finger of blame to rival

colleges. The fact that there is so much of

this parleying more firmly proves the

existence of the evil. If one game of

college foot-ball differs from another it is

purely and simply in its degree of brutal

ity. If in one contest there happens to be

a smaller exhibition of the paraphernalia

of litters and surgical instruments, it is

merely a matter for congratulation. Dis

plays of fury and brutality only vary in

number and results. How disastrous and

fatal were these displays last year will be

brought home more directly to people

when by carefully-computed figures it is

shown that forty-six deaths resulted last

year from collegiate games of foot-ball

within a short period of four months. And

the figures I have quoted represent simply

the death list. At the end of a season the

accumulative record confronts us in its

appalling enormity. No record has, of

course, been kept of broken ears, lost

visions and other disfigurements. As a

matter of fact, there is no sport practiced

by any civilized nation which can equal a

record of forty-six deaths in four months.

The prize-ring offers nothing in compari

son to it, and yet we exert every effort

to prevent pugilism by law. A bull-fight

would be at once frowned down if attempted

in America, and yet the records of Spain

show that during the year of 1894 only
twelve men lost their lives in the arena.

Surely that is creditable in comparison with

the American foot-ball death record of four

months in the same year.

WHEN we regard the effects upon the

players we meet a condition of

things equally serious. Leaving the phys

ical injuries entirely out of the question,

the game of foot-ball, as it is played to-day,

is an absolute detriment to the mental

development of those who participate in

it. I have, during the past six months,

been at some pains to carefully inquire into

the class standings of the men who com

prise college foot-ball teams, and the

results were interesting. In two cases I

found that the majority of the foot-ball

players stood among the lowest in their

classes, while in the other two instances

this same fact was true of one-half of the

members of the teams. I know these

facts are not in accordance with those

advanced by authorities of the game, but

they are facts, nevertheless, based upon

figures which were secured by me from

the most authoritative sources within the

colleges. And yet it is told us that the

practice necessary to a game of modern

foot-ball is not at the expense of class

room work. How, then, I ask, can such

facts—and they are facts which cannot be

truthfully set aside nor contradicted—be

explained 2 It needs only the most cursory

investigation to demonstrate that class

room work and foot-ball training are

directly opposed to each other in the results

achieved. It is a case of brawn versus

brain, and brain suffers. Furthermore, the

so-called “fame '’ which is bestowed upon

these college foot-ball players is directly

injurious. Their lives are exploited, their

portraits are printed, their every movement

is chronicled until the subjects are made to

feel a prominence which is at once prepos

terous and absurd. Before a boy is hardly

out of his fitting school he is spoiled with

a misplaced importance of himself and a

mistaken “fame,” the evil effects of which

he carries with him through his life. This

adulation makes “celebrities” of boys

who are unfit to understand even the first

lesson of life, and cannot distinguish

between well-earned fame and a notoriety

born of a passing fever and fad. They

take unto themselves a distinction which

is misleading and cruel in its disappointing

results when the possessor of it goes into

the outer world seeking where he expected

to be sought. Nor is the effect on other

students a wholesome one. It requires a

strongly-balanced mind, such as is rarely

given to a growing boy, for a young man to

pursue a craving for knowledge when all

around him he hears nothing but foot-ball

talk, and sees the men next to him become

the talk of the country through a cheaply

attained notoriety. It strikes for him, at

the very outset of his career, a false note.

GAIN, the influences which surround the

game are distinctly injurious. The

gambling instinct has entered into the

craze to an alarming extent. More money

is wagered and lost on one of the great

foot-ball games than people have any

conception of. Last year, for example, at a

game played in Philadelphia, over $41, ooo

changed hands on the result, while at a

Springfield game fully $75,000 was wagered

and lost, a single bet as high as $8000 being

made, and that by a man of forty-five—old

enough to know better. In one game in

California, where only 5000 people were

present at the game, $28,000 was spent in

bets. Young men have run themselves

into debt, business positions have been

lost, and good reputations have suffered

while under the feverish influence of the

game. But the players, some of their

adherents will protest, are not responsible

for people who choose to bet. On the

contrary, they are directly and absolutely

responsible because they have taken the

game outside of its normal limits and placed

it on a plane where it necessarily attracts,

invites and stimulates the gambling instinct.

The whole evil to foot-ball is found in that

one fact. Foot-ball has been overdone.

The college game has been taken away

from its only legitimate place: the cam

pus. And it has come into disrepute

because it has been so taken away from its

birthplace, and been tarnished with a hip

podrome taint. And who is to blame for

this if not the players themselves? Even

the money which has come to foot-ball

teams has been mishandled. So much of

it has come that those who are in the best

positions to know are candid in asserting

that wastefulnessandprodigality have taken

the place of economy and caution. The

very ease with which such great sums of

money are made, sometimes $40,000 being

divided between two contending teams as

the result of a single game, is almost certain

to inculcate the most pronounced methods

of wildcat financiering.

I CARE not how earnest a man may be in

his desire to advocate healthful sports,

he cannot, if he will be fair, see one redeem

ing phase in the game of foot-ball as it has

been played for the past two or three sea

sons. Those who have been most uncom

promising in their advocacy of the game,

who remained loyal until the last moment,

were compelled last year to completely

reverse their sentiments. The feelings of

the most loyal graduates were turned from

admiration to indignation, and even the

few who still hold out for the game inva

riably find themselves in an apologetic

attitude.

And if men have been compelled to turn

from the game in shame and disgust, it

behooves women to look into the matter

and see how far they can go in their in

dorsement of it by their continued pres

ence at games. Woman's part in this

popular craze lies in the fact that she has

encouraged it by her attendance, upon it.

That very fact has lifted the game to a

position which it could not have attained

by any other means. It is only right that

any healthy-minded woman should wish

to see a game wherein masculine strength

and skill are shown at their best. Ever

since the creation of the world she has

been attracted by such exhibitions, and she

always will be. It is woman's privilege to

admire physical strength. And every man

is proud to demonstrate his skill to a woman.

But women should discriminate between

masculine strength and brutal force. And

as foot-ball is now played a woman shows

her truest self-respect by remaining away

from one of the “great games.” It is not

enough to have the foot-ball teams prom

ise that the rules will be changed so as to

make any repetition of the scenes of the

past few years impossible. That was dis

tinctly, and definitely promised last year,

with the result that the new rules were

completely broken down, and exhibitions

of brutality were more pronounced and

revolting than in any other year in the

history of the game. This year, undoubt

edly the same promises, only stronger,

will be made. But the woman with self

respect will be truer to herself and to her

best instincts as a woman if she will let

this year pass over without attendance at

foot-ball games, and if she will continue

to remain away until it is demonstrated to

her that those who have the game in hand

intend to bring it back to the point of

respectability. The game of foot-ball can

and must be modified so as to make it

respectable. It is too good a game to be

lost, since its excellencies are many. But

its present deformities must be removed

before well-bred women can continue to

patronize the game. Last year women felt

themselves bemeaned by their attendance

at such spectacles as were given. It is for

them to decide whether they will spare

themselves the possibility of a like feeling

this year.

- AMERICAN GENEROSITY

HE American is never so un

natural as when he is saving

money, and never is he quite so

much himself as when he is

spending it. Hence, he has

been the most unnatural mortal on earth

for the past two or three years. But now,

with the lifting of the gloom, and the sun

of prosperity shining directly in his face,

he is taking courage and heart. Once

more he is going to spend, and, if appear

ances count for anything, he will spend

freely this winter. Thanksgiving means

more to him this year, and thousands of

thank-offerings will have a ring of earnest

ness in them this month that they have not

had for several years. For say what we

like, dispute it, as we will, we are a very

material people. Our hearts are most

thankful when our pockets are fullest and

our bodies best fed and clothed. Gener

osity is a synonym with the word Ameri

can. The American dearly loves to spend,

and be it said to his credit, he spends with

equal pleasure upon those he loves as

upon himself—and sometimes even with

more. It is the American trait not only

to be generous, but to wish to see others

happy amid personal happiness. The

American is willing to work hard, but

he must spend. All this is good : gener

osity broadens men, just as penuriousness

contracts men. If we stopped at generos

ity all would be well. But Heaven knows

we do not. , Years ago we passed the line

of generosity, and if there were another

line beyond extravagance we would have

passed that long since. But there is

where we halt at present: at extrava

gance. We are known to-day as an ex

travagant nation, and our most dangerous

weakness as a people lies in extravagance.

No lesson seems severe enough for us

to remember : within a year the most of

us will have forgotten what we passed

through in the two or three years which

now lie behind us. We have rallied from

the shock, and this is commendable; but

to forget its lessons would be a misfortune.

Let us be known as a generous people but

not as a generation of spendthrifts, spending

our money without reason and setting a

false standard to those who are dependent

upon us.

---
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[T is a great pity that in this country we

cannot grow older a little faster than

we are doing ; not in years, but in the

learning of some vital lessons. Point out

a national weakness, such as this idea of

riotous extravagance which possesses so

many of us, and we quickly reply, “Well,

we're young as a nation, you know. We’ll

learn better as we grow older.” But how

much longer are we to remain young 2

How much further can we safely go in

teaching children, by example or precept,

that money is an article which must be

spent and never saved 2 Because that is

what we are doing, and nothing else.

“But we don’t want our children to be

stingy,” is the universal excuse. Cer

tainly not. But do we want them to be

spendthrifts * With our keen perceptions

more alive to all points in human life than

is customary with nations, are we so blind

that we cannot see that a happy mean

exists between extravagance and penuri

ousness? Are we always to cling to ex

tremes, refusing to recognize a safer

middle ground in this matter? It is not a

pleasant thing to contemplate, if we will

sit down and quietly do so, the effect this

extravagance will have upon future gener

ations. Already the results are noticeable.

As I have said before on this page, the

girls are few nowadays who have any true

conception of the value of money : the

vast majority of them are improvident.

The same is true of our young men, three

fourths of whom live in these days abreast

of their incomes, if not in excess of them.

The fact is, that very, very few men, young

or old, but especially the young, make

more money than they spend. Habits of

improvidence have not alone taken root

among the vast majority of our young

men, but they are taking firmer root all

the time. It makes not an iota of differ

ence what the income is, the result at the

end of the year is the same. This is what

improvidence does : it finds one at the

end in precisely the same condition as at

the start, if not in a worse one.

OO many of us are fearful of being con

sidered stingy, and this fear leads us

to the point, not of generosity, as we seem

to think, but of extravagance. To be

provident is something which we must

learn ; to realize, in other words, that there

is a medium ground between extravagance

and close-fistedness. And it is found in

being provident. This is what must be

impressed upon the young, and we who

are mature in years should set the example.

Because we happen to have the means at

our command is no excuse for setting a

false standard to our children, showering

luxuries, upon them which in later years

they will not recognize as luxuries, but

as necessities without which they can

not do. Fathers are far too prone to

make life too easy for their sons, regard

ing business as a sort of martyrdom for

themselves, but one to be held off from

their sons as long as possible. Young men

are given a license in matters of spending

money on clothes and indulgences far

beyond their years or needs. Girls are

spoiled by loving and well-intentioned

mothers in a way that not only gives them

false notions as to the fitness of things,

but directly stands in the way of their

future chances of happiness. Young men

dare not assume the risk of marrying and

supporting these girls whose wardrobes

cost as much and very often more than

do those of their mothers. We cannot

blame the girls; naturally they take all

that they can get. It is the mother who is

to blame—the mother who in her love for

her child really does her an incalculable

and irreparable injury.

DO not want my readers to get the notion

that I am an extremist in this question

of saving money. Perhaps if I were, I

would myself have more to-day than I

happen to have. Where the means are at

one's disposal I believe in comforts. We

live but once, is a true saying, and we

should get what comfort we can while we

live. But there is a vast difference between

this and the extravagance to which so many

of us are given. Indulgent fathers and

loving mothers apparently do not realize

the harm that they are doing. But it is

time they should come to a realization of

it. The school of extravagance is not one

in which to educate a girl or a boy. Its

lessons are death-dealing, as many know.

The school of wise, practical economy is

far better. The most valuable lessons in

life are to be learned there. To be provi

dent is not to be stingy, mean, penurious

nor close-fisted. It is to be wise. Gener

osity is not impossible with providence.

It is well that we should let the young be

as free from cares and worries as they can

be, but it is not well that they should be

allowed to reach young manhood or young

womanhood with the seeds of extravagance

in their natures, or without a true realiza

tion of the value of money. But we must

begin with ourselves, we who are older.

We must set the example of provident

living, avoiding closeness on the one hand

and extravagance on the other, remember

ing that the greatest evil of extravagance

is visited upon those who live after us.

Extravagance means a legacy of pain;

providence a legacy of pleasure.
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the father practically

exempt. While denying that any burden

has been laid upon her that she is not

peculiarly and providentially fitted to bear,

it is certainly true that her obligations in

the form in which I have attempted to state

them are onerous and exacting. It must be

remembered, however, that a considerable

element of the sex is just now clamoring

for a new and larger domain of responsi

bility, and there seems to be a good deal of

fitness in availing of this juncture to remind

them that they will have to do a good deal

more than they have yet done in order

handsomely and completely to occupy the

territory that is already accorded to them

and that is physiologically and tempera

mentally marked out for them. We have

all seen a goodly number of admirable

wives and mothers, but we have probably

scarcely seen one who could not have

been a great deal larger and more accom

plished than she was without its being

necessary for her to have a wider territory

of exertion in order to evince and exercise

all there was in her. I have taken no

ground against woman's doing anything

and everything that the most demonstra

tive and high-keyed representatives of her

sex aspire to. In particular I have not

even uttered a word against so serious an

innovation as that of woman's going to the

polls. I have only tried to show the

infinite stretch of opportunity that opens

before her in the line of service which the

general instinct and the revealed word of

God shows to be primarily pertinent to her.

When the sex has succeeded in doing per

fectly what God and Nature evidently

intended to have her do it will be ample

time for her to think about doing some

things upon which God and Nature have

expressed themselves less definitely.

TILL no urgency with which I have

pressed the matter of woman's domes

tic accountability has been intended to

relieve the other sex of an equal, not to

say paramount, accountability in the same

field. The head of the family is not the

mother but the father. The husband is

the house-band—a mode of representation

which exhibits the home as securing its

final unity and stability in and around the

father. In every well-ordered household

the man will defer to the woman and the

woman will defer to the man, and there

will be a good deal of domestic reciprocity

that will admit of being pleasantly illus

trated by what is known in astronomy as

binary stars, wherein each member of a

stella couplet bends to the other and

revolves about the other. But when we

have amplified all that we consistently can

along that line it yet remains that it is the

man, and not the woman, that is intended

to be the house-band, and that the husband

and father is the point of final determina

tion. The Bible teaches us that this is so.

All men know that this is so. Most women

know that this is so, and such women as

do not, have presentiments to that effect

and go about with voices pitched suf

ficiently high to dull and deaden the note

of those presentiments. I should have

no object in denying that the instances are

numerous wherein, as matter of fact, the

mother is more distinctively the controlling

and shaping energy of the family than the

father, and better fitted to be such, which

is only to say—what everybody knows—

that there are masculine women and effem

inate men. Nature sometimes tumbles

together, in one bundle of individuality,

physiological elements that belong to one

sex and temperamental ingredients that are

the property of the other. But the purposes

of Nature are not to be inferred from her

mistakes, and her regular productions indi

cate it as her intention that the father

should be that determinative column of

strength in which not only the wife and

mother shall win her best support but

around which mother and children both

shall secure the finished coherency of per

fect familyhood. If in this representation

there is a dash of ideality, yet the lines here

drawn cannot be said to be widely out of

parallelism with the transparent intention

of God’s word; and it will certainly be

found that the sweetest and strongest

homes are those in which the criterion thus

stated comes nearest to its realization.

) THE FATHERS DOMESTIC HEADSH
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|N all satisfactory and thorough treatment

of the relations with which we have

here to deal it has to be remembered that

the man and the woman stand to one

another in a complementary relation.

Each is expressive of only a part of those

elements of character required to compose

a complete personality. The mistake

which a man makes in trying to be

womanly, and the far more frequent mis

take which a woman makes in trying to be

manly, springs from the assumption that it

requires the elements of but a single sex in

order to the production of all-round char

acter. Sex is limitation, and to proceed as

though it were not has debilitated the

manliness of some men and ruined the

womanliness of a good many women. If

now I were to venture to specify the

distinctive feature of the masculine and

feminine sexes respectively I should say

strength and grace. This does not mean

necessarily that the woman is a weakling

or the man a monstrosity, but that vigor

and delicacy are the threads respectively

upon which the qualities of the two

are predominently strung. Whether our

thought be upon physical, mental or moral

characteristics we do not like a man whose

character can be designated by the word

delicacy, nor a woman whose character

can be summarized by the term strength.

In this is indicated in general, though

distinct terms, the relations which the

father and mother are to sustain respect

ively toward the household. The mother,

whether in her material or personal struc

ture, is to be primarily the expression of

all that makes for beauty, delicacy and

grace of character and life. The father, on

the contrary, it is right to expect will be the

exponent of whatever can be best stated

by such terms as vigor, strength and

authority. The father will be the law of

the home and the mother its gospel.

If we had all been brought up in homes,

such as I wish we might all have been

blessed with, we understand what is meant

by saying that when we were children our

father was to us a kind of Old Testament

and our mother a sort of New Testament.

However much we loved our father our

access to him was not of quite the same

close order probably as in the case of our

mother. Oftentimes, indeed, we ap

proached him through her. We induced

her to speak in our behalf, which is again

an interesting reminder of what we find on

theological ground in the employment of a

new covenant intercessor in order to reach

the old covenant Jehovah. I do not refer

to this analogy between things in the

family and things in the Heavens because

I lay great stress upon it; at the same

time the coincidence, if it be but a coinci

dence, is interesting. A great deal of the

gist of high and divine matters is traceable

in minuter shape upon exceedingly lowly

and human ground. Even the fatherhood

of God has been generally conceived as

somewhat diºcă from us, and we have

depended upon a Christ or upon the

“ Divine Mother” of our Lord to bridge

the interval. In the economy of Heaven,

and similarly in that of the earthly home,

we have an instinctive sense that approach

to the place of authority and power must

be mediated by motherly intervention.

Willº, perforce of ordinary circum

stance, the father's duties will hold

him considerably apart from the contacts

of home life, yet whatever successes he

may achieve outside will not atone for any

failure on his part to regard his home as

the prime sphere of his obligation and the

point around which his devotements will

cluster in distinguished earnestness and

constancy. Whatever he may have achieved

in his art, trade, profession or other en

gagement, the man who stands at the head

of a household has been in the broad

sense of the term a failure if he has not

been a true husband and a wise, strong

and devoted father. It cannot be a suc

cessful home where the mother looks after

the children and the father looks after his

business. The most productive services

rendered are always personal, and any

amount of exertion expended outside in

providing for the necessities of the home

will not take the place of that tuitional

ministry which comes only by the direct

and continuous contact of father with

child. However complete a woman may

be as a mother there are qualities of

character which the father will commu

nicate to his children that the mother

will be less able to do as well as less

intended to do.

NDOUBTEDLY there is a certain division

of labor which will prove equally

advantageous in domestic administration

as in the conduct of any other class of affairs,

and it will be to the peace of the house

hold and to the successful running of its

machinery that that division should be

pretty distinctly made and not too fre

quently interfered with or departed from.

But when it comes to the matter of de

veloping in the children their young possi

bilities of manhood and womanhood the

father, as well as the mother, has a constant

and indispensable part to play. Neither

can substitute for the other. The contri

bution toward personal character respect

ively rendered by them will be widely

differenced, but each will be an absolute

essential. As already intimated the bone

and sinew of character will probably be a

quotation from the father, and the delicate

tissue with which it is overlaid will as

likely be a bequest from the mother.

Without unduly pressing this distinction

it has, nevertheless, its sure basis in the

facts of the case, and the father who rele

gates to the mother the personal upbuild

ing of his children, without becoming him

self an intimate factor in their constant life,

ill deserves the paternal dignity that has

been put upon him, and entails upon his

children, a legacy of defect which no

maternal solicitude nor effort will quite

avail to supply.

T is the father who makes out the point

of connection between the home and

the great outside world with its large pur

poses and passionate competitions. While

the home is the mother's world, the world

has also to be the father's home, and it is

the relation which he sustains toward the

world and the character with which he

comports himself in it that will go far

toward determining whether the children,

particularly the sons, as they come to

mature years, will subject the world to the

behests of large and sterling principle, or

whether they will become themselves slaves

of the world, torn by its distractions and

dragged at the wheel of its despotizing

ambitions. It is life and not precept that

gives to the boy his bent. Solomon could

cover an entire acre with astute and pru

dent proverbs, but that was of no account

with his son Rehoboam, who took his

cue from his father's behavior and not

from his father's philosophy. Boys love

their mother and believe abstractly in all

the sweet and virtuous lessons learned at

their mother's knee, but the world is so

different a place from the home that once

the boy has begun to get out into it, home

virtue gradually comes to appear imprac

ticable—a sort of dress-parade affair that

is too delicate in its texture and too fine

in its finish to sustain the rough usage of

common, workaday life. He would scorn

to lie or be tricky in his dealings indoors,

but immediately he gets out-of-doors new

combinations confront him, new exigencies

challenge him ; he finds that smartness

plays the rôle that in his domestic sur

roundings he had always seen accorded to

forbearance and truthfulness; and, not

because the boy is bad, but because he

has come into circumstances which he

thinks his mother does not understand,

where methods seem necessary that are

hewn to a wider gauge than she could be

presumed to feel the need of, he continues

to believe in fireside virtue such of the

time as he is at home, and inclines to its

replacement by a rougher and more flexi

ble type of virtue to be used in the con

tacts and exigencies of business.

NOW it is just at this juncture that every

thing practically depends on the

father. The boy loves his mother proba

bly more than he does his father, but so

far as relates to the affairs of life in general

and on its hard side, he has ten times the

confidence in his father's practical and

available wisdom that he has in that of

his mother. And if his father finds it

necessary in the conduct of business to

strain one or two of the commandments

the boy will keep on repeating the com

mandments to his mother and commence

breaking them with his father, and that,

too, without feeling that the sinuosity of

the procedure involves any great amount

of inconsistency. As it seems to him he

is only doing what a man on his travels

does with his watch which he sets accord

ing to the longitude of the region he hap

pens at any time to be in, without any

suspicion of having done violence either

to meteorological or horological principles.

The only thing that will save the boy and

hold him in such a way true to the fixed

pole of rectitude that no considerations of

place or circumstance can deflect him is

that he be under the domination of a

father whose life in the midst of the world

incarnates the principles learned from the

mother in the midst of the home. The

boy will believe in the feasibility of his

mother's doctrine of righteousness if he

sees his father take it out and exemplify it

under the stress of business.

The father's life to this degree measures

the power of the mother's tuition, and is

as the hand of God hastening or post

poning the fulfillment of her maternal

longings and prayers for the children of

the household.
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play “Waterloo.”
The exciting new board game. For 2, 3 or 4 players.
It delights all ages. Sold everywhere. Price $1.25

(or express prepaid from Publishers for $1.5o).

Parker

Games
ARE PLAYED IN A MILLION HOMES

Highest Award, World's Fair, 1893

Our Illustrated Catalogue §escribing

“Innocence Abroad,” “Chivalry,”

“Napoleon,” “Penny Post,” “Au

thors” and Ioo other games, for 2¢. stamp.

“Wonderland ’’ and “Uncle Sam's Farm,”

pretty and, simple card games in colors, for little

Pºpº mailed for 35c. each. The instructive games,

‘Wild Flowers” (in colors), American, English

or “World's History,” 6oc. each by mail. old

everywhere. Look for our imprint on each game.

PARKER BROTHERS

Salem, Mass., U. S. A.

Every Gentleman

ºrsºgº- Needs a

Match

Box . .

Send for Fall

Catalogue of

s \\ Jewelry and

A Sterling
ſ Silver

Novelties

/ Page 3 will

be of service

in helping

you to decide

what to give

for Christmas

FREEMAN

& TAYLOR

495 Washington St.
- - sººn ilver. SPrice $2 Solid Sterling Silver ent Boston, Mass.

•' postpaid on receipt of price.

- -oud- -o-o- -oco---

higgins & SEITER
Fine China

; Rich Cut Glass

50 and 52 West 22d St., New York

> 170 Bellevue Ave., Newport, R. I.

NAPOLEON TOBY JUG

-----

:

|

A decided novelty just introduced, and

; offered at the following prices, viz.:- :

1-4 Pint, 50 cents 1-2 Pint, 65 cents

s 1 Pint, 90 cents 1 Quart, $1.40

3. 3 Pints, $1.75

Orders by mail promptly filled. Our

§ 192-page Catalogue No. 6-G illustrates

all the latest novelties in China and Glass.

FREE, if you wish it !
-
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SILK THREAD HOLDERS

For ART NEEDLE workers"

This holder protects the skein from becoming snarled

or soiled until the last thread is used. Ask your

dealer for our wash silks in these new patent holders.

- only, sent postpaid to
One Sample Skein any address on receipt

of five cents in stamps. Once used you will always

buy your silk in this holder.

BRAINERD & ARMSTRONG SILK CO.

6 Union Street, New London, Conn.
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Barler's Ideal

* OIL HEATER

will do just what he says

and more than any other

- Oil Heater Will do.

“THE REASON WHY?”

and testimonials

mailed free.

25,000 Families

| Indorse it as the

| Highest Type of

Oil Heater

IF your dealer does

not keep the

IDEAL we will ship

you one on receipt

of $12.00, guarantee

ºn safe delivery, prepay

all freight charges,

and refund your

money if not found

as represented.

A. C. BARLER MFG. CO.

1 11 Lake Street, Chicago

See our ad. in September, page 31; October, page 31.

“Chrysanthemum”

Embroidery Scissors

Freight

Paid

$1209

Sterling

Silver

Handles

Fine Steel Blades

Sent safely prepaid to

any address on receipt

| pºe $1.50

Send for a pair for

one of your Christmas

Gifts. Money refunded

if not satisfactory.

Send for Catalogue “H”

100 pages of beautiful

illustrations with low

est prices of everything

in Sterling Silver.

Articles for the work

basket, the toilet, and

for the table.

Cut Glass with Ster

ling Silver Mountings.

DANIEL LOW

227 Essex Street, Salem, Mass.

What would YOU Say
to buying a SINGLE Dozen Handkerchiefs

at the Wholesale Price which merchants

have to pay? We offer you that opportunity.

send you,For $1.98 express

or post paid, to any part of

the United States,

One Dozen Ladies’

Pure Linen Hemstitched

Handkerchiefs

Splendid 25-cent quality. If upon

examination they are not perfectly

satisfactory to you, you may return

them to us at our expense, and we will send you

back your $1.98 by return mail. Send 17 cts. for sample

handkerchief L. H. FIELD

JACKSON, OR NEW YORK City

MICHIGAN 47 Leonard St.

we will
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# rºTHE MISTRESS OF THE SMALL HOUSEcs
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fy HE girl who

£º got married

3’ last June,

wisely enough

had her arrange

ments made to

begin her wife

hood in a home.

It was a little

house with one

maid as servitor to the

in mates. This was

the wise girl. The un

wise one, the foolish wife,

whose lamp goes out be

cause it lacks home love,

is that other who thinks

that a home can be made

in a boarding-house. She shirks the little

daily trouble that is required to make a

home, and she lies around lazily, wearing

those elaborate tea-gowns that formed part

of her trousseau. But it seems to her, as

the days go on, that her husband is not

growing any fonder of her. Foolish little

wife . To imagine that a husband could

be firmly anchored to her unless he was

caught to the firm foundation of a home !

The wise girl has looked over her wed

ding presents, placed the pretty pieces of

bric-à-brac where they will be most effect

ive, and put in their proper places the

silver, the napery and all the useful gifts

that came when it was known that Dorothy

was going to keep house. From the very

day when she first told “that dear boy”

that she would be his wife, she has tried to

learn all she could about making a home,

and making it so that the people who live

in it may get the greatest pleasure out of it.

Rather to the horror of some of her re

lations, who believe in keeping the best

for the stranger, Dorothy elects that her

nicestsilver, her finest napery, her brightest

glass shall appear on her table every day.

And she says, “Nothing that I have is too

good for my husband.” That is the way

to start out, for then the maid realizes that

the table must look always dainty for the

family and will never fail to have it other

wise. Thus it is quite possible for the

master of the house to bring an unexpected

guest, since he is always certain that, even

though the meal be simple, it will be good

and well served. Oh, yes, it is quite possi

ble to entertain, even though the house be

small, and instead of a troop of servants

only one maid in the kitchen. First of all

Dorothy must arrange for that maid, re

membering that the position of mistress

and servant must be recognized.

THAT ONE MAID

IN choosing the maid Dorothy was careful

that she was strong and healthy and

good-tempered. She selected, in prefer

ence to a professional cook, a young

woman who had never lived with any one

else before. And she carefully, but cer

tainly, taught her all her duties. She gave

her a comfortable room, her own bed linen

and her own towels; permitted her, indeed

encouraged her, to have in her room the

religious pictures that she liked and the

photographs of her friends. Rika—that

was this maid’s name—soon learned that

her mistress always meant what she said,

and was as anxious for the happiness of

those in her employ as for that of her her

self. Up early, Rika stripped and aired

her own bed. Then she attended to her

fire. Then laid the table for breakfast and

got that simple meal as she had been

taught by Dorothy. And queerly enough

she learned the beauty of a bunch of

flowers, and if Dorothy forgot to put one

on the breakfast-table Rika did not.

Breakfast over, the master gone, the

table cleared of the larger dishes, Rika

brought in a bowl of hot water, soap, a

mop and a glass cloth, and Dorothy, as

daintily as if she were dusting bric-à-brac,

washed the silver and the glass and those

dainty cups and saucers that would so

easily be shattered if they were handled

roughly. Most people are inclined to

scoff at dish-washing. It only becomes

unpleasant work when it is badly done,

and this nobody knows so well as the

dainty housewife. Following a custom of

her mother's, Dorothy had a fresh break

fast napkin on the table every morning and

a large one for dinner. Old-fashioned

housekeepers call this nonsense. House

keepers of to-day know that napkins that

are only mussed and which do not require

hard rubbing last twice as long. Mistress

Dorothy dusted her own parlor and kept

her own bedroom in order; she made her

own desserts and invariably set her dinner

table. And Rika never failed her, when

in answer to the little bell that must be on

the table where there is only one maid, by

appearing in anything but a clean cotton

frock and a fresh white apron, and so ex

pressing daintiness in her appearance.
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A SERIES OF DAYs

ON Monday morning Rika was up early,

and long before breakfast had com

menced to wash the clothes that had been

put to soak late the night before. These

were all done and out on the line by

twelve o'clock. A visitor on Monday was

not forbidden, but Dorothy did not choose

to have one often because she elected that

that day there would be a cold luncheon.

Tuesday brought the ironing. The shirts

of the best boy in the world went to the

laundry, and Dorothy, who found it pleas

ant work, ironed the handkerchiefs and the

napkins, folding them as she liked best to

see them. Wednesday morning meant the

thorough cleaning of the dining-room and

the silver. Thursday was devoted to the

bedrooms, and here Dorothy gave a help

ing hand. Friday was the drawing-room’s

cleaning-up time, and again Dorothy came

forward, covered up the bric-à-brac with

soft sheets kept for that purpose, let the

lamp shades repose on the |Pin her room

while the sweeping was going on, and

then, when the sweeping and scrubbing

and all the hard work was over, Dorothy

placed things as she liked them, giving to

her little room the air of being lived in by

a gentlewoman. Saturday had innumer

able duties—everything that had been left

undone belonged to it.

“But, the maid's going-out time,” says

the old housekeeper. I will tell you how

she arranged about that. After dinner two

or three times a week Rika was permitted

to go out. Thursday afternoon from lunch

time until five o'clock was hers, and

Dorothy paid her a little more money that

she might not ask to be away at meal time.

Her church hours were given to her, and

every other Sunday from ten to four was

hers, and on that day Dorothy herself

lºnged the luncheon for that dearest

Oy.

ABOUT THE VISITORS

O be sure she has them. Her own dear

mother, and the new dear mother and

the sisters on each side all come to pay a

visit to Dorothy; but they are considerate

visitors who take care of their own rooms

and even give a helping hand, when it is

permitted by the mistress of the house.

But there are other visitors—friends of the

dearest boy—and because this little house

hold is run systematically it is possible to

have them, not to be extravagant and yet

to make them feel that they are honored

guests. Dorothy soon realized that visitors

would be impossible if she attempted to

imitate her richer friends in their mode of

entertaining; but being a hospitable little

body, she thought it all out for herself, and

she has her day at home and always the

dearest boy can bring at least one unex

pected visitor. And when I say “visitor”

in this way I mean to eat a meal. The

“at home' day is Friday, and Rika her

self takes a pride in having everything look

its best. The tea-table is laid in the din

ing-room and Mistress Dorothy, at her

prettiest, receives her guests in the draw

ing-room which she dusted that morning.

Expensive 2 Well, of course, it takes a

little money, but it is much more satis

factory than having friends drop in when

it is not convenient to see them and being

forced to make an excuse for one’s non

appearance. There is the tea and the

brown bread and butter, and the cake—

three or four dozen fancy ones are quite

enough—some salted almonds and a pretty

dish of bonbons. Rika is glad because

the finest of the silver and glass can appear,

and being a bit of a diplomat she occasion

ally surprises her mistress by offering her

an extra maid, a friend of her own whom

she has invited for the afternoon. ..

The question of cap and apron did come

up ; Dorothy bought them, and then ex

plained them to Rika. At first she did not

want to wear the cap. Her mistress said,

“You can do exactly as you please about

it, but your hair must always be plainly

and smoothly combed. The cap with its

blue ribbon bow is objected to by you be

cause you think it stamps you as a servant.

Well, you are one, just as I am a servant

to whomever is higher than I. It is not a

badge of servitude, but an announcement

that you are a good servant in whom your

mistress is interested.” A Friday after

noon came when she appeared in them.

Dorothy said nothing. But she spoke to

the dearest boy about it, and that night, as

Rika was brushing the crumbs off the

table, he said to Dorothy, “My, how pretty

Rika looks in her cap ' And Rika, be

ing feminine, was pleased at the compli

ment and continued to wear the livery of a

good servant because of its becomingness.

She has seen the trained nurse, who has

been taking care of the sick child in the next

house, with her immaculate cap and apron,

and she is glad to follow her example.

THE DARK DAYS

Of course they came. Days when every

thing seemed to go wrong; when

Rika was upset and Dorothy was nervous

and the butcher did not send the fish, and

the mistress of the little house believed

everybody was stupid except herself. But

these days go by, and Dorothy's mother

once taught her a valuable lessón. It was

this: “Whenever you feel that a servant is

stupid, sit down and think how much more

stupid you are—you, who have had all the

advantages of education and civilization,

while this girl, of whom you complain, has

been untaught and untrained. So have

patience with her.” And people used to

wonder, those who got into her kitchen,

why Dorothy painted on the kitchen door

in gilt letters these words, “Remember

mother's sermon.” And many a time

mother's sermon was remembered and

Dorothy considered everything and grew

patient. Sometimes the dinner was not

right. One night a beefsteak was black

on one side and red on the other, and the

dearest boy looked disgusted and Dorothy

wept, and the range would not work. But

the dearest boy and the landlord, being

men, had it out; and the dearest boy con

vinced the landlord of the necessity of a

new range and everything worked har

moniously in the cooking line after that.

A dark day came once when Dorothy

went to see a friend of hers who had

married a very rich man. There was a

beautiful music-room, and a library that

was a picture, although its books were real

and not like books in pictures. And

Dorothy thought, wickedly enough, “Why

can't I have all that? I, who love music

while she doesn't know a thing about it.

Why can't I have that library? My hus

band is a book lover and hers is just a

stupid money maker. Oh, dear, it is hard

to be poor l’’. And Dorothy was snappy

and cross and Rika soon developed the

same disposition, and altogether it was a

horrid day. And then Dorothy thought,

for her senses were returning to her,

“Could I stand being married to that

stupid man, even if he has plenty of money?

My music sounds just as well on the rented

piano and some day we are going to have

one of our own. And we can read just as

much in books from the library as if we

owned them. There is no more story and

there is no better English. I am a wicked

woman. It is not hard to be poor except

when you are poor in brain and poor in

heart. And when you are loving of heart

and strong of brain, why then you are not

poor l’’. And Dorothy concluded, and I

hope all the other girls who ever feel this

way will agree with her, that, until she

thoroughly understood herself, she would

not allow herself to be made unhappy by

visiting people of whom she was envious.

THE WISDOM OF IT ALL

CERTAINLY there is wisdom for two young

people who have sworn to love each

other, no matter whether there is poverty

or wealth, no matter whether the d. are

bright or dark, to have a home of their

own. Boarding-house life is bad for

women, and I do not believe that any man

has ever really enjoyed it. God created

women to make homes—to make homes

for the men they love and for the children

whom God will send to them. And a

home must be started at the beginning, at

the beginning of this new life. Do not

wait for a big house and many servants,

but make happiness exist in a little house

with one maid as a help. It can be done.

I know it can. Dorothy is not a dream

character. She is a real live girl, with all

of a girl's faults and all of her virtues, but

she is starting out right. And that is what

I want all of my girls, who got married in

the sunshiny months, to do. Do not shrug

your shoulders, and say you do not like

housework. Work is only disagreeable

when it is badly done, and from washing

the silver and glass to dusting the bric-à

brac and beating up a cake, everything

may be daintily done and well done if you

go about it in the right way and with the

right spirit. You will have to be consider

ate and you will have to be patient. You

will certainly make mistakes, but each

mistake is one step toward success. Bur

den yourself with patience, consideration

and tenderness; you will need to make

calls upon them often and often. Then

you will gain so much. You will be the

happy housewife, the lady of the house

who has the right to dispense hospitality

and good will ; the mistress, not only of

the house, but of the heart of your husband,

because for him you have created a home.

And that is a womanly work—a better

monument to you, my dear, than the paint

ing of a wonderful picture, the writing of a

great book, or the composing of a fine

piece of music. From out a home all

virtues and all great works may come.

No man ever made a home. He does not

know how. The woman's brain, heart

and hands are necessary, and a home is

such a beautiful thing. It means rest, it

means peace and it means love. Make

one for your husband and let him find

these three great joys in its four walls.

Editor's NotE-Miss Ashmore's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “Side-Talks with

Girls,” will be found on page 29 of this issue of the

Journal.
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ORGANIZING A LITERARY CLUB
Ay /louise Stockton i
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HE organization of a club

should not be too large

if it is to concentrate

itself upon specified and

individual work. A

social or political club

may go as far as the

desirable element ex

tends, but in a working

literary club, for reasons

easy to understand, it is wise to keep

the membership limited in numbers, per

haps to not more than twenty-five. It is

best to have from the start rules governing

the organization ; they should be brief,

certainly tentative. It is much wiser to

begin with government than to have it

forced upon the attention in the rush of

an emergency. There need be but few

officers; it should be sufficient for a

small club to have a president (perhaps a

vice-president, to preside when necessary),

and a secretary who can act as treasurer.

The income should be generous, avoiding

the fatal error of a poverty that impedes all

proper freedom of action. If it is a read

ing club it needs books, it needs, perhaps,

to go to the theatre—a use for expenditure

quite as legitimate and to the purpose as a

dinner or a luncheon—it may need stim

ulus in the shape of professional talks or

lectures, but most of all it must have the

sense of liberty which arises from the

knowledge that the income is greater than

the expenditure. Therefore, I should say,

consider what you most desire to do,

estimate what it will cost, and then decide

whether it is possible. If you cannot

fairly meet the expense decide upon

something cheaper. Do not handicap

yourselves and injure your work by an

inadequate income, and never make

assessments. Your club is always worth

while and should cost you something.

PROVIDING THE SUBJECT

EV. such society divides itself naturally

into four divisions, the readers, writers,

talkers and audience. Some of the readers

may write, some of the talkers read, but

this is the ordinary division. A subject

must, therefore, be provided for each

class. It must be something easy to write

about, suggesting discussion; the litera

ture should be accessible and entertaining,

and it must interest the audience as well as

the workers. All this being granted, one

of the first mistakes to avoid is the selec

tion of a subject that commends itself

simply because it is important. Do not

choose something which the members

should know, but rather something they

desire to know, and which in some way

touches their interests. The test of a

suitable subject is the manifestation of a

desire to know more about it, and a per

ceived need of help from it. To be forced

to wait upon the slow development of

the programme for the awakening of

interest is disheartening and disintegrat

ing, but at the same time subjects which

seem dull in prospect often prove de

lightful when they are properly handled.

Nothing can be duller for club work than

civics studied purely from books, but

when it is developed from local and

familiar conditions, it is all life and vigor.

To tell a country club that Ruskin is espe

cially suited to its needs, provokes the

quick reply that he is a writer for artists

and art critics, that he is full of technical

descriptions and absurd theories. Grant

this, and still it remains true that no other

writer is more necessary, stimulating or

delightful to those who live in the midst of

Nature, who need to learn to see, to com

pare—not one painter with another—but the

tree in the winter with the tree in the sum

mer, the sky at dawn with the sky at noon,

the reflection in the water, of the shadow on

the hillside, the color of the road with the

color of the wheat. The “ diagnosis of

exclusion ” comes into Ruskin work very

strongly; the artist will take her share,

the lover of landscape and of color hers,

and the searcher for ethical truth what

belongs to her, and each learn lessons as

charming and enduring as they are im

ortant. For such reasons one cannot

judge a subject simply because it does not

invite interest—we must rather ask, does it

possess it? Does it promise to us some

thing we personally need and sincerely

desire to know? And then, most important

of all, comes the question, how shall it be

presented? Take the history of Puritan

ism as a study of a period, and it is one

thing ; take it as a power that influenced

our own National history and character,

and it is quite another. In the first case

it possesses historical value, in the second,

live, active personal interest.
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE CLUB

PRESIDENT, who for clearness we shall

here call the chairman, is the centre

of the whole organization, and she cannot

study her membership too closely or too

sympathetically. She is not called upon

to be the lecturer or teacher—these being

distinct offices—but she needs to learn the

best methods of developing and judging

all her material. She will have her per

sonal opinions, but the expression of them

is not one of her duties, nor to be governed

by them one of her privileges. To be

impartial, reticent, to beware of her cronies,

to be just to each one of the members of

the club, to remember that the office of

presiding officer has its responsibilities of

silence as well as its duties of speech, is part

of the education which she must give her

self. If she is conscientious, no position

makes larger demands on a woman's ability

and few make smaller returns to her self

esteem. Some knowledge of parliamen

tary law is necessary in order that the

meetings may be properly conducted, and

to no one should she apply it more rigor

ously than to herself. There are chairmen

who cannot put a motion without giving

their opinion of it, and who will during

discussions take one side or the other and

argue, presuming upon the knowledge that

no one will call them to order. No matter

how able a chairman may be such trans

gressions of etiquette injure the club be

cause she not only officially guides the

discussion for her own side, but she insen

sibly steals the innings which should belong

to the members. The treacherous gift of

fluency is not always an advantage to a

chairman, and she who educates herself to

think twice before she speaks once may

prove the best officer.

THE WORKERS

THE success of an organization depends

upon the interest of the members as

individuals, and the club which has a chair

man possessing the magnetic force which

attracts interest and makes each member

anxious to “lend a hand” is better off

than it would be in having the most elo

quent of talkers.

The chairman must, of course, know

her subject a little better than the average

member need, although there is no reason

why she should not start as a student with

the other members. If she has an advisory

committee it should not be made of her

friends, but, if possible, of representative

members, and for this office she should

remember that she does not need the best

writers nor the most brilliant thinkers, but

the administrative women who know the

club and are willing to give time to the

work. The brilliant woman finds her own

place; it is the quiet worker who may need

bringing forward, and it is often true that

those who cannot contribute much to a

programme are most wise in arranging it.

There is, however, one privilege of the office

I would advise a chairman to positively re

fuse—that of receiving informal complaints.

I do not mean that she should not heed

advice nor note the trend of criticism,

but she should not permit herself to be

held responsible for the failures or weak

ness of any meeting conducted by the

members according to order. There must

be bad readers, weak writers, tiresome

talkers, but the chairman, who suffers

doubly from them, should refuse to be

held responsible for what is out of her own

province. The president should serve at

least one term, possibly two, as the busi

ness is not easy to acquire and the only

teacher of real value is experience.

CONDUCT OF THE MEETINGS

THE first points here to be considered are,

of course, the number of meetings,

the length, the hour and the programme.

As each club must settle for itself most of

these details, I will pass directly to the

programme and at once say, “Don’t l”

Don’t try to make the meetings too full,

don’t try to crowd into one season all that

belongs to the subject. If your own coun

try, for instance, is under consideration, do

not, as one club did last winter, fancy that

the Missouri Compromise, Nullification, the

lives of Clay, Webster and Calhoun, with

some mention of Edgar Allan Poe and

contemporary literature, can all be con

sidered in one afternoon. A club is not a

school nor even a lyceum, and it should

not attempt to be too instructive. Its

very name indicates its purpose, and the

more conference and general work there

is, the better will the purpose be served.

Remember that no circle can thoroughly

study a subject. Thoroughness is the pre

rogative of the individual.

THE PROGRAMME AND THE WORK

IN each meeting there should be a central

idea which shall draw to it every part

of the programme and give a concrete

character to the work. A main paper;

possibly others, very short; discussions

and questions to be answered at the next

meeting will all help to make an elastic and

comprehensive programme.

The work should be arranged and as

signed early in the season and no pains

spared to induce members to read at

home in preparation. The discussions

should always suggest the fact of the

existence of two plausible sides to the

question. Instead of asking, “Was Napo

leon Bonaparte a tyrant?” or, “Was the

reign of Napoleon Bonaparte an injury to

France?” suggest the points you wish con

sidered in some such shape as Emerson

puts them in one of his most famous essays:

“Here was an experiment, under the most

favorable conditions, of the powers of intellect

without conscience. Never was such a leader

so endowed and so weaponed; never leader

found such aids and followers. And what was.

the result of this vast talent and power, of

these immense armies, burned cities, squan

dered treasures, immolated millions of men,

of this demoralized Europe? It came to no

result. All passed away like the smoke of

his artillery and left no trace. He left France

smaller, poorer, feebler than he found it; and

the whole contest for freedom was to be begun

again.”

Here at once the whole situation is clearly

put, and one can read the extract with

out stopping to consider and to decide

whether France did fare well or ill because

of him It is a long statement, but it

bristles with argument and in a discussion

this is exactly what is needed.

Try to interest each member in the work,

but be wary of too eager volunteers. An

old editor used to say that there were peo

ple who distrusted their ability to write

leaders or edit local news, but he never

knew any one well-read or novel-bred

(which is the same as not well-read),

young or old, who was not competent

to write book notices !

SELECTING THE READERS

THE same experience, in degree, holds

good of readers. There are always

people who offer to read. They can, so

they say, do nothing else, but they are

willing to do this. Pause before you com

mit yourself. Of course, you do not want

the elocutionist, who, seldom in place, is

always insufferable in club work, but intel

ligence, sympathy, a good carrying voice

and unaffected manner—these you do need

in the reader. Pause and consider whether

your volunteer is likely to possess any of

these qualifications. If not, do not exper

iment on your audience.

The writers should be limited in time.

Do not hesitate to assist in educating them

up to the point of knowing what to leave

out. Do not, however, discourage writers.

Nothing so stimulates interest in a subject

as writing, and the briefest paper will

make the largest subject the writer's own.

Give five-minute papers a place; have a

“Modest Members’ ” box for questions

and suggestions—in every way try for orig

inal work. The club which reads, talks,

writes, is alive ; the club which listens only

dies of starvation. In University Exten

sion work the class which is held after the

lecture shows plainly how much vitality

exists in the centre.

CLASS WORK AND LECTURES

IN arranging for class work and lectures

together, the theory is that it is proper

to prepare for the lecture by the class

work, but experience shows that people

always will, if allowed, discuss the previ

ous, rather than the coming lecture. Inter

est has been aroused, an idea evolved, and

a class is always more ready to take posi

tions and give opinions if it has had the

subject presented in a previous meeting.

For discussion always appoint leaders

and never admit papers. A short paper

may make points for after-discussion, but

a paper introduced as discussion kills

spontaneous expression.

TO SUM UP

IN choosing your subject be sure it is akin

to your interest. If history is chosen

take an epoch, a great movement, rather

than long chronological details; if Shakes

peare, two or three plays should be the

extreme limit for one winter; if literature,

a few writers or one school, unless your

object is to trace a development. In that

event be sure to note well your land-marks

and to thoroughly neglect the non-essen

tials. Do not have too large or too diverse

an organization. Never have more fagots

than the string will bind. Do not be stingy

in providing what is needed. Do not put

all the work and all the care on the presi

dent. Her office is certain to be arduous;

do not make it necessary for her to carry

the clock for you. Above all state your

opinion before the meeting adjourns and

not after, and when you talk it over be

tween yourselves, criticise and discuss the

subject and not the workers. This rule

will promote harmony and prevent the

personal criticism which does so much

harm. And remember that upon each

member rests the responsibility of success

or failure, and that there is always work

for each one in some direction.

The NEW

Welvet Binding
(Patented Feb. 20, 1894)

N. V. B. with the endorsement and

praise of all who have given it a trial, is

rapidly establishing itself -
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Bindings. In the
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Merritt's Skirts

BY MAIL

For all-year wear are the best, they hang just right,

fit perfectly and are the best value for their cost.

VERY LATEST STYLE

5-Gored Fancy Lustre

Skirt as shown in cut is the º

very latest. With or without

yoke. When made up without

yoke, it makes a perfect

outside dress - skirt for

walking. Fits perfectly,

hangs perfectly, wears

ºuy. Will not crush,

shrink or wrinkle. Mud

and dust do not af

The Serpentine Stripe Aº

COLORS–

Black, Navy Blue

and Havana

Brown.

fect it.

ºwn, $3.00 ſºſ

§º sº; // º

É. $3.50 º ſº
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Fancy Lustre 3%-yard 5-Gored

Skirt, Without Yoke

Lustre Wool

Skirt

(non-shrinkable), mud and

dust easily removed, will

not crush or wrinkle.

Yº Spanish

*ºn, $2.50
With Silk

Shell §e,$3.00

COLORS– Black,

Navy Blue, Brown,

Tan, Cream White

and Mignonette.

made with

Skirts French Yoke /

and Silk Shell Edge. The

latest and most Fashion

able Flannel Skirts.

These flannels have been
shrunk as cassimere

is fulled. $2.50
As shown,

Without Silk

Shell $2.00

Edge,

COLORS– Black,

Navy Blue, Cardinal,

Brown and Gray.

Our Skirts are sold by leading dealers everywhere.

Ask to see them. If yours does not keep them

order direct from factory.

Fit Guaranteed, Colors Perfect. Sent by mail

or express, prepaid, on receipt of price.

In ordering, name length and color desired, and if

not perfectly satisfied, return it and we will refund

your money.

GEO. MERRITT & CO., Mirs.

411 W. Washington St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Magnificent Jewelry

Wºº-Sº-S

(ſº This solid 14-kt. Gold Brooch.

w jº ſº wº Pearl Centre, has

Sººº never, been equaled, $3.00

ÇIſiſ"Wy **ścº". . $1.00

Two-Third-size. This is the

most handsome Match Box

ever produced. $1 .50

In Solid Silver .

3 Stylish

and

Beautiful Scarf

or Stick Pins

14-kt. Gold Enam

eled Wreath, set

with Five Pearls,

*ome $2.00

Mistletoe

Emmeied

and set

with

Pearls,

$ 1 .75 *
- eautifullysº in Solid Enameled

er, and set with

$1.00 Two Pearls,

Any article sent pre- $2.50
paid to any address on Made in solid

Silver,

$1.00

Send for our Fall Catalogue, NOW,

containing hundreds of illustrations

of the latest productions in Jewelry,

Silver Novelties, Watches, Diamond

Jewelry, etc. It will save you hours

of hesitation in selecting a gift.

receipt of price, and

payment refunded if

unsatisfactory.
w º

§2.

This Solid 14-kt. Gold

Pair of Sleeve Links,

with Diamond $6.00
Centre . . .

Best value ever offered.

J. H. JOHNSTON & CO.

Established 1844. 17 Union Square, New York

$199. for 50 engraved copper

• a plate calling cards (name

only) latest style.

WEDDING invitations and announce

ments. Write forP;and samples.

Sample book of monogramed cor

respondence paper and calling cards

sent for 4 cents in stamps.

and Carriage

Pantasote tº
by all large manufacturers. FREE samºs.

THE PANTASOTE LEAther Co., 39 Leonard St., New York

is used for

Furniture

ºHERE is no department of

§: the work of a church

which causes the ear

nest minister more per

plexity than theproblem

of sociability in the

congregation. It is so

inter woven with the

financial, the benevolent

and the spiritual success of most churches

that every one who is deeply concerned

with the prosperity of either church or

chapel is sooner or later obliged to have

some ideas on the subject. Pews are taken

or relinquished because the congregation

is, or is not, “social,” and the treasurer,

and ultimately the minister, are thus

affected. The various societies, guilds

and schools, which form so important a

part of the modern church, flourish or

decline for the same reason. Congrega

tions are not entirely made up of devoted

followers of their “shepherd,” but are

largely composed of groups of friends and

acquaintances, who worship and receive

their religious inspiration together because

they do other things together. The

“cause ’’ for which they are working is not

the sole nor the chief attraction which

brings the ladies of the church to the sewing

society: it is the presence there of agreea

ble women, and an opportunity for friendly

intercourse; and the true success of the

society depends upon the appreciation of

this fact and the ability of the earnest and

consecrated leader to make use of it in the

missionary work.

WHEN we speak of the church it may

mean one of two very different

things: It may mean a company of persons

not necessarily related to or connected

with each other in any way, except in

coming to a common spot for worship and

religious instruction. From this stand

point there is no more reason why a mem

ber of such an audience should speak to

or seek acquaintance with another, than if

they met at concerts, lectures or at market.

But even then the ordinary civilities of life

should be observed. At market one comes

to say “good-morning ” to the person

whose presence becomes familiar there,

while the very same ladies will sit in con

tiguous pews and pass out through the

same aisle side by side for months, and

even years, without a nod of recognition.

But to most of us the church means

something else than a preaching and

worshiping station. It is an organized

band of the followers of Jesus Christ, and

if we do not find in the New Testament

the exact plan for its organization we do

find very clear and definite principles on

which to base our plans, and even more

clearly we find there the spirit of fellowship

which is to be embodied, and without

which plans are of no value. As He was

sent into the world so are we, and even a

superficial reading of His life will show us

that entering into the fellowship of a church

means something more than worshiping

under the same roof. From this point of

view a church is a company of persons

loyal to Christ, and doing by associated

effort the work which He came to do in the

world. It is to deal with everything which

makes or mars character, and all it does

will be helped or hindered according as its

members are bound together or separated

by what we call social lines. It makes a

great deal of difference whether a cord is

stretched as a barrier or is used as a bond,

and so the term “social lines” has more

than one application.

T the outset we should understand that

a wholesome social life in a church

sdoes not involve an obliteration of all that

divides men and women into groups out

side the church. It does mean the oblit

eration of some of those lines. Except

while under the power of an absorbing

interest, degrees of intellectual cultivation,

tastes, habits make companionship agree

able or disagreeable. So while men and

women of diverse characteristics may

work together happily under the stress of a

pressing need, may sing together the same

hymns, may join in the same prayers,

they may not at all agree in minor matters

of daily living, and, therefore, constant

intercourse would not be desirable. A

friendly feeling, expressed in word and

deed, does not make it necessary that

--Fºliº. noble Jhristian though

he be, should invite Mr. Gladstone to

visit him, nor require that Mr. Gladstone

should ask Queen Victoria to invite

“Fishin' Jimmy” to one of her State

dinners. Lady Aberdeen has proved to us

that there is a possible fellowship in the

home which transcends both intellectual

and social distinctions without obliterating

them. And the church should exemplify

the same truth.

Ay A/rs. Zyman Abbot/

T would be diverting if one could have

for comparison the various plans which

have been devised for increasing the

sociability of a church. One scheme after

another has been tried, only to be added to

the list of failures. Systematic visitation

by a committee is sometimes resorted to,

but it does not wholly answer the purpose.

Those receiving the call are at a loss to

understand why this particular person is

selected to visit them, and those appointed

to the task may, with the best intentions,

fail as completely in tact as did one lady

who, with great desire to help her pastor,

offered to visit some of the newer members

of the church. Being a woman of position

and having a particularly gracious manner

her offer was accepted gratefully, and she

began her pleasant task with enthusiasm,

and was a charming visitor. Unfortunately

she spoiled everything by announcing at

each place as she took her leave, “Of

course you need not mind about returning

my visit: it is only a church call !”

Obviously this was the way not to do it.

The very means used to advance ac

quaintance and develop the interchange of

friendly offices may intensify antagonisms,

divide into sets, and multiply “cliques.”

The mission-school teachers will make a

company by themselves and have their

social meetings and “teas,” while the

teachers in the church school will have

theirs, and neither will ever meet the ladies

of the sewing society, nor the young peo

ple in their guild. In a small church or

in country towns the conditions are more

favorable for active and comprehensive

social life in the church, and there is less

need for careful supervision of the efforts

to create it, but in the large city churches

it is most important to keep the various

divisions of the church life in touch.

A LADY coming to the neighborhood of

a large and prosperous city church

was attracted to attend its services, not by

the eloquence of the minister nor by the

music, but by some printed statements

which promised her a welcome especially

in the prayer-meeting. But the promise

was not fulfilled. She attended the meet

ings with great regularity for many weeks

without receiving a word of greeting. She

accepted an invitation, printed, to send

her address to the minister and he soon

called, but the church otherwise gave her

no welcome. And yet this church justly

feels a good degree of pride in its sociability.

It has a large and efficient ladies’ society,

which assumes a great deal of the care of

the management of the church, as well as

accomplishes a large amount of valuable

benevolent and missionary work, and the

lady in question was soon told that she

must seek admission to this society if she

would feel at home in the church. Before

this, however, she had decided to join the

church, notwithstanding her failure to

become acquainted. Being a conscientious

woman she had not waited till she found a

perfect church before joining it. Imme

diately on becoming a member she resolved

that no newcomer should remain without

a greeting from her, and an opportunity

very soon presented itself for the trial of

her resolution. But alas, her tongue clove

to the roof of her mouth. She could not

make up her mind how to begin, and she

was obliged to confess that to express a

feeling of friendliness to an entire stranger

was more difficult than she had imagined.

The fact that she found it so indicated that

she had not been in the habit in her former

home of looking out for and taking advan

tage of opportunities to welcome the

stranger. In joining the Ladies' Aid

Society she found the friends she needed,

but she had to make the advance. The

church, through the Ladies’ Society, did

not get hold of the newcomer till the new

comer got hold of the society.

So far it will seem that nothing but

obstacles and difficulties in our way have

been found, but a clear understanding of

these is necessary before we can wisely

plan to avoid or overcome them. Know

ing what they are we can more intelligently

seek for the best ways to secure to the

church that power which comes from true

fellowship. In the first place, while all

the responsibility of the social life of a

church should not be thrown upon the

minister nor the minister's wife, there must

be some leadership, and if by reason of

temperament or circumstances they cannot

take it, some others must be found to guide,

restrain, encourage and direct those ele

ments in the church from which its social

life proceeds. Every individual member

should feel that in coming into the church

there is a privilege of companionship which

must be given and received graciously and

in quiet ways, and each member should

find a blessedness in serving some tired or

sad or suffering fellow-member.

BUT there must be organization, and the

details of it must depend on the cir

cumstances of the church. As women are

the leaders in social life ºutside the church

they must be largely repended upon for

keeping it wholesome and vigorous inside

the church. By a plan, which has, in more

than one case, succeeded in accomplishing

the handiwork and raising the money

needed in the benevolent work of the

church, and which proves an important

factor in its social life, all the women of

the congregation, or as many of them as

possible, are gathered into one society and

divided into committees, each directed by

an efficient chairman. Among these com

mittees are distributed the various kinds

of work undertaken by the society, and

each committee becomes a little society by

itself, arranging its order of work accord

ing to its own choice, meeting seldom or

often, from house to house or in the par

lors of the church, as is best adapted to

the especial object to be accomplished.

At stated times quarterly and annual gen

eral meetings are held to rejoice oversat

isfactory results of past efforts, and to

confer about and decide upon future work.

To these meetings Mrs. A will bring Mrs.

B, who has come recently to sit near her in

church. Here, too, will be the place to

which the minister may introduce the

lonely woman he finds on his pastoral

visitation. It may be that warm friend

ships may thus beformed.

UT the men of the church must take

their part in this sociability. It would

be greatly to their advantage and very

helpful to the church if they met more

frequently in other than the formal busi

ness and devotional meetings. An annual

dinner is a good custom in some churches,

with after-dinner speeches more or less

serious. To this festivity Mr. A may

invite Mr. B and thus open the way to

further acquaintance between the minister

and a valuable helper.

Still pleasanter are the occasions when

men and women enjoy a social evening

together, sometimes combining literary

exercises with general conversation, with

light refreshments to lessen formality. In

one church the last winter has proved how

valuable such gatherings may be when well

managed. The president of the “League,”

as the society is called under whose aus

pices the meetings have been held, is a

genius and has made each meeting unique.

One he called “A Neighborhood Tea

Party,’” to which were invited all the min

isters and their wives who lived within a

certain limit. A topic was given for five

minute speeches and a little music was

provided. This bare outline cannot give

the charm of the evening, with the bright

room prettily decorated, the graceful intro

ductions of the speakers and the scintilla

tions of wit, nor the earnest and serious

words from the ministerial guests. An

other evening was called “A Flower Meet

ing,” every one being requested to wear

one or more flowers. The speakers were

restricted to ten minutes and a prize was

given to the one saying most in that time.

The president had for each meeting skill

fully selected a large reception committee,

thus interesting a very wide circle, and all

the details had been most thoughtfully

arranged. As a result old acquaintances

were revived, new ones formed, and there

was awakened a new interest in the con

gregation.

THE young people will find in some way

recreation and entertainment; at least

a part of it should be supplied for them

under the supervision of the church. And

the young men and women who do not

need it for themselves should help to make

it for those less favored with friends and

social advantages. A place must be made

for this part of the church work; the older

members ought not to ignore it nor frown

upon it, but while carefully excluding such

forms of amusement as would be hurtful,

they should be heartily in sympathy with

the efforts of those who are especially

engaged in promoting acquaintance and

friendliness among the young people. It

is not necessary to mention the numerous

ways in which social evenings can be con

ducted. I would only urge that early

hours be observed and that dignity be

maintained.

The children, too, ought to have some

provision for the cultivation of their very

social nature. The future life of the

church depends very much on the welding

of the children to it. One church within

my knowledge has been famous for its

“Mission Band,” and boys and girls have

learned to love the church and have become

its active supporters through the attach

ment they formed to it in their “Band.”

The social life of a church is not to be

the first object of its thought. It is not

the centre about which the activities

and the spiritual life are to revolve. The

church which so regards it is already a

failure. But the social agencies if conse

crated to the Master's service, will con

tribute no small share to its devotional

spirit and its practical activity, and will

make possible that spiritual fellowship

which is the true characteristic of the

Christian church and which cannot thrive

where social fellowship is suppressed.
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A PAGEANT OF COLONIAL DAYS

Aºy Mrs. A. G. Lewis

§ N historical pageant, strictly

speaking, is made up of a

series of tableaux vivants ar

ranged in chronological suc

cession to represent certain

periods of history. Some

pageants take the form of

magnificent processions in imitation of the

pomp and splendors of the Court glories

so notable during the reign of Henry VIII.

In other cases series of tableaux vivants

are arranged to represent the costumes,

characters and events peculiar to some

articular historical epoch. A reader or

istorian, either by descriptive text or

poem, explains the meaning of the scenes

represented. Music suited to the nature

of the tableaux, and if possible belonging

to that period, continues during their

exhibition. In some cases the characters

are made with good effect to speak the

exact words which history accords to them.

The arrangement of such tableaux is an

art scarcely inferior to that of painting or

sculpture. There are many things to be

considered in their preparation. In the first

place the persons chosen to represent the

characters must look their parts; their cos

tumes must be true to the style of the period

even in the matter of coiffure or the trifling

detail of shoe-buckle and garter. Then

the size of the stage must be considered.

With a large stage it would be absurd to

prepare a tableau with only three or four

persons represented; on the other hand,

with a small stage it would be equally

absurd to attempt to picture the broad

blue Atlantic, the Mayflower with its crew

and Plymouth Rock all in sight. Instead,

the picture may give with admirable effect

the pilgrims coming up the shore with an

Indian chief extending to them the hospital

ities of the new world, as represented in

Sargent's famous picture, “The Landing

of the Pilgrims.” Discretion must be

used in arranging for the lighting. A

reception at the Court of France cannot

be too brilliantly lighted nor the color be too

strong in tone; while a scene which would

represent simple folk and quiet country life

should appear as if under a soft and sub

dued light.

Of all the periods of our own American

history none is better suited for repre

sentation by tableaux than that of Colonial

days. The costumes of that time may be

made out of the cheapest fabrics. Furni

ture of Colonial pattern is to be found in

many households. Wigs constructed from

flax, short trousers, knee-buckles, long

stockings, low-cut shoes, the dresses,

shawls, bonnets, etc., of that period may

be easily imitated.

A tableau of “The Landing of the

Pilgrims,” to be represented by an eager

group of men, women and children coming

up the sandy beach would be effective;

an Indian chief dressed in skins, feathers,

with moccasins bound upon his feet, with

arm extended in sign of welcome; several

of the women upon their knees in a prayer

ful attitude in token of gratitude for their

safe deliverance from the perils of the deep.

“The Courtship of Miles Standish.”

Miles Standish lost his wife, Rose, during

the winter of 1621. His mind soon turned

toward pretty Priscilla Mullins with the

wish to make her his wife. He became

so much engaged with the affairs of the

Colony that . had little or no time for

courting. So he asked his friend, John

Alden, to plead his (Miles') cause with Miss

Mullins. This John consented to do. He

found sweet Priscilla at the wheel spin

ning, and asked the momentous question.

Priscilla gave him no answer but naively

asked in reply: “Why don't you speak

for yourself, John Alden P’’ The final

answer is indicated by a succeeding tab

leau, which shows the happy pair receiving

the parson's blessing.

“The Banishment of Anne Hutchinson”;

“Hanging of the Witches”; “Banish

ment of Roger Williams ”; “Massasoit

Granting Plymouth to the Colonists”;

“Kitchen in a Colonial Mansion’’; Colo

nial amusements — the stately Minuet,

“The Paring Bee”; “Overboard the Tea

Goes”; “The Ride of Paul Revere”;

“Minute Men of Lexington’’; “Battle of

Bunker Hill”; “Washington Taking Com

mand of His Army’’; “Reading the

Declaration of Independence,” etc., etc.,

are all interesting subjects for tableaux,

and may be added to the list described.

National songs and airs may well be intro

duced between the tableaux.

The grand tableau at the close should,

if possible, include all who have figured in

the preceding tableaux. Singing the “Star

Spangled Banner” by a full chorus waving

the stars and stripes, would prove a fitting

and a most patriotic finale.

A “MOTHER GOOSE'' MARKET

By Mrs. Benjamin Aſart/ey

"HE “Mother Goose” Market

may be held in a private

house, but a hall is more

satisfactory, as a greater

number of booths or tables

may be used and a prettier

display made. By making each person

who assumes a character responsible for

the carrying out of his or her special part

of the affair, the burden may be pretty

evenly shared, and the objection to having

two or three persons overtaxed for the

benefit of the many be avoided. Should

an entrance fee be decided upon, “the

king who was in the parlor counting out

his money” may be seated at a table near

the door, making an imposing first impres

sion in his royal robes.

“Mistress Mary, quite contrary,” may

preside over a flower-table and sell small

plants in pots as well as buttonhole bou

quets. She should wear a garden hat and

a pretty cotton gown. “Little Nancy

Etticote's' booth or table might be devoted

to colored candles, pretty candlesticks,

papershades, Chinese lanterns—everything,

indeed, pertaining to lights. She should

wear a white gown and on her head an

imitation candle consisting of a cardboard

cylinder covered with glazed cambric, at

the top of which a small bunch of tinsel

representing light. Match-boxes also are

appropriate wares for her to have on hand.

“The Farmer's Wife,” with her sleeves

rolled up and a big apron on, carrying a

small basket of vegetables, employing her

time paring them with the carving-knife,

which she may also use in cutting off the

tails of the “three blind mice,” will prove

effective. She may also have a display of

chocolate mice and also the little Chinese

ones, which so closely resemble the real

creature as to make a nervous woman hesi

tate even to touch them. “The Queen of

Hearts” should be dressed in white with a

great many hearts cut out of red paper scat

tered over her skirt. A gilt paper crown

with a heart in front, a necklace of tiny

hearts and a belt of graduated hearts, will

all aid in emphasizing the character. Her

wares, of course, consist of various kinds of

tarts, while sugar hearts, pincushion hearts

and anything one may fancy in that form

may find place. “Jack Horner” must be

on hand, of course, with his pie—the latter

made in a dishpan and consisting of bran in

which are placed all sorts of small cheap

articles, such as tiny dolls and other toys.

The pan is covered with yellow brown

paper and as each purchaser “sticks in his

thumb and pulls out a plum ” he pays a

dime for the privilege. This is sure to be

popular with the children. “Jack,” who

must, of course, occupy a corner, must be

arrayed in the style of the old-fashioned

schoolboy, with a flowered calico apron,

gay stockings, short breeches with deep

ruffles, and laced shoes.

-- THE old woman tossed up in a basket to

sweep the cobwebs off of the sky,”

should have a pointed cap, a big apron

and a gay shawl over her shoulders. Her

booth, containing brushes and dusters as

well as brooms and baskets of every kind,

will prove remunerative. “Little Miss

Muffet,” in quaint costume seated on a

“tuffet” of cushions covered with a green

curtain or table-cover, may have various

kinds of toy spiders, such as are to be had

at Chinese stores, and cobwebs of fine

wire. Above her table a large cobweb

should be placed.

The refreshment booth is properly in

charge of the “old woman who lived upon

nothing but victuals and drink.”

There are many other characters which

will come to mind readily as appropriate

for this entertainment, but enough have

been described to indicate the possibilities

of the bazaar. Over each table or booth

a placard should be hung giving the name

of the occupant. “Mother Goose” her

self, in the brilliant costume depicted in

her books, should move about briskly,

introducing her various children to the

guests and praising their wares. The music

for the occasion should consist of “Mother

Goose” melodies, sung by young people

representing characters which have no

appropriate articles for sale, thus dividing

the labor.

At the “Baa-Baa Black Sheep ’’ table

woolen articles of all kinds should be dis

played, and “Simple Simon going a-fish

ing with his mother's pail” should be in

charge of the fish-pond.

“King Cole with his fiddlers three ''

should occupy a prominent position and

play lively airs at intervals during the

evening. If the Market should be held

at Easter, among the characters should be

the owner of the “black hen’’ that laid

“good eggs for gentlemen.”

A GYPSY ENCAMPMENT

Aºy Mrs. A. G. Lezvis

HE Gypsy Encampment

& proves very successful as a

substitute for either fair or

bazaar. In decoration, cos

tume and general arrange

ment, it aims to reproduce

the picturesque life of that semi-barbaric

race, utilizing these features for indoor

rather than outdoor purposes. Instead of

the president and other subordinate officers

who usually manage fairs, the leaders on

this occasion may be a gypsy queen and

chief and their attendants. Instead of

tables for selling goods, booths with tent

shaped tops decorated with branches of

greens and bright-colored buntings—red,

yellow and blue predominating—may be

substituted. Attendants at the booths

should, of course, be dressed in gypsy fash

ion—the women in peasant waist, bright

colored skirts with stockings to match,

low shoes, jaunty capotes, and showy orna

ments; the men in loose blouses, high

boots with trousers tucked in at the tops,

broad-brimmed hats, bright-colored scarfs,

and sashes with heavy tassels.

Young girls in costume should be sta

tioned about selling oranges, apples, pop

corn, peanuts, flowers, lemonade, etc.

ONE charming feature of a Gypsy En

campment might be the presence of

tambourine players—little girls from eight

to twelve years old, about a dozen in num

ber—trained to accompany the violin and

piano. Boys, also, in costume might assist,

playing “bones” or clappers. These will

form a unique orchestra. This tambourine

drill must not fail to form a part of the enter

tainment. Any ingenious person with a

reasonable knowledge of the different

attitudes of tambourine playing may easily

arrange a series of changes which the girls

may practice together always in perfect

time, allowing eight, sixteen or thirty-two

counts to each change, as the music may

require. A selection of music in 4-4 time

will prove best for such a purpose.

A gypsy wedding will also prove a

novelty. It should aim to reproduce as

nearly as possible, a wedding among the

Roumanian gypsies of the present time,

whose habits of life have many of them

been borrowed from civilization. The

wedding may, if desired, be represented

by tableaux, yet a better idea of it may,

perhaps, be gained by arranging for the

ceremony and the assembling of the guests

in the following manner: A piano or an

impromptu orchestra of some kind may

open the ceremony with a selection in

4–4 time of some spirited march tune.

The march to the wedding, which should

take place upon a platform, may be led by

the tambourine girls in single file, then the

boys playing clappers, then the bride lean

ing upon the arm of the gypsy queen, then

the queen's attendants and other women

guests. The bridegroom’s procession

opens with the bridegroom leaning upon

the arm of the chief, then the chief's attend

ants and the other men guests; the tam

bourine girls and clapper boys playing

continuously, while attendants and guests

bring baskets laden with gifts for the bride.

The march should then go on by a serpen

tine path, each person following directly

the person who precedes them, until at last

the guests come around to their places in

the following order:

Men attendants and guests, women at

tendants and guests; gypsy chief, groom,

bride, gypsy queen; clapper boys, tam

bourine girls.

The women guests each in turn courtesy

to the bride while offering her their gifts,

which may consist of bright scarfs, jewels

or strings of beads. The bride as she

receives the gifts, places them upon a

rustic table which should stand in the

centre of the platform. After this the men

must present their gifts, each one kneeling

before the bride as he offers his gifts.

When all the gifts have been presented, the

bride and groom should join their right

hands together; the chief, stepping behind

them, should lift his hands above their

heads, the guests all standing with bowed

heads, the music stopping for a moment

of perfect silence until the nuptial knot is

tied. The bride and groom then join

hands, the queen and chief likewise, lifting

their hands as high as possible to form an

arch. The music should begin again and

the march be renewed with quickened step,

led as before by the tambourine girls, all

passing in turn beneath the arched hands.

This time the bride and chief, the groom

and queen join hands, and the march pro

ceeds as before. At last the bride and

groom once more join hands, the guests

marching away from the platform, the

queen and chief being the last. In the

retiring march the chief leads away the

bride, and the queen the groom.

While the wedding is in progress sales

may be going on at the different booths.

The wedding gifts may be sold at auction

for the benefit of the church treasury.

It will be necessary to have a liberal

supply of greens, trees and flowers, also

of colored bunting. The Encampment

would be a failure without suitable and

bright decorations.

|PERFUNAE.

A true and lasting Violet in the hand

somest package on the market.

PRICE, $1.75 PER BOTTLE

For Sale by Dealers or will be sent on

receipt of price by

LADD & COFFIN, 24 Barclay St., New York

ſº

|
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IF you want A

PIANO
Write us. We will send our 100-Page

Catalogue Free giving valuable informa

tion. We make it easy to deal with us

wherever you live. Our prices are most

reasonable for strictly First-Class Pianos.

We Sell on Easy Payments. We take

old Pianos in exchange, even though you

live two thousand miles away. We guar

antee satisfaction, or Piano to be returned

to us at our expense for railroad freight

both ways.

IVERS & POND PIANO CO.

183 Tremont St., B0Ston, Mass.

**

THE ARTISTIC r

§ Standard of the World.

Have Stood

\!

For Seventy-two Years

Without a Peer.

Played and endorsed by the World’s

Most Eminent Musicians.

Recipients of one hundred and twenty

nine First Medals and Awards from all

parts of the World.

Every Piano Guaranteed for Five Years.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

CHICKERING & SONS, Boston, Mass.

ESTABLISHED 1823.

<<<<+=>>>>>>+

*O give all readers of the JOURNAL a chance

to see for themselves what an indispen

sable thing

THE ART INTERCHANGE

is in every home, we will, for $1.00,

send to any address, by return mail:

15 Superb oil and Water Color Pictures, which you can

either put on your walls or copy;

12 Art Work Design Supplements, and

6. Attractive numbers of E ART INTERCHANGE,

all beautifully illustrated and full of valuable information on

art matters and home decoration. The colored pictures alone,

at catalogue prices, sell for $8.40. A single specimen copy,

with 2 Color Plates, for 25 cents.

Every one subscribing now for one year at 84 will receive this

ſº dollar offer FREE as a premium. As the supply is

limited, you should order AT ONCE. Catalogue for 2-c. stamp.

The ART INTERCHANGE, 152 W. 23d Street, New York

-
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HARPER'S

ROUND TABLE
Published weekly, has Stamp, Photo

graph, Sport, Girls' and Bicycle depart:

ments, which its competitors do not

have, and more stories than can be had

for the price in any other periodical of

its class,

Good Minds and

Good Manners

By Margaret E. Sangster

A helpful Weekly department for Girls and

Young Women

is a specimen announcement.

Fifty DOLLARS FOR YOU

Fifty dollars will be given to the persons,

under eighteen, who make out of the letters

composing “Harper's Round Table” the

reatest number of English words found in

ebster or Worcester. Letters may be used

in any order. No proper names or plurals

allowed. $25 to first, $10 to second, $5 to third,

and $1 each to next ten. Write words one

below another, and number them. Put your

own name and address at top of sheet. Post

lists not later than November 25, 1895, to

HARPER'S ROUND TABLE, New York.

MEMORANDUM BOOK FREE

“Harper's Round Table” “Handy Book,”

containing 1000 useful facts, memorandum

pages, º ces of rare stamps, books to read,

etiquette rules, etc., free.

MONEY PRIZE OFFERS

Money prizes, as incentives for worth-while

effort, and valued at from $1 to $25 each, are

offered for stories, poems, music composi

tions, pen-drawings, photographs, puzzle

solutions, nonsense verses, etc. Šend for

conditions before mailing your work. Also,

visiting cards, rubber stamps, pencils, etc.,
for distributingº This offeriim.

ited. Mention it when writing.

Prospectus and Prize Offers free.

Terms, $2 a year.

HARPER & BROTHERS, Publishers, New York

Take Trial Subscription: 13 weeks, 50 cents

*******************

We needn't ask if you

would have the boys

and girls sturdy and

strong, with bright eyes

and rosy cheeks. The

Nazareth Waist allows

them to grow, play and

romp unhampered, pro

tects where protection

tºº

ãº is needed; more yet, it

:*:: *saves lots of sewing.

$ºgrades Economy, health and

**śh warmth go hand in

êºi" hand. Nazareth Mfg.

#ºns. Co., Nazareth, Pa.imitations.

*;

-------------------------

World’s Fair Highest Award

º º Tº Yº- --

Is universally Acknowledged

The STANDARD and the

BEST prepared

For INVALIDS & Con

: valescents, for Dyspeptic

Delicate, Infirm, & Aged

persons. PUP E, delicious

no u rishing F O O D for

Nursing - mothers, Infants

and CHILDREN. It is :

recommended by eminent physicians :
and endorsed by all who use it. Often

; it is the only FOOD the stomach will ;
tolerate when LIFE seems depending

On its retention. sold EveRywhere.

: Shipping Depot, John Carle & Sons,New York. :
-------------------------------

The only store in the world

exclusively devoted to

CUT GLASS

A trip to New York should include a

visit to the new crystal showroom of

DORFLINGER'S

American Cut Glass

For those who cannot come we have

prepared a pamphlet, to be had for

the asking.

C. DORFLINGER & SONS

915 BROADWAY (near 21st St.)

NEW YORK

Health Wardrobe

Complete outfit infants'Baby'S clothes, 26 patterns, 50c. PatternS

Short clothes, 26 patterns, 50c. Full directions, kind and amount

of material required. Mrs. F. E. P.IIILLIPS, Keene, N.H.

ACCESSORIES FOR DAINTY GOWNS

By AEmma M. Hooffer

I L L USTRATIONS BY A B B Y E. UNDERWOODWITH

RUSH or stock collars will con

tinue in style made of velvet, silk

- or satin, as woolen goods are

º usually too heavy to lie in loose

folds. Rosettes at the sides are rather

passé, but points of the same or a contrast

ing material form a pretty finish. These

points are named after the Parisian modiste

Paquin. One point is turned over on each

side, being an inch and a half wide at the

top and a sharp point at the bottom where

it is even with the lower edge of the

straight or crush collar. Another style

has a crush collar, with two pointed tabs

and a tiny knot on each side flaring out

like a pair

of bird’s

wings. For

a de m i -

even in g

dress a col

lar that is

very be

coming to

a short,

full neck is

yº: sº

Nº. *

*..., \ .
º$

A REMODELED WAIST

of velvet, forming a deep

oint. The ends meet

in front under two small

rosettes, and the back is

three inches deep. To

the edge of this is sewed

ten-inch lace, which is

shown its full length

front and back, while

around the points it is

only three inches below

the velvet. By adding

this collar and a belt,

crushed or shaped in a

point, of velvet, a house

dress may be wonderful

ly freshened. Pretty col

lars and belts of number

twelve fancy figured or

striped ribbon are made by shaping the

centre front with aV or dart. At the back

the hooks and eyes are concealed by four

loops on each side; two long ones project

sidewise and two shorter loops are thrust

straight out backward. Then for further

decoration, straps of the ribbon may be

added over the shoulders, ending half-way

to the belt back and front under a small

bow which may hold a fancy buckle.

A DEMI-EVENING TOILETTE

THE STYLISH PRINCESSE GOWN

SOME DRESSY FRONTS

PLAP or striped silk may be

used to advantage on a round

waist laid in a wide centre box

plait and a narrower plait on each

side. The narrow plaitis studded

with three small steel buttons

just below the shoulder and three more half

way to the belt. Then a second cluster is

placed in front of the one on the plait.

Square epaulettes pointed at the outward

corner are set under the side plait, and pass

ing over the shoulder are shaped in the back

as in the front. The crush collar fastens

on the side, having two frilled ends meet

ing on each side. The crush belt ties on

the left side in a handkerchief knot, which

consists of two pointed ends tied in a knot,

with one up and the other down diago

nally against the wearer. A perfectly plain

waist may be remodeled by adding a crush

collar and belt of fancy silk, also a wide,

double box-plait down the centre, allowing

it to drop a little over the belt. On each

side of the plait place a fan of lace eight

inches deep, one long edge running under

the plait and the other hanging

loose. At the top of this lace fan

have a rosette of ribbon or of

the silk. Add three large fancy

Rhinestone or steel buttons to the

centre of the plait. Use the lace

points that are sold for ten to

twenty cents apiece for one on each

wrist and one on each side of the

front of the collar.

NEW WAIST DESIGNS

THERE is a tendency among tailors

and dressmakers affecting

tailor modes to bring out a basque

having a double-breasted pointed

front with a V neck, and flat

basques added on

the hips and back

in coat style. The collar

and tiny vest are then of

cloth or silk, with a rolled

collar and revers of the

dress goods. Such a suit

has the full leg-of-mutton

sleeve, but never the round

puff to the elbow. Six or

eight large buttons are on

the double front and smaller

ones to match on the vest

and up the outside of the

sleeve nearly to the elbow.

Plaid and mixed goods are

worn for skirts, with a waist

or basque of plain material

matching one of the promi

nent colors of the mixture.

The sleeves are of either

fabric, though preferred of

the plain. In following this

idea two old dresses may

be remodeled into one with

economy and style as well.

A round waist of brown

Henrietta may be fitted to

A DRESSY WAIST

the bottom of the waist-line all around, leav

ing the centre front open so as to form a

V and narrow space below. The fronts cut

to fasten with a pointed end and buckled

at the waist-line and three inches above,

leaving a triangle between. Three but

tons are placed on each edge above the

straps or ends and buckles, and above

them are large revers and a rolling collar

of brown and blue striped silk cut on the

bias so as to bring the stripes diagonal. A

crush collar and plastron shirred at the

neck are of plain blue silk matching the

stripe, and shows to the waist-line. The

sleeves are in a full puff to the elbow and

close in fit below. The skirt, of mixed

blue, brown and black, has the usual close

fitting front and side that are fitted with a

few gathers in place of darts; it is five

yards wide, interlined ten inches deep with

stiffening and laid in two box-plaits at the

top that flare toward the lower edge.

ONE-PIECE EFFECTS

ONG or one-piece effects are creeping in

more and more, to the delight of stout

figures. Under the name of redingote and

princesse gowns some very pretty costumes

are evolved. The princesse consists of a

round, or pointed waist of silk, finely

striped or plain woolen goods, with long

shoulder seams and drooping leg-of

mutton sleeves, which are more becoming

than puffed ones to a stout person. The

skirt part is of plain or narrowly-striped

woolen material made with a narrow gored

front that continues in one piece

up over the waist front as a bib

plastron. This has a rounded

neck and ends in narrow straps

on the shoulders, showing the

other goods above as a yoke.

The skirt is five yards wide,

has three godets at the back

l

NEW WAIST DESIGN

and is sewed to a belt, except the front

width. The bib piece is edged with passe

menterie and narrowed at the waist-line

so as to fit without darts. If very full

busted a dart must be taken in the centre of

this piece reaching both above and below

the waist-line. For ladies' cloth or velve

teen, lovely qualities of the latter selling

for a dollar a yard, the redingote is hand

some for a full or slender figure. A skirt

front should be of figured silk, with three

small, bias overlapping ruffles at the edge.

The redingote is fitted plainly, with three

or five godets at the back and leg-of

mutton or puff sleeves. A crush belt from

the side seams fastening in a bow on the

right side is of the silk, as is the crush

collar having a similar bow at the back.

Three large buttons are on each side. The

fichu comes from the shoulder seams and is

of silk. With such a gown a hat trimmed

with ostrich feathers should be worn.

Editor's NotE-Miss Hooper's answers to her

correspondents, under the title of “The Home

Dressmaker,” will be found on page 27 of this issue

of the Journal.
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WISITING COSTUMES

Ay Isabel A. Ma//on

W IT H

T is through the interchange of

visits that womankind keeps in

touch with all that is going on in

the world. The general woman

has long ago seen the wisdom of a special

“at home” day and realized the undesir

ability of having anybody “just drop in.”

No matter how intimate two people may

be it is pleasanter to each to make the

visit rather a formal affair, paying due

respect to one's hostess by proper dress

ing and proper consideration of the hour

and the day. One makes a call on all

the people whose names appear in one's

visiting book at least once a year; and

these calls, if possible, should be made

in person, for there is,

after all, not very much

compliment in paying a

yearly visit by post, or

even through the most

dignified footman.

A VERY SMART COSTUME

WHAT TO WEAR

HE hostess on her “at home '’ day is

dressed daintily, but with great care,

for she does not wish to convey the impres

sion that her gown is finer than that of her

visitors. The prettiest toilette is a well

fitting dress trimmed a little more elabo

rately than that which would be chosen for

the street, and yet having about it no sug

gestion of the tea-gown or wrapper. In

our illustration is shown a very smart cos

tume to be worn by a hostess on her regular

Thursday. The skirt is a black crépon

with a tiny polka dot embroidered upon it

in black silk; it is made with a pro

nounced flare and is a bit longer than a

street skirt. The bodice is of heliotrope

velvet having a plain fitted back and a

draped front, the fullness being drawn up

in such a way that it fastens high up on one

side above the bust-line under a large bow

of heliotrope satin. The full sleeves are of

velvet and shape in to the arms by means of

fine tucks that draw in the fullness, while

the wrist finish is of heliotrope satin.

I L L USTRATIONS BY ABBY E. UN DERWOOD

THE VISITOR'S TOILETTE

IN the illustration is pictured the costume

worn by a visitor and which, while it is

rich-looking, is quite as proper to

be worn when walking as when

driving. The material used is

golden-brown broadcloth. The

skirt has the usual spring, stands

out well at the back, not only

because it is stiffened, but because

around the edge is sewed the

covered bone that

comesfor this purpose.

The bodice is a fitted

basque with a ripple

skirt a little over a

quarter of a yard deep.

Five strips of cut jet Q.

start from the neck

and shoulder seams in

front, and reach to a little below the bust

line, where each is finished with a swing

ing jet tassel. The belt is of black gal

loon hidden under cut jets and having

all around, at regular intervals, jet tas

sels like those on the bodice but some

what longer. The high collar is of

black satin ribbon with pointed jet

sections coming over it as if a turned

down jet collar were worn. The

sleeves are full puffs shaping in

- - º
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A SIMPLE COSTUME

ANº simple but pretty toilette has a

skirt of black silk, and with it is a

bodice of the same material having a yoke,

cuffs and collar of white satin overlaid with

circles of cut jet. A long wrap of black

velvet trimmed with jet and black guipure

lace is worn with this, and a tiny bonnet

of black velvet decorated with fans of

white lace, black tips and jet gives the

finishing touch. No matter how simple

one's gown may be, if there is a little care

as to its arrangement, and the certainty that

one's veil and gloves are quite correct,

then one may feel sure that one is properly

dressed, for a mistake is oftener made in

over than in under dressing.

The woman who has to freshen up her

black gown for visiting must remember

that she can add a box-plait of satin with

some decorative buttons on it to the bodice,

and that the sleeves may be puffs of satin

with cuffs of the gown material, or they

may be entirely of the satin. Her skirt

will need only to be freshly stiffened and

made immaculate, while the new trimming

on the bodice will give a new look to the

entire gown. A freshened bodice seen

lately was a half-fitted one of black cash

mere. It was trimmed with rows of butter

colored lace arranged in stripes as was

fancied last summer on the grasscloth

bodices. Then, over the high stock of

black ribbon were four points made of

butter-colored lace and insertion, and on

the cuffs were deep points of the same

colored lace that was a little wider. When

the wearer grows weary of this she will

put on a flaring sailor collar of velvet.

WITH THE BLACK SKIRT

VERY woman knows that it is much

easier to freshen up a bodice that is

to be worn in the house than one that is to

be seen on the street without a wrap over it,

for that must be exact.

A hostess possessing a

black skirt which she in

tends to wear with many

bodices, dis

plays onemade

of pale yellow

silk with a full

gi/ef of rose

chiffon over it

and a zouave

jacket of rose

velvet span

gled with gold.

This sounds

gaudy, but as

the pink is very

pale it and

the yellow

blend perfect

ly. Dressed

º
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to cuffs that are decorated each º Mºſ º \\§
with five large cut jet buttons º º ººğ

placed on the outer side, though \\\\\\". \\ .

well toward the middle. The bon

net is a tiny brown felt capotetrim

med with jet and yellow velvet

This bodice is made suf- ſ

\\
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roses. ſº | | º!

ficiently large to have a chamois |ſº ||\}| § | Nº Yº Yº Nº.

jacket worn under it, so that ºº ºº | º \\§ §
until very cold weather comes {{!!}}! º NNNN W.

|
a wrap is not necessary.

The gloves are light tan

undressed kid. In any of

the dark colors this cos

tume would be pretty, and,

of course, any pretty

bead trimmings fancied could be

substituted for the jet garniture.

The vogue

given to

heliotrope,

silver gray

and black is

attributed to

the fact that

so many of

the royalties

are lay

ing aside

m ourning and

assuming these

shades. A silver

gray get-up that

is especially smart

is shown in our

illustration. The skirt

is of silver-gray ben

galine and has no

trimming whatever.

The bodice is of the

same material and has

square jacket fronts of

silver-gray velvet out

lined with a piping of

steel passementerie.

Just in front is a loose

gi/ef of rose-colored

chiffon. The sleeves

have puffs of the vel

vet and cuffs of the

silk with a narrow frill

of chiffon. The bon

net is made of cut

steel and pink velvet.

- Nº.
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THE HOSPITABLE HOSTESS

carefully for a visit one is able to be at one's

best, for it is absolutely true that a woman

never feels so happy,

nor so eager to make

others happy, as when

she is conscious that her

toilette is a success.

Pay your regular visits,

my dear woman, and

keep yourself in the

world. When you

grow careless of your

social duties you will

be out of the world.

Arrange for your

frock, arrange for

your own “at home”

day and start out with

the intention of see

ing your friends

and of having the

very pleasantest

of afternoons.

A SYMPHONY IN SILVER

Why

Not

NOW P

During the past year you have been told

much about Autoharps in THE LADIES'

HoME Journal, and the October number

contained a complete catalogue of our

several styles. You may have bought an

Autoharp, but if you have not, “Why not

do it now P”

Think of a musical instrument which

permits anybody to produce with beautiful

effect all the chords necessary for accom

panying the voice in song, or as an accom

paniment to an air played on another

instrument. You can do this immediately,

and much more if you have a musical ear,

and aside from musical study or accom

plishment. Do you know that this state

ment is so marvelous that we almost

hesitate to make it? You can rely upon it,

however, because we say to you in plain

English, if the instrument does not suit

you, return it and we will refund the

money. Not much risk, surely.

Our style No. 234 is $5.oo; our No. 2%,

$7.50; our No. 3, $10.oo, and so on up to

$150.oo. Select one of these instruments

(you will find pictures of all of them on the

fourth cover page of the October number

of THE LADIEs’ Home Journal), send

your money with the order, and we will

prepay express charges to any point in the

United States. All furnishings included

with every Autoharp.

We are giving away the story “How the

Autoharp Captured the Family,” which

has been beautifully illustrated by one of

the best artists in New York.

Send us your address if interested in the

Autoharp
ALFRED DOLGE & SON

Dept. C, 110 East 13th St., New York City

Perhaps you have

been buying every

corset waist but the

right one. The right \

one fits better, gives

a more graceful fig

ure and is comforta

ble. This trade-mark

is a sure indication

that you have a Gen

uine Jackson Corset

Waist— the right

one. It marks the Jackson

highest point of cor- Corset Co.

set waist perfection. Jackson, Mich.

C. L.S.C.##############C.L.S.C.

: CHAUTAUQUA:
READING CIRCLE

The American Year

A systematic course in American politics, in

dustry and literature, illustrating the

DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL LIFE

Why not supplement your desultory reading

¥ by a well-defined course for the coming win

ter? Chautauqua offers a comprehensive plan.

× JOHN H. VINCENT, Dept. 33, BUFFAL0, N. Y.

C.L.S.C.##############C. L.S.C.

What's the use of having

a first-rate lamp if you put

a wrong chimney on it?

The “Index to Chimneys”

tells what chimney belongs

to every lamp and burner.

Geo. A. Macbeth Co., Pitts

burgh, Pa., will send it free.

Pearl glass, pearltop, tough

glass.

For 69 Cents

we will send a Silk Sofa Pillow, stamped in Conven

tional designs in the following shades: old rose, old

blue, oldſº cream white, olive green and écru.

By mail add 5 cents for postage. Address

Kensington Art School, 12West 14th St., NewYork

Have you seen the New Rubber Embroidery Hoops?

P. S.–Send for Catalogue of special offers.

>iº º

Lady Agents Wanted

×
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Walter Baker & CO.,Limited
The Largest Manufacturers of

PURE, HIGH GRADE

COC0aS and Ch9C0lateS

Sº, on this Continent, have received

º

ºHIGHEST AWARDS
- from the great

º

º

º

Industrial and Food

EXPOSITIONS in

Europe and America

º - - In view of the many
Caution: imitations of the labels

and wrappers on our goods, consu

mers should make sure that our place of manufacture,

namely, Dorchester, Mass., is printed on each package.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd., Dorchester, Mass.

Biscuits

For Children

to say nothing

of grown folks

Insist on your grocer selling you

Marvin's Noah's Ark

containing Mr. and Mrs. Noah, their sons

and daughters, and all the animals. He

can get them from

MARVIN–Pittsburg

To mention

Ketchup
is to think of |

& 4 99 º .

Blue Label"/:
There's only ONE “BEST’’ |

That’s ours

All “first’’ grocers have it

ſº

-º |AERL
º

|METCHUF.
|

º

If your dealer won't supply you, write

us for priced catalogue and booklet,

“From Tree to Table,” descriptive

of our full line Canned Fruits and

Vegetables, Preserves, Jellies, etc.

CURTICE BROTHERS CO.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

WALL PAPER
sAMPLES FREE from the factories not controlled

by the Wall Paper Trust, at prices fully 30 per

cent. lower than others.

White Blanks that retail at 10c., 4c. a roll

New Lustres -- “ “ 16c., 7c. --

Embossed Golds “ ” “ 35c., 15c. --

other grades and borders as low

DEALERSºDISCOUNT

KAYSER & ALLMAN

The Largest Wall Paper Concern in the U. S.

#####,gº street.) Philadelphia

Mothers Should

SEND FOR

SAMPLES OF OUR Boys'

Knee Pants
We take remnants of Fine Woolens from our

Merchant Tailoring Department, and make them up

into Boys.” {{Nº. PANTs, which we sell for

50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00.

MILLS & AVERILL, Broadway and Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.

PAPER &
Papers and envelopes. They

are the papers fashion de

mands. Samplesand full information upon receipt of 4c.

SAMUEL WARD CoMPANY., 49 Franklin St.,

Paper Merchants, Stationers and Engravers, Boston, Mass.

Correspondence with the trade solicited.

ANY MOTHER
ſº who will ask for it will be sent, FREE,

-

|

Save money. Mail rates only

16c. per pound. We willsupply

direct if your dealer will not

procure for you our celebrated

Boston LiNEN

Boston BOND and

BUNKER HILL

a.* of the Mizpah Valve Nipple,

and a little circular giving valuable in

formation for cleansing and keeping

nipples sweet and clean.

Mizpah Valve Nipples

will not collapse; makes nursing easy,

and prevents colic.

512 Arch Street

WALTER F.WARE,*āhīº pa.

BABY”S HEALTH WARDROBE

For 5 years my patterns have

pleased Journal readers.

Complete outfit, 30patternsfor infant's long, or30for first

short clothes, with full directions, by mail, sealed, 46 cts.

Freewith patterns, book, Hints to Expectant Mothers

Mrs. J. BitLIDE, P. o. Box 1265, Boston, Mass.

With Comments by

THE ASSERTION

By John Gilmer Speed

HE common potato, which was not

used at all in this country as

human food till well along in the

second half of the last century, is

now so much a matter of course in every

American household that it appears on

every table at least once a day, and in

many houses at every meal. Indeed many

persons look upon the potato as impor

tant as bread and quite as necessary.

The great popularity of the potato is due

to several causes—its negative flavor, its

cheapness and its reputation for nutritive

value and wholesomeness. The first two

causes are all in its favor. We tire of even

the most delicious things that have a very

decided flavor. And its cheapness is such

that at almost every restaurant it is served

with each dish of meat as a matter of

course and without extra charge. Con

sidering these things it is a great pity

that the potato does not possess the other

virtues with which it is generally credited.

Indeed the potato as a food is not nearly

so valuable as we have very generally

esteemed it to be. It is quite deficient in

nitrogen, and as a sole diet is therefore

unsuitable. It is hard to digest and there

fore should be partaken of very sparingly

by all save those who live active lives out

of-doors.

HEN a baby gets old and strong enough

to take a little solid food, about the

first thing prepared for the little one is

mashed potato with a little gravy over it.

The good mother is sure that this is ex

tremely harmless and wholesome. More

danger does lurk in a Welsh rarebit, it is

true, and the taste of toasted cheese would

probably not be as grateful to an infant’s

palate, but it may be that there is more

lasting harm in the potato than in the

cheese. The potato provokes our great

national ailment, dyspepsia, and the sooner

the consumption of the mealy tubers be

gins the sooner will the dread fangs of the

dyspepsia appear. To be sure there are

some digestive organs so strong that the

fortunate owners of them can eat anything

and everything with impunity. The eating

of potatoes will not bring dyspepsia to

such as these, but even to them potatoes

may be dangerous. That hideous uric acid

which provokes the rheumatism and the

gout, these dread diseases which attack the

strong with a greaterferocity than the weak,

is more surely produced by a potato diet

than by any other. If these things be so,

conservative and health-loving persons will

not need any labored argument to convince

them that they ought to be moderate in

their use of potatoes.

THE early naturalists differed greatly as to

the origin of the potato. In England

it was held to be a native of Virginia, and

in Spain it was said to have originated in

Peru. Modern opinion holds that it is

indigenous to the elevated tablelands of

Chili, Peru, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Mexico

and southwestern United States. It prob

ably got to Virginia by the hands of some

early Spanish explorers. It is certain, how

ever, that it was not cultivated in Virginia

till far into the eighteenth century, and

then it was introduced in the American

Colonies on account of the esteem in which

it was held in Europe. In its cultivation it

has been very greatly improved within fifty

years, and the big mealy potatoes with

which we regale ourselves unduly are very

different from the watery tubers our grand

fathers grew. This reminds me that there

is an amusing anachronism in the play Mr.

ſº Jefferson has made classic. “Rip

an Winkle,” it will be recalled, when he

returned to the town of Falling Waters

after his long sleep, said of his surly

successor, “Give him a cold potato and

let him go.” Potatoes were not in such

general use in America at that time that

cold ones should be in every house as a

matter of course. But they are now, and a

pity 'tis 'tis so. I am not a potato prohibi

tionist. I only counsel their very moderate

use except by those who work actively out

of-doors. By students, by office workers,

by women in all the ordinary employments

they should be eaten of most sparingly, and

by invalids, especially those of deranged

digestion, they should not be touched at

all. The skillful cooks have devised many

ways to make them attractive; and for this

we should be grateful. But at the same

time we might find it profitable, as well as

extremely healthful, not to exhaust, the

varieties in a single year, but spread them

over a lifetime.

An Assertion by John Gi/mer Speed

AJr. Cyrus AEason and Mrs. Æorer

º Sºº

A COMMENT

Aºy Dr. Cyrus Edson

Er-President of the New York Board of Health

! MUST quite agree with Mr. Speed

in his condemnation of the potato.

I am sorry to have to say anything

against the humble tuber, but

the truth, especially when it is scientific,

and more especially medico-scientific, must

be told. I have often thought that a very

good motto to go with the potato, for any

potato-eating country, would be “Aemo

impume lacessif.” It is certain no one can at

all times eat the potato with the assurance

that it will do him no harm.

THERE is, probably, no other single arti

cle of food so often forbidden a patient

by his physician as the potato. This is be

cause it is largely composed of starch,

which is difficult to digest, and also on

account of its lack of porosity. Starch

cannot be absorbed nor assimilated by the

system until it is changed into a form of

sugar, which can only be accomplished by

the action of the diastase in the digestive

secretions. Now, if the digestive organs

are not up to concert pitch they cannot

promptly effect this chemical change and

the absorptive process following it. The

result is that the starch, instead of undergo

ing the chemico-vital changes of digestion,

decomposes, evolving noxious gases which

distend the stomach and intestines. Dur

ing this decomposition unwholesome com

pounds are formed which irritate the intes

tinal canal and frequently cause diarrhoea.

This we might call the acute effect of

potato dyspepsia or of starch dyspepsia,

for the potato when dried contains about

eighty-one per cent of starch. The lack

of porosity of the potato substance is

another factor that enormously increases

its indigestibility. It is difficult for the

digestive juices to permeate its substance

and act advantageously from a digestive

standpoint. It is precisely like a heavy

bread, and can only be acted on slowly

from the outside. The chronic effect of

potato dyspepsia results in intestinal dis

orders affecting both the stomach and in

testines, and are followed by a train of

symptoms, including those of nervous

exhaustion. Chronic dyspepsia is the

direct outcome of repeated attacks of the

acute form, and is due, first, to the presence

of undigested food in the stomach and in

testines, which acts as an irritating foreign

body; second, to the irritating substances,

the products of decomposition to which I

have referred ; third, to the failure of the

digestive organs to furnish the body with

its necessary nourishment.

The potato is, perhaps, the most im

portant of all the vegetables we cultivate.

It grows over a wider range of latitude

than any other plant, but its value is less,

weight for weight of dried material, as a

strength supporter than any other article

of diet in general use. For the purpose of

enabling the body to undergo fatigue it has

not even the value of rice or the banana,

both of which it closely resembles in point

of analysis. The dried substance of each

of these when analyzed is found to contain:

Rice Potato BANANA

Gluten 9 5 7

Starchy matter 89 8i 85

Fat % I 3

Salts % 4. 1.

THE tribes or kinds of people living on a

diet in which starchy foods predomi

nate bear a physiological resemblance in

one respect : they are all noted for the

size and prominence of their stomachs.

The Hindoo, the Chinaman and certain

negro races all present this characteristic,

which is to be ascribed in part to the large

amount of food which they find it necessary

to consume in order to get sufficient life

sustaining elements. Of course, the potato

is a useful article of food when properly

prepared and when eaten with other food

by strong, healthy persons who are able to

digest it. I know of no food that can

be more unwholesome when improperly

cooked than the potato.

The practice of feeding potatoes to in

fants and young children cannot be too

severely condemned. A potato diet may

not kill them outright at once but it is

certain to injure their digestive organs per

manently and effectually, so as to make

their lives a burden to themselves and those

who are brought in contact with them.

Unfortunately, Americans are peculiarly

subject to dyspepsia, and this is due above

all other reasons to our tendency to follow

a sedentary life and our distaste for out

door exercise.

THE DOMESTIC SIDE OF IT -

Aºy Mrs. S. T. Rorer

AM not a potato prohibitionist,

but I firmly believe that potatoes

should be served only with

strongly-concentrated nitroge

nous food, such as roasted beef, or, for the

vegetarian, with beans, peas or lentils.

I cannot quite understand why Dr.

Edson should condemn the tuber on ac

count of its starch, as rice contains over

four times as much starch in a hundred

parts, and yet is the most easily and

quickly digested of all vegetable food.

My objection to the potato arises from

another standpoint, the woody fibre, excess

of potash salts and bulk. I must insist

that the starch of the potato is as easily

digested as that of wheat or corn, and that

to persons in good health a well-prepared

potato starch cannot be injurious.

As potatoes are and will likely continue

to be consumed in most families at

least once a day we must look at this

question from a practical healthful stand

point. Our city meat-eaters may use them

once a day with advantage, but our rural

neighbors with their pork and bread must

be watchful that the potato is added only

now and then, and as a substitute, not with

their carbonaceous diet. In a mealy state

potatoes are easily digested ; when sodden

or waxy they greatly tax the digestive

organs. Potatoes are best and most

wholesome when baked, and most objec

tionable when fried. Those fully ripe are

better as an article of diet than the new or

old. When germinating they become soft,

and present a heavy appearance when

cooked. The solanine having been de

veloped under these conditions gives them

noxious properties which may be more or

less poisonous. We find the potato, ac

cording to the latest analysis, containing

in Ioo parts:

Water - - - - - - 75.o

Albuminoids - - - - - I-2

Starch - - - - - . 18.o

Solanine and organic acids . - - 1.5

Dextrin - - - - - O-2

Fat - - - - - - o-3

Cellulose - - - - - - I.O.

Mineral matter . - - - - I.O.

CoMPARATIve TABLE

Potato Rice WHEAT

In Ioo parts

Water 75.o 14.6 I4-5

Albuminoids, etc. 1.2 7.5 II.o

Starch 18.o 76.o 69.o

Fat o-3 o.5 I.2

Cellulose I.-O. o.9 2.6

Mineral Matter I.O. o.5 1.7

Extractives, Dex

trin, etc. 3-5 -

Potash Salts 20.28 grammes I.o.4 -

Soda Salts o.32 -- o.o.28 -

According to my thinking, potatoes

should be served plain boiled with fish ;

mashed and browned with roasted or

boiled beef; stewed when served with

chops for breakfast; in croquettes with a

larded fillet; baked when served with

steak, and that they should be served at

no other time.

Mutton, lamb, poultry and veal call

loudly for rice. Pork and beans, or pota

toes may be served at the same meal with

bean croquettes. Make them each time

the accompaniment of a strongly nitrog

enous food. The following methods of

preparing potatoes are the best:

PLAIN BOILED POTATOES

PAR; as thin as possible ; throw them

into cold water for twenty minutes;

put them in the saucepan ; cover with boil

ing water, and boil slowly about twenty

minutes, or until you can pierce them

easily in the centre with a fork. Drain

immediately; sprinkle with salt, and shake

them over the fire. When white and dry

serve at once in an uncovered dish.

STEWED POTATOES

PARE and cut into dice two good-sized

potatoes; cover them with boiling

water; boil five minutes; drain and turn

in a double boiler with one pint of milk;

cover, and cook ten minutes. Moisten

one tablespoonful of flour in a little cold

milk; add it to the potatoes; stir carefully

without breaking the potatoes; add a

tablespoonful of butter, a teaspoonful of

salt, a quarter of a teaspoonful of pepper.

Dish, sprinkle with parsley and serve.

DELMONICO POTATOES

ASH four medium-sized cold boiled

potatoes; put them in a saucepan ;

add half a tablespoonful of butter and half

a cup of cream, a teaspoonful of salt and a

dash of pepper. Stir with a wooden spoon

carefully for five minutes; then turn into a

baking-dish ; sprinkle over two tablespoon

fuls of grated Parmesan, same of fresh

breadcrumbs. Put here and there a bit

of butter, in all two tablespoonfuls, and

brown ten minutes in a quick oven.

POTATOES A LA DUCHESSE

OIL and mash four medium-sized pota

toes; add a quarter of a cup of cream,

a tablespoonful of butter, a teaspoonful of

salt and a dash of pepper. Turn into a

pastry-bag and press into fancy shapes and

place on a greased paper in a baking-pan.

Brush with beaten egg, and brown quickly.

Lift lightly and serve on a heated dish.
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BREAD, ROLLS AND BISCUITS

Ay A/offe //o//y

Tºº

LMOST all persons prefer good

home-made bread, and yet

there are comparatively few

houses where bread of this

sort is to be found. This is

somewhat surprising when

one considers how easily

bread may be made, and how

great a saving it is to both

health and pocket to have good and care

fully prepared bread upon the table. To

insure good results at bread-making it

is absolutely necessary to have the best

flour, good yeast, thorough kneading and

a good oven. The perfect loaf is exact

in shape, neither cracked on top nor

at the side, is free from hardness on the

one hand, or softness and pastiness on the

other, and is neither sour, close nor

heavy. Being thoroughly kneaded it has

great porosity throughout the entire mass,

consequently the gas will not liberate in

excess in any one part causing large holes

underneath the crust. The crust itself

should be a rich golden brown in color,

thin, sweet, tender and crisp, and the

whole should have a sweet, pleasant flavor.

SOME GOOD RECEIPTS

W HILE it is quite impossible to give exact

proportions for bread, owing to the

difference in flour—some flours holding

more moisture than others, and requiring

different proportions of liquid, and also

very different manipulation—yet, with care

ful attention to the required rules, even a

novice at bread-making should have satis

factory results.

Many people object to using the com

pressed yeast cakes in making bread, and

many others find these convenient little

articles unattainable. These people must,

therefore, of necessity, make their own

yeast, and give, therefore, full and

explicit directions for making the leaven.

Boil one quart of water and one-half cup

ful of dried hops for fifteen minutes.

While this is boiling mash fine four well

boiled and good-sized potatoes. Pour the

hop water into a bowl containing one pint

of flour; add the mashed potatoes and

beat smoothly. Add to this a half cup of

sugar and two large tablespoonfuls of salt.

Turn the whole mixture into a stone jar ;

cover and let ferment for three or four

hours. Every time the mixture rises to

the lid stir it down. When finished pour

into a jar with a close cover, and stand

where it will be kept cold. Save a cupful

from this amount to make your next yeast

with. To do this grate four raw potatoes

into a quart of madly-boiling water ; stir

over the fire for five minutes. Take from

the fire; add the sugar and salt. When

luke-warm add the cup of yeast and proceed

as before.

Bread made from milk retains its moist

ure longer than that made from water,

but excellent bread may be made from

water alone—and milk is unnecessary when

bread is baked fresh every day. The fol

lowing receipts have been thoroughly

tested with excellent and profitable results:

DELICIOUS WHITE BREAD

INº a large bowl or bread raiser put

three quarts of sifted flour, make a hole

in the centre and put in three heaping tea

spoonfuls of sugar and good sweet lard or

butter, and two of salt. Into one and one

half pints of milk pour one and one-half

pints of hot water. Dissolve one cake of

compressed yeast in one cup of luke-warm

water; pour this into the flour and add the

milka little at a time until all is used. Stir

it with a spoon until the dough has lost some

of its stickiness, adding more flour when

necessary. Knead thoroughly with the

hands, using as little flour as possible, until

the dough becomes soft and velvety. Re

member the quality of your bread will de

pend largely upon the kneading. Do not

make hard work of it by pounding it with

your fists until you are out of breath, but

knead it lightly and deftly until it cleaves

from the bowl—when it is done. If a bread

raiser is not used turn a milk pan over the

bowl, cover the whole with a cloth and

stand it in a warm place over night. Early

in the morning knead it down, turn it out

on a bread-board and divide into loaves.

Each loaf should weigh one pound and

three-quarters. Place in greased, square

pans, cover and stand again in a warm

place until light. Prick each loaf with a

fork, thus allowing any gas that may have

formed underneath the crust to escape.

There is as much art in the baking as in

the making. The oven should be hot, but

not hot enough to scorch. Place the pans

in the oven with space between, if possible,

thus allowing the heat to circulate.

DELICIOUS RAISED BISCUIT

T three o'clock in the afternoon (in

winter) dissolve one-half a compressed

yeast cake in a half cup of luke-warm

water. Put into a bowl one quart of flour,

make a hole in the centre and pour in the

yeast and one pint of warm milk. Stir

thoroughly with a spoon, cover well and

stand in a warm place until light. In the

evening add two well-beaten eggs, one

half cup of sugar, one heaping teaspoonful

salt, one generous half cup of butter, or

butter and sweet lard mixed. Knead thor

oughly, adding flour enough to make a

velvety dough ; cover and stand in a warm

place over night. In the morning knead

down, turn out on a bread-board and roll

out with a rolling-pin to one-half inch in

thickness; cut out with a cooky cutter and

spread melted butter over the tops; fold

over and place in shallow tins; cover

and put in a warm place until light. Bake

in a quick oven from fifteen to twenty min

utes. If properly made these rolls are

delicious.

GOOD BREAKFAST ROLLS

Pur one quart of flour into a bowl, make

a hole in the centre with a spoon.

Put in one-half cup granulated sugar, one

heaping teaspoonful salt, one heaping

tablespoonful each of good sweet lard and

butter. Dissolve one-half a compressed

yeast cake in half a cup of warm water,

add to the other ingredients with one pint

of warm milk, or milk and water, stirring

thoroughly and vigorously for five minutes.

Turn a cover over the bowl, and cover all

with a cloth. Stand in a warm place over

night. In the morning knead in flour

enough to make a nice velvety dough, not

too stiff; cover and stand again in a warm

place until it is very light. Turn out on a

bread-board, and roll out with a rolling-pin

to a half inch in thickness. Cut out with a

cutter, place a small piece of butter on one

half and fold the other half over. Place on

cooky tins, cover lightly and stand in a

warm place until light. Bake from fifteen

to twenty minutes in a quick oven. This

quantity will make about thirty-six rolls.

By commencing at two or three o'clock in

the afternoon, and kneading them up at

night, one could bake them early in the

morning. Twice the above quantity may

be easily made at one time.

GRAHAM AND WHITE FLOUR

Taki two quarts of sifted graham flour

and put it into a bowl with two tea

spoonfuls salt, one even tablespoonful each

of lard and butter. Take a cup half-filled

with granulated sugar and fill it with mo

lasses; add this with one compressed yeast

cake dissolved in one cup of luke-warm

water ; wet with one quart of warm water.

Stir well, cover and put in a warm place

over night. In the morning add white

flour enough to make a dough easily

handled ; cover and put again in a warm

place. When light knead down and divide

into loaves weighing one pound and three

quarters each. Place in greased square

pans; cover and stand in a warm place;

when light bake one hour and a quarter in

a moderately warm oven. A good graham

bread may be made by using sifted graham

flour in place of the white and baking one

hour and a half.

GRAHAM ROLLS

PUT one quart of sifted graham flour into

a bowl with one heaping teaspoonful

salt, one-half cup of butter and lard mixed,

one-half cup sugar and one-half pint of

milk with one-half pint of hot water. Stir

thoroughly, after adding one-half of a

compressed yeast cake dissolved in one

half cup of warm water ; cover and stand

in a warm place over night. In the morn

ing add sifted graham flour enough to

make them roll easily; cover and stand in

a warm place until light. Roll them into

oblong shapes and place them on shallow

tins; cover lightly with a cloth and put in

a warm place until light. Bake in a quick

oven. When done turn out on a board

and brush the tops over with milk.

A GOOD BROWN BREAD

Twº cups of sour milk, two cups Indian

meal, one cup molasses, one cup sifted

graham flour, one and a half teaspoonfuls

of baking soda, sifted with one-third cup

of white flour, one teaspoonful salt. Mix

molasses and sour milk, then stir in the

meal and flour; pour into two small but

tered pails and steam three hours, then set

in the oven and bake from twenty minutes

to half an hour. Sweet milk may be used

if preferred. Do not throw away the bran

that is left after sifting the graham flour.

-

. It makes an excellent and nutritious jelly.

BRAN JELLY

PU, the bran into a porcelain kettle and
cover it well with cold water. Stir it

up well and then leave it to settle. When

the water looks clear carefully skim off

anything that floats on top. Drain off all

the clear water possible, and add boiling

water until the mass is the consistency of

thick gruel. Stand on back of stove where

it will boil slowly two hours. Place a sieve

over the top of a bowl or pan and pour

this gruel into it to drain. When well

drained return it to the fire and let it come

to a boil, adding a little salt. If it is not

thick enough mix a little cornstarch with

cold water and stir it into the boiling gruel.

Pour into moulds or cups and set in a cool

place, and you will have a delicate jelly

that may be eaten with milk or cream or

any sweet sauce.

BOSTON BROWN BREAD

For one large loaf use three pints of

sifted cornmeal, three pints of rye

flour, one cup of good hop yeast and one

cup of molasses. Mix very soft with warm

water, pour the mixture into a round pud

ding tin and allow it to stand until light.

Bake with a steady fire for three hours.

STEAMED BROWN BREAD

THREE cups of cornmeal, two cups of rye

flour, one cup of wheat flour, one cup

of molasses and one-half a teaspoonful of

salaratus. Mix rather thin with either milk

or water, salt to taste, and boil four hours

in a tightly-covered pudding mould.

RAISED GRAHAM MUFFINS

Mix two cups of graham, one of corn

meal and one of white flour with one

tablespoonful of sugar, one-half a table

spoonful of molasses and enough warm

water to make a soft batter. -

Dissolve one-half a yeast cake in water;

add it with one-quarter of a teaspoonful of

soda to the batter, and let it rise over

night. In the morning mould with a very

little flour into biscuits and bake in a

rather quick oven.

DELICIOUS RAISED BUNS

USE one quart of milk; boil one pint of

it. . Add to the whole quart a piece of

butter the size of an egg, two-thirds of a

cup of Sugar and two eggs beaten together,

one-half a cup of black currants and one

half a cup of yeast. Let the mixture rise

over night.

DELICATE CREAM BISCUIT -

APP to two quarts of flour one teaspoon

ful of butter or lard, one large tea

spoonful of sugar, one small teaspoonful of

salt and two tablespoonfuls of yeast. Let

it rise over night and in the morning knead

lightly and bake in a quick oven.

BREAD STICKS

Thºse are made from raised bread dough,

to which has been added the thor

oughly-beaten white of egg. The propor

tion is the white of one egg to a pint of the

dough. The addition of the egg renders

the sticks crisp. They are baked in pans

made purposely for them—pans with small

troughs in which the dough is placed.

MADE WITHOUT YEAST

For the benefit of those who desire to

use baking powder instead of yeast I

append the following receipts: Delicious

rice muffins may be made by sifting two

heaping teaspoonfuls of baking powder

into one pint of sifted flour; add one cup

of cold boiled rice, too eggs, a little salt,

one tablespoonful of butter, and milk

enough to make a thick batter. Bake

quickly in a hot oven.

EXCELLENT WHEAT MUFFINS

USE one beaten egg, two tablespoonfuls

of sugar, two cups of flour, two cups

of milk and two teaspoonfuls of baking

powder; add salt to taste, and bake in

muffin tins in a very hot oven.

OATMEAL GEMS

SOA. over night two cups of oatmeal in

a pint of sweet milk. In the morning

add two beaten eggs, a tablespoonful of

sugar, a little salt and a heaping teaspoon

ful of baking powder. Bake in a hot oven

in hot gem pan.

GRAHAM MUFFINS

ADP one cup of sour milk to one-half a

cup of molasses; mix in two and a

half cups of graham flour, one teaspoonful

of soda, a little salt and one large table

spoonful of butter. Bake in a quick oven.

BERRY BREAD

CREAM together one cup of sugar and

one tablespoonful of butter; add two

beaten eggs, one cup of milk and one pint

of either blue or huckle berries. Siftone

and a half teaspoonfuls of baking powder

into enough flour to make a stiff batter.

Bake in a hot oven.

BAKING BREAD AND BISCUIT

THE proof of the bread and the biscuit lies

in the “baking of it.” A little expe

rience, however, will enable one to have

the oven just right. When the bread is

baked it should be turned out on a clean

cloth or board, and each loaf should rest so

that the air may circulate about it. When

cold it should be placed in a dry tin box or

stone jar. Biscuits should be cared for in

the same way, unless it is desired to eat

them when fresh from the oven.

_______ __ _____ _ _ _ _* * * * * * *____________

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~

When a recipe calls for

a cupful of lard or butter,

use two-thirds of a cupful

of Cottolene— the new

vegetable shortening—in

stead. It improves your

health, saves your money

—a lesson in economy,

too. Genuine

C0[tſ]]CIlê
is sold everywhere in

tins, with trade marks—

“Coffo/eme '' and steer's

head in cottom-plant wreath

—on every tin.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

Chicago, St. Louis, New York

Boston, Philadelphia

San Francisco, Montreal

:

No. 1850 Pitcher

“SUPERB’’ fitly applies to our Fall productions.

Any jeweler can obtain them for you. If he can't, let

us know. Our book, “The Seasons,” free.

PAIRPOINT MFG. CO.

New Bedford, Mass.

NEW YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO

###########################

t º: º:

WHITMAN'S :
:

: Quick # INSTANTANEOUS

**

:
- º:

*:: *::

** : CH000LATE :

: Take three des. :
** 3S al : How To ºº, +:

º: # USE IT ) a cup of boiling #

º: + water or milk. Stir briskly
-**

º: ** a moment, and your Choc- :

º: º: olate is ready to serve. Put +:

º: 3S up in 1 lb and 34 lb. tins. º

* : Stephen F. Whitman & Son
: Sole Mfrs. Philadelphia

*****************

FRESH FLOUR ALWAYS
-->

No need of flour spoiling. No

need of your wasting a speck.

Keep it in

THE CREAM CITY

Flour Bin

Convenient and economical. Bins N' -

25, 50 and 100 lbs., $2.50, $3.00 and $4.00. Booklet free.

GEUDER & PAESCHEE MFG. CO.

Fifteenth Street, MiLWAUKEE, Wis.

Agents Make Money Selling the

ºfFEETEN Perfection

#H#3 Cake Tins
Delicate cake easily removed without breaking. Perfection Tins

require no greasing. All styles, round, square and oblong. Sample

round tin by mail, 20c., prepaid. Circulars FREE. &#Tº

Qur Trade-Mark “Perfection" stamped on all IMPRoved Perfection

Tins. Beware of imitations made without the Groove, for they

will leak batter. Richardson MFG.co. D street, BATH, N.Y.

:
º:
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BARBOUR BROS. Co.

EAREOUR'S

Prize Needlework Series, No. 4.

Just Issued—150 Pages—Profusely Illustrated.

NEW and Practical information about the Latest De

signs in Lace Making,Embroidery and Needlework.

in Barbour's, Prize Needlework Series, No. 4.

It is a marked advance over its predecessors—Books

Nos. 1, 2 and 3—aFº guide for either the beginner

or the accomplished worker.

pages—with illustrations, all of actual working

designs—the personal contributions of the brightest

neº leyworkers from all parts of the country—several

Color Plates—Lace Curtains illustrated—and all made

with Barbour's Threads.

Book, No. 4, mailed to any address on

receipt of 10 cents.

Books Nos. 1, 2 and 3, each represent

& ing the best designs of their respective

years, 10 cents each.

See that all vour Linen Thread
*39ſ; carries our Trade-mark.

THE BARBOUR BROTHERS COMPANY.,

new York. Boston. Philadelphia. Chicago. Cincinnati.

St. Louis. San Francisco.

Linings

will not become limp like cheap linings,

their firmness preserving the original

style and fit of the dress.

Absolutely Fast Black and will not

crock or discolor by perspiration.

For Sale at All Dry Goods Stores

Look for this on every yard of the Selvedge:

Sold by

All

º

0 N

NW N º Made

& of the fin

est cambric.

A most durable

trimming for ladies’

and children's under

wear, and infants' washing-dresses, etc.

Our New Illustrated Pattern Book

contains many useful hints, and woven samples of the

materia º, a list of the stores where the goods

can be obtained. Free by mail from

J. & J. CASH, Ltd., 92 Greene St., N. Y.

-

sº

ſ “up to date ’’ book on the subject.

Chapters on Embroidery. Stitches, Center

º Doyleys, Ideal Honiton, Luncheon and

ea Cloths, Cut Work and Table Spreads in

Denim. Over 70 Engraved Illustrations.

Instructions for working each pattern are so

plain that the beginner need not hesitate to

undertake them. Invaluable to every lady

who embroiders. Sent postpaid to any ad

dress for Io cents or the names of five ladies

interested in embroidery and 4 cents to

| cover postage.

The Brainerd & Armstrong Company

6 Union St., New London, Conn.

Do you subscribe for Magazines

and Newspapers? If so, write

© • for a copy of my Catalogue for

1896.

SAMPSON'S SUBSCRIPTION AGENCY

ESTABLISHED 1886

HENRY H. SAMPSON, Proprietor

KINGSTON, MASS.

I can save you money.
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HEART TALKS

º E hear a great deal these

days of nervous pros

tration, and they tell

us that it is because

the nerves are starved;

and as I looked at the

whole subject and

thought of friends of

mine who have to be

shut in to what is

called the “rest cure” I wondered if there

were not a spiritual cure for much of this

prostration, for there are not only starved

nerves but starved hearts, and there is a

need for a deeper rest than any so-called

“rest cure” can give. And it may be that,

in some cases at least, back of the starved

nerves are these starved hearts. The heart

wants food. I heard some time ago of a

husband going home from business, and,

finding his wife notas cheerful as usual, said,

“What's the matter, my dear? Can I do

anything for you?” She replied, “Yes, I

wish you would write me a letter as you used

to write before we were married.” Many

husbands would have laughed and called

her foolish, but he was a wise man; he

went up immediately into his library,

locked himself in and wrote a real love

letter, just as he had written in the long

ago—called her his sweetheart, as of old,

and gave her the letter; her heart was

hungry

+

THE SOURCE OF TRUE REST

H, what mistakes are being made My

mother never had nervous prostration,

though she was the mother of a great

many dhildren, but she had a “rest cure,”

and as a child I knew it. She had a way

of going up-stairs and locking her door

in the middle of the day; and maybe that

rest saved her. Looking back I feel quite

sure my mother needed that every-day

“rest cure” to keep her nerves steady, and

that “rest” in that secret place wonderfully

calmed her. Now while I am sure we were

very thoughtless, and selfish in being so

thoughtless, there was very little of the

“don’t’’ about mother—it was never a con

tinual “don’t do this?’ and “don’t do that.”

She smiled at the boys that were so very

noisy—maybe she had prayed for them at

the “rest cure.” This I know : I met her

on the stairs when she came out of that

room with traces of tears on her cheeks,

but the sweet, bright smile on her face.

Would it not be well to try and save our

selves and those around us from this almost

fashionable disease called nervous prostra

tion? Let us look at this word “hurry.”

One often hears the expression, “I am

almost driven to death "-and we are

in great danger of driving people almost

to death. I heard a woman tell the fol

lowing experience. She said: “I heard

in the West that a meeting was to be

held in the interest of a higher Chris

tian life, and though the distance was so

great I determined to get to it to see if I

could not get back an experience I had

lost. There was a time,” she added,

“when I led a most lovely spiritual life.

I was peaceful and happy all the day long,

and I tried to bring others into this glori

ous life of perfect love, but I lost the

experience. My husband became very

rosperous, and that involved a much

arger establishment and many servants,

. I am naturally a driver, and in driv

ing so as to have things as I wanted them,

in that way I lost my lovely inner life; and

years have passed and I have not half

what I enjoyed in the long ago. I am hun

É.' am starving—and I have come this

ong way to get back my lost treasure.

My husband urged me to come ; he said

he would be so glad to see me once again

as I used to be.” And one morning she

said in my hotel: “I looked the ground

all over again and I surrendered myself

utterly to God; I made a thorough conse

cration of all my power and I am waiting

for the Holy Spirit to take full possession

of me.” I cannot tell you the rest—I have

no pen to describe the glory that came to

that woman. I shall never forget her. I

expect to see her in that long day of eter

nity. I had to leave the meeting after

she spoke and after I had seen her face

when the glory came. When I returned

the next morning and inquired for her

they told me she had returned to the West

—she had received what she came for.

She went home not to “drive,” but to be

moved by a power that would enable her

to do all the work that was given her to

do with ease.

Nº.

c

THE “REST CURE * WITHIN OUR REACH

OW some of us women cannot afford

to go to some “rest cures”; we are

not rich enough ; it costs a great deal of

money, and then we should be very much

missed at home. Suppose we try a “rest

cure” within our reach 2 We can make up

our minds to have a still hour. But you

say, “Oh, that is just what I cannot do—I

haven’t time; I am so rushed.” Well, if

you will not decide for yourself that you

will have a little rest and that you will

arrange for it, why, an enforced rest is

probably ahead of you ! You need rest

for your body, and what is more, rest for

your soul, and you will have to be alone

once in awhile, and I think once in every

day, to get it. I know women—to be sure

they are women who can afford it—who

take one day in every week for a day of

rest; they go to bed; they have their

books but no company; no one who calls

can see them.

+

A DAY FOR REST

KNEW a minister once who said he had

to have one day with the Lord Jesus

Christ in the week, so all who called were

told that a friend was spending the day

with him and he could not see visitors that

day. I should think the Master would be

pleased to have such friends, but I know

I am writing to some who could not do

that. My mother could not have done

it, but you can spend the day with Him

and He with you without your leaving the

kitchen or the place of business. He will

go anywhere with you. He knows all

about a carpenter's shop—He worked in

one for years; He understands working

people—He would be glad to go with you

to the store or to the mill every morning.

I know now how many girls that work in

the mills read this Journal, and they

expect me to help them on this page. I

have seen you in the mills—I know how

you sit or stand all the day long just break

ing the threads or tying the broken threads,

just straightening the muslin as it passes

over the machine; I know how tired you

get and so does He, and I know He will be

glad to stand all the day long by your side,

and what is nearer still, be all the day long

in your heart giving you strength and

patience. And if at last the body does go

under, the spirit will be strong and happy,

and He will take you where the wicked

cease from troubling and the weary are at

rest. But do let us here, in whatever

sphere of life we may be, have an inward

rest, and this rest of spirit will tell on the

body, will tell on the nerves. If we have

this, things will assume their just propor

tions. We shall say, “I do not need this

or that, I cannot afford the strength and

time,” whereas now, perhaps, we say we

cannot afford to do without them. When

I said to a friend one day, “I thought you

used to have this and that piece of bric-à

brac,” “Yes,” she answered, “but they

only caught the dust and I had to dust

them, and I would rather have the time to

read.” She simply chose the more impor

tant thing. One cannot have everything

or do everything, so the wise way is to

choose that which is the most important.

Look out for number one, may be used in

a right as well as wrong way. There is a

best part of us that might be called the

“number one’’ in us, and let us look after

that, for as the Good Book says: “What

will it profit us if we gain the whole world

and lose ourselves?” I see people to-day

that are evidently becoming less in them

selves as they have more things, more

money. Oh, it is so dreadful to see less

of the eternal things as the temporal things

increase—less love, less joy, less hope,

more money, more clothes, more things,

and some day the soul steps out and leaves

the money and the clothes and the things,

and the more joy, more hope, more love go

with them, or if they haven’t them there

is nothing to go—only faith, hope and love

abide Now, shall we not pay attention

to these most important things? Shall we

not change the attitude of the words we

so often use and say, “I have no time for

nervous prostration; I must attend to the

eternal laws written in my physical struc

ture; I haven't so much time to spend on

the things that are passing away; I can do

without more clothes for my body, but I

must have new clothes for my mind and

spirit; I must take time to read and think

and pray” 2 Let us make haste to believe

God and then we shall know the meaning

of “He that believeth shall not make

haste,” shall not hurry. Let us, while we

can, seek the rest our souls need.

-

“NEARER TO THEE *

I THINK there are many people who think,

without being aware of it, that only

the trials and disappointments that we call

crosses of this age, can bring them nearer

to God. Now, I believe these are all

designed to bring us to the source of all

good, but I also believe the joys of life

are equally designed to bring us nearer to

Him from whom all blessings flow, and

we ought to be able to say, “So by my

joys, I'll be nearer, my God, to thee.” I

think that much of my life I have feared

my earthly joys, my human loves. Maybe

the hymns I have sung have had much to

do with this. Anyway, I know I have

feared my joys. Now, we all know there

is a love that casts out fear, and it casts

out all fear of joys as well as of sorrows.

I well remember a young mother with her

first baby on her lap, saying to her minister

who had come in to see her as she looked

down at the tiny little baby, “Oh, I am
afraid I love him too much.” The minister

bent kindly over the babe as he said,

“Poor little thing, all it wants is love, and

you cannot give it too much of that.” I

have often heard people say they feared

they loved the human too much, they

feared they idolized their loved ones. The

most satisfactory definition of idolatry to

me has been—worshiping the creature

apart from the Creator, cutting the stream

from the fountain Oh, no, you can never

have love enough—“love is your weight.”

—so if you love the human there is all that

much more capacity for God to fill. You

are more to God.

I am thankful to see people love even a

cat, or dog. The capacity for loving, that

is the needed thing. Now, throw aside all

fear, begin to love generously those you

love, tell them you love them, and get in

the way of thanking God for all He gives

you that gives you joy, and let joy in

Make room faster and then you will know

that all this joy you must take to Him, for

joy is a burden that we must ask Him to

help us carry. Have you never felt your

joy was too much for you, that you must

be strengthened for it? Ask for strength

to bear joy that is on its way to you, for,

“There may be waiting for the coming of your feet,

Some gift of such rare blessedness, some joy, so

strangely sweet

That your lips can only tremble with the thanks

they cannot speak.”

Only think of having your joy full I like

that word full. There is so much of half

filling that it is refreshing to read that the

dear Christ wants our joy to be full.

+

LOVE FOR THE MOTHER

THERE are some pictures too sad almost

to look upon, and one of these is to

see a wife and mother who has laid her

life down for her family, when slowly fad

ing out of sight receiving at last the tender

ness—the softened love tones of those

most dear to her, for which she had

hungered for many a long year. Still,

better even so late than not at all, but do

you not think with me, it is better to recog

nize our angels now 2 Will you not act on

this suggestion? I met a beautiful woman

the other day who reminded me of a time

when at a seaside resort I gave a talk to

young girls—this beautiful girl had just

come to remain a week. I talked that day

about our mothers, how much they were

to us, and how we should miss them when

they left us, for, of course, they could not

always be with us, and how we should

regret the little attentions we had missed

giving them. This beautiful girl, an only

child, took it all in ; she said she could

hardly wait for me to get through. She

left on the next train for home, and startled

her mother by her sudden return. Her

mother exclaimed, “What is the matter?”

“Oh, mamma,” she said, “I have come

back to be attentive to you. You won’t

die, will you, till I am a perfect daughter?”

Long after that I met that mother on a

train and she said to me, “I always thought

L— was about as good as she could be,

but from the day she returned from the sea

that summer, she was absolutely perfect.”

That mother has gone on and that daughter

is now a mother herself, and she has not to

regret that she was not everything a

daughter could be to a mother. There are

too many daughters who act as if their

mothers were their servants. I am not

talking to mothers just now, or I should

say, Be careful What some might, call

your unselfishness may ruin your daughter,

and she, in turn, ruin others. Let your

children have the benefit of the thought

that they are to care for you, instead of you

being made to care for them. You did

care for them when they could not care

for themselves, now let them care for you,

and you be the strong angel mother to

your children; and I hope your children

will be the angels of your life, but angels

down here need training. The angels in

Heaven are represented as doing the will

of the Father—let us be as like them as

possible, living glad, obedient, happy lives,

and so make this earth more angelic |

*Cº.
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“Name

on every

piece”

2. A

} CHOCOLATE

BONBONS

Send IOC. in Stamps for Sample Package

The Walter M. Lowney Co., 89 Pearl St., Boston

JMeriden Britannia Co.

Silver Plate that M/ears

Especially suitable for gifts, as the

quality is so well known. Made in

a great variety of articles and sold

by leading dealers everywhere.

Meriden Britannia Co., Meriden, Conn.

208 Fifth Ave., New York Čity.

Trade

mark on

other

articles.

“1847 Rogers Bros.”

trade-mark

on spoons,

knives and forks.

Sterling

Silver Inlaid

spoons AND FORKS

are guaranteed for

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

The Holmes & Edwards Silver CD.,

- BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Patented.

Salesrooms, 2 Maiden Lane (second door from Broad

way,)N.Y. A complete line of Solid Silver, Novelties

and plate to be seen.

Each article stamped on the back

E. stERLING INLAid HE.4%

highly com

mended, is

now ready

Cleans kid gloves by rubbing the dirt off,

not in. Requires no moisture, no soap or

other preparation which tends to injure the

kid. At all dealers or sent by mail, postpaid,

TEN CENTS

Bailey's Rubber Bath and Flesh Brush, $1.50

Bailey's Rubber Complexion Brush, . . . . . .50

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (large) . . . . . .50

Bailey's Rubber Toilet Brush (small), . . . . . .25

Bailey's Rubber Manicure, . . . . . . . . . .25

Bailey's Complexion Soap, . . . . . . . . . .10

Bailey's Rubber Glove Cleaner, . . . . . . . .10

Catalogue Free of Everything in Rubber Goods

C. J. BAILEY & CO., 22 Boylston St., Boston

CLEANFONT NIPPLE
Ribbed inside, cannot stick together, cannot collapse.

Sample by mail wn - F

6 cts. :

50 cts. doz.:
or of * tº *-*.4%

ALL DRUGGISTS". ºw

FOX, FULTZ & CO.

52 Park Place, New York. 18 Blackstone St., Boston

Catalogue of Rubber Goods FREE
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If You Want

New Books This Winter

WHY NOT BUY THEM AT LOW PRICES 7

This is the advantage which the Journal’s

Literary Bureau offers you. It was

established to enable you to secure any

book you might want, and to get a single

book for you at a price which is generally

only given to people who buy books in

large quantities. There is not a book in the

market but this Literary Bureau of the

JournAL will, at once, get it for you. . Its

facilities take in the whole book market,

and are such as to make it possible to

assist you in obtaining books at advan

tageous prices.

If you want only one book the same

attention will be given your order as if it

called for a dozen.

If you want to follow any special line of

reading this winter the Literary Bureau

will tell you just what are the best books in

that line, and exactly what will be their cost

to you.

If you wantbooks for holiday presents the

Literary Bureau will gladly help you in mak

ing a choice of the best books, and will tell

you what they are, their contents, price, etc.

If you want to know anything about

books, or need light upon any literary

question, that is also what the Literary

Bureau is for. It will gladly answer any

literary or book query you may send it.

That is its purpose : to be a literary

exchange, a book-buying or a book-telling

bureau for everybody.

Its beau

tiful and

handy book

list called

5ooo Books,

which has

everywhere

been so

in a new

edition. It

costs noth

ing to you :

all we ask is

that you will

send us io

cents to

cover cost of

mailing. It -

contains 272 pages exclusive of the index

pages, gives a perfect portrait gallery of 16o

of the most famous authors, past and

present, and presents over 5ooo of the best

books in every department of reading to

help you to a choice. Every good book is

in this guide, and a low price attached to

it. If you haven’t a copy of “5000 Books’’

send Io cents for it, and you will find it

the cheapest investment of its kind you

have ever made.

So, whatever you want, a single book

or a dozen books, an answer about books,

or an answer to a literary question of any

sort, or a copy of “5000 Books,” address

the Literary Bureau of THE LADIEs’ Home

Journal, at Philadelphia, and your letter

will have immediate attention. This

Literary Bureau has been provided for the

purposes designated and will answer them

all if you will but make your needs and

desires known.
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The Next Journal

Will be its Christmas ISSue

AND inaugurate, at the same time, the

most brilliant year in its history. It

will be improved in many respects typo

graphically, while in its articles and stories,

as well as in its illustrations, it will rank

second to none.

EX-PRESIDENT BENJAMIN HARRISON

Will. begin a series of articles called

“This Country of Ours,” in which

its famous author will aim to tell women

those main facts about our country and our

government which they have long desired

to know. No one who reads General

Harrison's opening article in the next issue

will have any misgiving as to those which

are to follow.

MARY ANDERSON'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY

THAſ is, the most interesting chapters

from it, has been secured by the

Journal and will also begin. There is a

story in Mary Anderson's career on the

stage that will fascinate every one who

reads it. How good it is our readers will

have an opportunity of judging.

A COMPOSITION BY PADEREWSKI

Jus. completed by the great pianist, and

written by him especially for the

Journal, to be exclusively published by

it, will charm lovers of the piano. It is

beautiful, and yet simple, so that the

average performer will be able to play it.

RUDYARD KIPLING'S NEW ROMANCE

HAS also been secured by the Journal,

and, likewise, begins in the Christmas

Journal. It is a romance of Southern

India, presenting a noble type of girl

uncommon in modern fiction and one

which will appeal to every woman.

MISS MARY E. WILKINS

With begin in the Christmas issue to

be a regular contributor to the

Journal for some months to come. She

will do something she has never done

before : present, in separate sketches, a

series of “Neighborhood Types,” types of

a supposed New England village. Each

type will be strikingly illustrated by Alice

Barber Stephens.

JAMES WHITCOMB RILEY'S NEW POEMS

HAY. been bought by the Journal, a

half dozen of them, and the first,

illustrated to a full page by A. B. Frost,

will open the Christmas number.

JULIA MAGRUDER'S NEW NOWEL

BFA.F.L. illustrated by C. D. Gibson

with a series of what he considers his

best recent work, will begin, and delight

those who remember Miss Magruder's

exquisite story, “A Beautiful Alien,”

which was published in the Journ AL dur

ing 1893–94.

AND so the JournAL will celebrate Christ

mas in a manner it never has before.

What is given above is only a part of the

contents of the Christmas issue, and suc

ceeding numbers will be kept on an equal

level. The entire prospectus for 1896 will

be printed next month. Then our readers

will see how we have provided for them.

In the meantime, not a single reader, by

renewing her expired subscription now,

will have occasion to regret that she

remained with us. On the contrary, she

will be glad. The year of 1896 will

be the best in the Journal's history.

MONEY FOR HOLIDAY PRESENTS

IS always needed, and the Journal has

thought out the best way to make it

possible that women shall have enough for

their presents. Thirty-five hundred dollars

was recently distributed, and now double

that sum has been arranged for. A portion

of it is within the reach of every one, and

an inquiry of the Journal's Circulation

Bureau will bring any one all detailed

information about the plan.

SECURING A FREE EDUCATION

HERE is no better time of the year to

make plans for obtaining a free edu

cation of any sort in school, college or

conservatory, at the expense of the

Journal, than now. The majority of the

200 girls the Journal has educated began

in November. What they did, how they

did it and what it brought them they have

told themselves in a little book, “Girls

Who Have Push,” which the Journal’s

Educational Bureau will gladly send to

any one who will ask for it.

Nestlé's Food gives healthful sleep, builds firm,

strong flesh and bone, and is safe.

Nestlé’s Food does not require the addition of

cow’s milk. Water only is needed in

preparation for use.

The danger of disease being conveyedº
the medium of cow's milk should be

thoughtfully considered when choosing a

food for your baby.

Consult your doctor about Nestlé’s Food, and send to

us for a largesample can, and our book,''The Baby,”

both of which will be sent free on application.

Thos. LEEMING & Co.

73 Warren Street, New York

This Long Slip

of Nainsook, with pointed

yoke of ten hemstitched

tucks, and one row of in

sertion in the centre;

full sleeves and neck

finished with ruffle of

fine embroidery, at

80°
(Postage paid, 85 cts.)

Illustrates with what

perfect satisfaction

shopping for children

can be done at the

one place where their

outfitting is the ex

clusive business.

Done just as well

by mail, if you order

from our new Cata

logue with its

700 Pictures

of things for Children.

Free for 4c. postage.

BEST& CO

!!!"
60-62 West

| 23d Street

New York

If It Fades! “º.'...ney

Boy's Blue

Chinchilla

Reefer
Ages 2% to 7–with Sailor Collar

Ages 4 toº notch Velvet

Jollar

$5.00
Warranted all wool; pure

indigo dye; worsted-lined;

full double-breast across

chest; full armholes; but

tons straight close up to

throat and fits perfectly

overa heavy under-jacket.

Send for free Catalogue Boys'

Clothing,and, if you mention the

name of this paper, we will send

you Scholars' Companion free.

Hill & Co., Chicago

Yºlº

Willoughby,

Dress reform underwear embo

dies the true principles of hygiene.

All discomforts of the ordinary un

der garment have been obviated by

dorsed by *

men, and\#93;

moters oflº

culture as the only correct form of

underwear. Write to Hay & Todd

Mfg. Co., Ypsilanti, Mich., for cata

logue and book describing Ypsilanti

UNDiºſiº
STITCHNOMORE
The new labor-saver. Tried once: used

always. Repairs clothing, dresses, gloves, umbrellas,

stockings, and all fabrics better than needle and thread,

and in one-tenth the time. Send 10c. for package,

enough to mend 100 articles. Agents wanted.

STITCHNOMORE CO. **śreet
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There are two

classes of bicycles—

OLUMBIAS

and others

:

Columbias sellº to every one

alike, and are the finest bicycles the

world produces. Other bicycles sell

for less, but they are not Columbias.

P0PE MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

:
---

-:------------>
-

•:

©ººººººººººººººº-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º

You See Them gº.

i Everywhere 3.

OOK for this

Trade Mark

M.& H.

Writing

PaperS

They are sold by all

high-class Stationers.

W. H. Hasbrouck

& Co.

Manufacturers

Book of samples sent 536, 538 Pearl Street

free on request. New York

The M. & H. watermark in a paper is a guarantee of excellence.

WOMEN
Like to see their husbands and sons with a neat and

:oming neckdress.

TRADE MAR k.

SºYNS
REve Rs 1 E. LE

COLLARS &CUFFs.

So elegant in their finish and perfect fitting qualities

that they excite the admiration of all seeking

PERFECTION IN COLLARS AND CUFFS

A box of Ten Collars or Five Pairs of Cuffs for

Twenty-five cents. A Sample Collar and Pair of Cuffs

by mail for six cents. Name style and size. Address

REVERSIBLE COLLAR Co.

27 Kilby St., B0STON,

THE LATEST NOVELTY IS THE

Pictures, 134 inches

diameter

Price $5.00

Send for Illustrated Book

let to

. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.

591 Broadway, NEW YORK

SAWB $8.00

E

$IO.OO

AND UPWARDS

Suits and 0Vercoats to measure

77 frºm S. New York

a month before it was brought to the light.

Under this heading I will cheerfully answer

any question relating to flowers or their cul

ture. EBEN E. REXFORD.

MRs. A. O. W.-The leaves sent are some variety

of Geranium, but what variety I cannot say.

F. E. K.—The Begonia is rosea grandiflora. The

other leaf is a Sedum.

N. F. L.-Daisies are hardy, but Nasturtiums are

not. Feverfew is also hardy.

I. J.-Decaying matter from an old chip-yard is

very beneficial among Roses. Some of the very

finest Roses I ever grew were planted where an old

woodpile had been.

M.—A “sport” is a variation from the original

lant. It can be propagated and made permanent

y proper cultivation. Some of our popular Roses

are sports, while others are seedlings.

MRs.J. D. S. writes: “If ‘J. K. S." will put broken

corncobs in the hill when planting Squashes, grub
worms will work in them and will not bother the

vines. I never could grow the Wild Cucumber till I

tried this plan.”

E. P. B. writes: “In reply to your request in July

number of the Jours.AL, I will say that one remedy

for worms that work on Squash vines is this: Make

holes in the ground about the plants and pour into

them some copperas water. After using it we lost

no more vines.”

X, Y, Z-A, Lily-of-the-Valley bed should be pre

pared precisely like any other bed for bulbs. Set

the plants as early as possible. Do this work in fall

by all means. A shady location suits this plant better

than a sunny one. You will find Coreopsis ſanceolata,

perennial Phlox, in variety, Aguilegias chrysantha

and couerula, and Lathyrus odorata very useful,

hardy plants for cutting from.

W. J. I.-Ants do not harm plants to any great

extent. Indeed, they are of benefit in most instances,

as they catch the insects, which, if left to themselves,

would soon damage the plants greatly. I think from

what you say about the failure of your plants gen

erally to develop buds that form, that there must be

something wrong about the soil. Manure it well

and cut away a considerable portion of the old and

feeble roots.

MRs. E. P. F. writes that she thinks most persons

fail to grow Manettia Vine well because they keep it

in comparatively small pots, while it has a great

mass of roots which must have room if you would

have the plant flourish. There may be a good deal

in this, as I know that many plants fail from lack of

root-room. Will some one who has failed to grow

this vine satisfactorily try the effect of giving it a

good-sized pot and report?

MRs.J. H. writes: “In reply to inquiry of Kate M,”

about the Aster in Colorado, I would say that it

blooms in perfection in this soil. In Denver I have

grown it with complete success. Your poorest soil

will give glorious returns, even if it happens to be

gravel, if you have plenty of water... My experience

is that rich soil, or a soil even lightly manured, will

cause an abnormal growth, and the plants, instead

of being healthy and green, will take on a dirty

white color.”

Miss R. A. D.—A compost of loam and sand is

suitable for Palms and Ficus. If the drainage is not

what it ought to be the tips of the leaves will turn

brown. . If the pot is too small or water is not given

in sufficient quantities the leaves will show the same

defect. I cannot say whether the spots of which you

speak are caused by insects or from an unhealthy
condition of the roots. Examine carefully, and if

you find scale on the foliage wash it well with a

decoction of sulpho-tobacco soap.

M. H.-I think it advisable to keep Chrysanthe

mums in pots during the entire season, because when

this is done the labor and risk of lifting and pottin

in the fall are avoided. The plants should be shifte

from time to time during the season, if grown in

pots, until you have them in eight or ten inch pots.

Give rich soil and plenty of water. These are very

important items. Pinch off the ends of the branches

to make the plants bushy and compact. Do this, at

intervals, until the latter part of July, or middle of

August. After that do not interfere with the develop

ment of the branches in any way.

Mrs. G. D. C. —I am unable to tell you where you

can procure seed of the Russian Thistle. It is con

sidered such a dangerous weed that most States in

which it has been found make it an offense to permit

it to ripen seed. The law compels the owner of the

land on which it is found to cut it as soon as dis

covered. In spite of this precaution against its gen

eral introduction, plants escape notice and many

localities are becoming badly infested with it. I

have never heard that cattle would eat it, and I

would not advise you to experiment with it. In this

State you would not be allowed to do so.

F. M. A.—Your Lily-of-the-Valley and Hyacinths

failed to do well because they were not given time to

form roots before you allowed them to bloom. The

Lily-of-the-Valley amounts to little for forcing unless

it can be given a very warm temperature at the start,

to insure rapid development. The Hyacinth should

have been potted and placed in the cellar for at least

Unless

this is done the action of light and heat will cause

the top to begin growth before there are any roots to

support such a growth properly. (2) Smilax is propa

gated by division of the roots and from seed. (3)

erns are propagated in the same manner—generally

by division of the roots.

M. A. W.-If the poisonous Ivy is cut in August,
close to the ground, I am told that it will not sprout

much afterward. This, however, will not kill the

roots. It is advised to scatter straw over the place

where it grows and saturate it with kerosene, after

which fire should be set to it. This operation per

formed in spring and fall is said to be sufficient to

kill it, but I presume many of the roots will not be

entirely killed and that there will be more or less

sprouting afterward. Plowing it up would only

make a bad matter worse, as each little piece of

root which is broken off will soon become an inde

endent plant. I am told that a solution of sugar of

tº applied as a wash, is an antidote for poisoning

v. iv.v.

M. C. S.-You ask for vines for use in an urn, but

I do not clearly understand where the urn is to stand.

If in the hall, as I infer from what you say about the

stairway, I would advise English Ivy, because it is a

vine that does notº a strong light, and it does

well where many ot

In the centre of the urn you could use an Agave or

Sansievera, or Dracena indivisa could be used, if

kept in its own pot so that it could be taken back to

the window after a day or two. If you have many

plants the combination could be varied from day to

day, using the Ivy as a permanent background for

other plants. If Ivy does not form a dense mass to

cover the ground, use a Lycopodirm under it, or

Otthonna would answer very well.

er plants would entirely fail.

§ponge Creport gives a win

some Style to every costume,

for it is the Ideal Inter-lining for

Dresses and the perfection of stiff

ening demanded by the present

popular Styles of Dress.

*g

Ideal —Because it combines

Lightness and Stiffness

—because it is uncrushable under

severest tests, yet does not wear

through the material of the dress.

*g

— Because it meets all

Ideal the demands of Dress

Making; by using Sponge Crépon

a “home-made” dress may possess

all the style of the latest costumes.

*g

Waterproofed
and so Interwoven that it can't

pull out of shape. The women are

all bound to have it as soon as they

see it. We are telling them to

Look out for the red selvedge.

64 inches Wide.

White, Slate, Cream and Fast Black.

coPYRIGHT, 1895.

Fall Outing Costume.

Aach advertisement gives a practical sug

gestion for Fa///0ressmaking. See suc

ceeding advertisements for latest styles

in gowns and wraps for Winter wear.
Send for Free Samples of Colors and

judge of its Superiority for yourself.

For Sale at aII Dress Lining Stores.

SPONGE CLOTH MFG. CO., Makers, Lockport, N. Y.
GILBERT MFG. COMPANY, 514, 516 Broadway, N. Y., Sole Agents.
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You Can Not Afford to Lose
any of the comforts of life, and one loses a great many who wears the

old-style two-piece suit of underwear instead of a
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It's so

Comfortable

that in wearing it, the

worries of life are easier

to bear. Send 2C. stamp

for our 32 -PAGE illus

trated Catalogue which

showsand tellsyou why,

with testimonials from

prominent people every

where indorsing all our

claims, and sample card

with selection of fab

rics sent at same time.

Comfort

in WEARING

in PRICE

Full fashioned, fit

smooth from neck

to ankle, no under

shirt to work up or

drawers to work down, and withal cheaper than two-piece suits of same quality,

and conceded to be the garments best adapted to resist health-impairing influences.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THESE SUITS, should he not have them do not take a

substitute, but send us your order. We will have it filled or refer you to a dealer.

LEWIS KNITTING CO., 200 Main Street, Janesville, Wis. •º

-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-----------------------------------------º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º

COFFEE, SPICES and EXTRACTS

-

:

-º

:
:

:
--

i:

i
-º

Far superior to any that other

tailors charge $18.00 to $20.00. We

are enabled to save you this amount

by buying the entire production of

several woolen mills and saving

the expenses of traveling men.

Goods sent C. O. D., with privilege

of examination and trying on be

fore you pay for them. We

ay express charges.

or our new fall and winter cata

logue with samples, fashion plate,

and novelty, all sent free.

Dept. 3, KRAMER & MAHLER

111-113-115-117 Monroe Street, Chicago

O For EMIbroider Y.

We send a 6-inch Scal

º Linen Doily

with Violets stampe

on it, with Wash Silks

to work. Also a Beau

tiful set of Violet Stamp

ing Patterns; one 17-inch CENTRE-Piece, others for

Doilies, Mats, etc. Qur new Book on Embroidery and

Catalogue of Stamping Patterns.

sent postpaid forº 25
Walter P.Webber, Lynn, Mass. Box L. C. -

Write

direct from Importers to

A Consumers. For 18 years we have been

offering Premiums to Clubs and large

buyers, of Dinner. Tea and Toilet

sets, Silver Ware. Table Linen.

lace Curtains, etc.. all of our own im

ortation, and bought for Cash direct

ſº manufacturers. Large,dis

counts on goods without#.
Our fully illustrated 170-page Catalogue will interest

and we will be pleased to mail You one upon receipt

of your address.

LoNDoN TEA Co., 191 Congress St., Boston

TUBULAR DRIVING LAMP

IT is the only practicable and

perfect driving lamp ever

made.

IT will not blow nor jar out.

IT §§ a clear, white light.

IT !...i like a locomotive

ead light.

IT throws all the light straight

ahead from to 300 feet.

IT burns kerosene.

gº-Send for Book.

--- R. E. DIETZ Co.

49 Laight Street. - New York.

Mentiºn this magazine and the number of this offer (No. 3).
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Under this heading I will cheerfully answer,

Dressmaking asked me by my readers.

BEGINNER—Read answer to “Mrs. W. G.,” also

to “Miss Mae.”

MQur'sER—Omit crape at the end of six months.
Read article on mourning in the June Journal.

MRs. HARRY T-Little boys of five years are

wearing jacket suits of small checked cheviot with

white cotton blouses.

Subscriber–Wear a veil with a white costume of

all-wool or silk-and-wool crépon. Trim with fichu

and sleeve ruffles of chiffon.

Poverty FLAT—You will find in this issue illus

trations of waist accessories. (2) Use Henrietta for

the tea-gown and striped flannel for the wrapper.

LoLA-Alpaca makes a neat petticoat and, will

outwear silk, though the latter is too light and pleas

ant to wear to be given up for a more durable fabric.

Jessie S.–Use velveteen at eighty-five cents a

yard for a large sailor collar, crush collar above and

a crush belt. (2) Crush, stock and draped collars

are the same.

GERTRUDE—White alpaca will be worn for even

ing gowns, with a trimming of velvet, as sleeves,

belt and neck drapery on a low dress or crush collar

on a high one.

Miss MAE-Genuine whalebone can be used the

second time by soaking the bent pieces in boiling

water for a few moments and ironing them straight

while warm and pliable.

L. K.—Large buttons will be very much worn for

ornament on fall costumes. (2) Black, bright blue

and golden brown are the street colors for crépon

this fall, and black for mohair.

MRs. D. N.—The top of a skirt worn as a maternity

gown may be fitted to a large yoke in which a draw

string is run. This may be let out as required with

out altering the hang of the skirt.

VANITy–Make up the dress all black and vary it

with large collarettes and crush collars of satin or

velvet. Such accessories are very stylish and give

many changes for a small expense.

CLARA-Black and white striped silk waists for

slender figures should be trimmed with crush

collars and belts of violet, pink, green, yellow or red

velvet. (2) You can buy exquisite evening shades in

velveteen.

LENA S.–Get plain green serge the color of one of

the stripes of your goods for new sleeves, skirt panels

next to the front breadth and a large square collar
ette; the latter should be edged with narrow green

spangled gimp.

Country.GIRL-Do not buy your evening togue

or wrap until you reach the city. (2) White gloves

areº for the theatre, dinner, concert,

visiting, church, in fact, anything nowadays but

shopping or traveling.

CoLoRs—French, national, mistral and bleu de

France are all one shade, which is a very bright

clear blue about four shades lighter than the usual

navy blue. This will prove becoming to a blonde

and to a clear, rosy brunette.

PERPLExED READER–Have a five-yard godet

skirt, sleeves in puff to elbow and close-fitting below,

and a round waist. Use the box-plait for centre front

of waist, and trim with crush collar, ditto belt and

sailor collar of bright plaid taffeta silk.

BABY-The outfit depends greatly upon the money

you desire to spend. Read Miss Scovil's “A Baby's

Requirements” before buying. (2) A cloak and cap

are not usually bought until after the baby comes.

§ Certainly put the finest all-wool shirts next to

the baby's tender skin.

November–For evening wear colors run thus:

Ivory white, pink, yellow, turquoise, pale green,

mauve. (2) Wear black slippers and H. white

ditto or both to exactly match the dress. (3) No

matter what the costume color wear white gloves of

dressed or undressed kid.

BRIDE No. 2–Ask the merchant you deal with to

send you samples of gray Henrietta for a tea-gown

of the shades called argent and nickel, with Japanese

silk for the centre front of Sédum green, Coque/icot

red or Reine pink. These colors are known by name

at any of the large city stores.

MRs. CHARLEs G.-You are perfectly safe in get

ting a black satin skirt to wear with odd waists. If

stout in figure you can trim each seam with a narrow

jet gimp and make an eight-gored skirt having three

godets. Then interline it only to a depth of fifteen

inches all around, or even ten inches.

M. T. I.-Combine black satin or taffeta in small

designs with your goods for skirt panels next to the

front width, sleeve puffs to the elbow and a bias twist

on edge of short pointed bodice. Add a box-plait of

the silk on front of waist and wear crush collars of

velvet, satin and ribbon of becoming colors.

L. W. L.-If you are wearing mourning trimmed

with crape you must not wear lace for two years; if

only black without crape then not for a year. Wear

plain black woolen gowns trimmed with surah silk.

At the end of six months you may, if you have dis

carded crape, wear white folds in your neck.

HEstER—I am afraid that all crépon, being of an

elastic weave, will sag. The new black wool and

mohair fancy crépons, however, are of a firmer

texture and certainly make a lovely skirt to wear

with odd silk waists. By cutting the crépon in

small gores you obviate, in a measure, the sagging.

MRs. CHARLEs R.—Crush collars are finished in

various ways at the back: With two frilled ends, a

square bow of one loop on each side, a bow of six

loops standing out in a fluffy manner, one called the

swallow-tail of two forked ends and a knot, and an

ºte bow of several upright ends from a little

not.

L.-Pale yellow or white shades will agree with

your yellow and green drawing-room. Drape the

doors with the striped silk portières and in every

way keep the yellow tone uppermost. (2) Finis

your guest room with pale blue, your room in pink,

and in the “den,” which I suppose is for your hus

band, let dark red prevail.

N. H. E.-Clean your kid gloves with naphtha,

remembering that it is very explosive if exposed to

fire or lamp light. Put one glove on, dip a piece of

clean white flannel in the naphtha and rub over the

glove, rubbing the spots very hard. Then rub dry

with a second piece of flannel and hang in the air

until the odor has evaporated.

PRiscilla—Unless the cloth under the braid is of

a different shade remove it entirely, but I fear you
will be obliged to leave it on the skirt and sleeves.

Add a crush belt, collar and double box-plait five

inches wide on the centre of the waist, of plaid goods,

silk or woolen; or have a narrow box-plait and sailor

collar ending in points at the belt in front.

iTHE HOMEDRESSMAKER
: BY ENANAA NA. HOOPER *
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each month, any reasonable question on Home

EMMA M. HOOPER.

MRs. C. O.-I cannot tell what is becoming from a

º of hair, and my correspondents will oblige me
y not sending such an article in their letters. (2)

The fashionable shades of bright pink are Magda,

Manon and Reine. These have a slight purplish

cast, but the Fuchsia shades, Margottin and Fuchsia,

are very purplish and much deeper in tint.

ALLIE C.—Wear crape one year, plain black

another year and sober colors a third year and no

one can complain that you have not shown proper

i.e. to your late husband. (2) Suéde or undressed

kid gloves are more appropriate for deep mourning

than the glacé or dressed kid. During the third

year wear gray, lavender and white gloves.

MRs. C. Q.-Add to your gown a sailor collar

pointed in front, crush collar and belt of plaid taffeta

or woolen goods according to the expense you wish

to indulge in. You will need the new goods proba

bly for sleeve puffs to the elbows. Cut the skirt
over if plain, viz., not gored, making it as near five

º in width as you can, with three godets at the

ack.

SLEEves–No matter what stiffening you use in

your sleeves it must not come below the soft fullness,

which may or may not cover the elbow. (2) The

mohair facing in your dress must be put between the

dress goods and lining as an interlining, and the

edges bound, to prevent the stiff threads from work

ing through. (3) See article on remodeling waists in

this issue.

M. T.-You can combine the blue silk and brown

wool dresses so as to make one gown. Use the

brown for the skirt and a narrow double-breasted

yest fastened with two rows of small fancy steel

buttons. Have a round waist, large sleeves, crush

collar and belt of satin. Trim collar and belt with a

steel buckle in a knot of satin on each side of the

centre front.

BEATRICE-Brown and bright blue are the best

colors for a bride's traveling gown. Gray is worn

again, but is rather striking for this purpose unless

you wish every one to know that you are a bride.

(2) A togue for the evening, large, feather-trimmed

hat for visiting and half-large hat for traveling. (3)

A fur cape will prove a warm garment if fully five

inches below the waist-line.

MRs. W. G.-The cheapest lining for a dress skirt

is undressed or kid cambric which comes at five cents

a yard; then a common grade of silesia and so on

up to percaline at thirty-five cents, which has a

silken rustle and a moiréd surface. (2) In sewing on

either a mohair braid or velveteen binding the edge

of it should project a trifle below the bottom of the

skirt or it certainly will not protect it.

REMNANT-Use the plaid for a godet skirt five

yards wide and a large sailor collar. Then buy
sufficient brown Henrietta for a waist and make it

with a short godet back, as illustrated in the October

issue, with a slightly pointed front, and sleeves in a

large puff to the elbow and close-fitting below.

Then add a crush collar of either brown, blue or red

velveteen to match one of the plaid shades.

Mrs. WILLIAM J.--Your boy of four years should
wear underwaists furnished with buttons on the

then it's stylish

sides for his stocking-supporters, drawers and kilt

skirt. He must wear flannel drawers in the winter

tucked under, his hose and warm leggins besides
when out-of-doors. (2) The lawn waists are worn

all winter, but over an all-wool shirt and under a

woolen jacket that corresponds with the skirt.

Louise—Get a brocade showing this shade and

pale green to use for skirt panels next to the front

width, sleeve puffs to the elbow and a large collar

edged with changeable spangled passementerie,

very narrow. Then add a crush collar and belt of

velvet either of the green or rosy mauve shade. You

will find large collars and remodeled waist fronts

illustrated in this number suitable for this gown.

L. O. S.—Where many differ there can be no

settled opinion, but I am in favor of washing the

face night and morning with soap, but I also i.

using good, pure soap that will not draw the skin.

vor

You can also shampoo your hair with ºp but rinse

tit twice in order to remove particles of the soapy
water. After shampooing the head if you rinse it in

warm water and then in cold you are less likely to
catch cold.

MRs. T. K. V.-A girl of three years, “short for

her age,” will wear her skirts to her shoe tops; if

very tall the skirts are cut off just at the bend of the

knees. (2) Dress the boy of four years and a half

in knee trousers, blouses and short jackets, as he is

as large as most boys at six years and must be

icº according to his size, not his age. (3) Have

a black velveteen cape trimmed with jet anº ostrich

feather edging.

OUTFIT-With the amount of money that you have

to spend you should furnish all of the bed and table

linen beside your personal outfit. (2) If you will

board for six months after marriage why not furnish

four house during this time and not buy even the

inen until then? (3) The wedding dress, one for

traveling, for yisiting and church, an evening cos

tume, one for dressy house wear and a tea-gown will

answer with the supply you already have.

A. M. W.-Prepare your Florida outfit as you

would one for spring in Ohio. Gingham, lawn,

piqué and linen dresses for the latter part of your
stay, with serge, tweed and taffeta silk shirt-waists;

use cheviot and mohair suits for the first two months;

only a spring wrap, one felt hat and straw ones as

early as February 20. Your wardrobe depends upon

the amount of gayety you propose having. Do not

forget the convenient silk waists, nor that mohair

ºp. will be the materials for spring in black,

blue, tan, brown and gray.

PERPLExED–Trim your sample with a plaid show

ing navy blue prominently for a crush collar, belt

and double box-plait on waist front. Blue velvet or

satin would also answer nicely. (2) It is difficult

to design a gown for you as you do not give me the

slightest idea as to your size or age. You may like

for the black silk a gored skirt five to six yards wide

with three or five godet plaits; round waist in front,

with a basque piece from the hips in three full godets

at the back. These must be stiffened so as to stand

out in curves. Have a box-plait on the front of the

waist and a large sailor collar of the silk, edgin

both with a narrow passementerie of jet and stee

spangles and add three steel buttons of a large size

to the box-plait. Wear a narrow soft belt of the silk

or of colored velvet, fastening with two large steel

buttons or a small steel buckle. Have crush collars

of velvet of a becoming color with two tiny pointed

ends and a knot on either side; sleeves in a large

puff to the elbow and close-fitting below, with rows

of passementerie at the wrists,

IT PAYS

to do your SHOPPING BY MAIL

wim CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & Co.

1331.

front, high storm collar, bound with heavy

mohair braid, large bone buttons

tres.

In sizes 32 to 44 . . . .

Pretty enough
for the nicest girl—nice enough

for the prettiest

--

girl—this double

breasted, box

front Reefer Jac

ket. Material is

medium curl

Navy Blue or

Black Chin

chilla, 24 in.

- long—

A with the

* new sec

tional

sleeves,

large inlaid

velvet storm

collar, ripple

fancy

horn buttons

inset with pearl. Sizes $6
-75I4 to 16 years . . . .

Some idea may be had from

“THE SHOPPERS' ECONO

MIST " of the variety of our

styles in Misses' Cloak Dept. It

is mailed free and we think you'll

be glad you sent for it.

SEND FOR SAMPLE CLIPPINGS

Boy’s Reefer
The best-liked garment we

ever cut for “him.” It has plenty

of pockets and is

soft and warm,and

A small army of

boys all over the

country wear our

Reefers to school A

every morning, for (º

they're the ideal

garments to play

in. Pure Wo o 1, -

Fast Dye Navy -

Blue Chinchilla—vel

vet collar — and the

plaid linings “he” likes

so much. Most makers

ask $7.oo, and they

are worth

it ." $5.oo

SEND FOR SAMPLE CLIPPINGS

- y y -

“Chicago” Waist
is the easiest, shapeliest and

altogether the most satisfactory

garment of the kind that

we know of. That's

why we're telling you

about it. Where stiff

boned corsets are dis- 4

tasteful this style has

lent comfort and sym

metry, we can't

remember to how

many, but they're

wearing them yet!

Made of fine En

glish sateen, in

white, drab or

black, either clasp

or button front.

Sizes 18 to 3o.

Postage,

16 cents, $1.oo

Walking Boots

from now on should be “pud

dle-proof”—T H E S E A RE–

- absolutely. The CORK

sº soles, fine Vici Kid,

tº and THE MAKING, do

all that and more. If

they weren't so stylish

and didn't wear so long

without losing their

shape, perhaps it

wouldn't be so hard

to keep a full line in

stock—but we have

Sº plenty now, all siz

tº es—either laced or

buttoned, with razor or the new

square toe. Yes, they

do look $5—the price is $3.OO

Pompadour

Three-fold Screens — uphol

stered in best quality silkaline,

in charming

-ºš. - , designs—olive,

º tan, rose, light

- §§ blue, gold and

§§ terra-cotta.

º Height 5% ft.,

width of panels

18 in. Decora

tive and dainty

$2.95

Many others

illustrated

Pure wool chinchina, 26-inch full box

Colors, black and navy blue.

Two

Reefers

That do these illustra

tions justice //

| They are but specimen val

ues taken from the stock

described in “THE SHOP

PERS' ECOWOMIST,” and

are as style - satisfactory

and price - comforting as

you've a right to expect

from the CL0Aſ CEWTRE

OF THE COUNTRY /

with pearl cen

$10.00

Feſt Sailors

The latest blocks of this most

popular style—for our millinery

buyer didn't come

back empty-hand

ed. Best French

felt-featherweight

- Black, Navy, Tan.

g
- -

Our price has

nothing to do with

their value except

to make it hard to º
understand - for ğ

it 's 7.

one of the trade

chances that come

all too seldom for

both of us —they
3. a re.

retailed every -

where at $2.oo and -

$2.50 — however,

we'll º: one in a f 0.

mailing box,askyou for

14c. postage please, and$1.45
FELT WALKING HATS

(Fédoras) best French bodies,

trimmed with ribbons, bows,

quills or feathers—$1.45 to $4.75.

y - -

Boys’Furnishings
No other house–anywhere—

has the Neckwear excellence to

be found in our Boys' Outfitting

Department. Boys' Ties usually

are poor and undersized things—

mostly made of clippings—and

the shapes Ours are nearly

as large as “his” father's—and

every new and stylish pattern is

added as soon as it appears for

the “grown-ups.” Collars the

same way—the new shapes, but

made in boys' sizes—ladies find

their sizes among them too.

As to Children's Hats and Caps

— the line shown in “THE

SHOPPERS' ECONOMIST '' is

without a parallel anywhere—

for the designs are exclusive and

dainty—made only for the largest

children's hat department in the

world–ours

<2<&ezzº
YOUR MONEY BACK

if you're not pleased

with your purchase. Don't

have to tell us the reason

—it's enough to know you

want to trade back

Smart Skirts

that “hang" correctly and are

as full of style and chic as the

5-yard sweep can hold—stiffened

around the bottom, and bound

with velvet that WON'T RIP

OFF! Send for samples—and in

ordering give length and waist

measure—please. All usual sizes

in stock. All-wool Black Serge

to match the $4.50

waist shown above . $5.oo
Black

Crépon . - - - - $6.5o
SEND FOR SAMPLE CLIPPINGS

Dantsu Rugs
are the lowest price GOOD

rugs that are made—for this lit

tle fellow in the

chopping-dish

hat earns

just one

cent a day

in weav

ing them.

We trav

eled a

to buy 3oo bales

at auction—and

at these prices you can sell to

your dealer.

1% ft. x 3 ft. 25c. 4 ft. x 7 ft. $1.75

3 ft. x 3 ft. 5oc. 6 ft. x 9 ft. 3.oo

3 ft. x 6 ft. $1.oo 9 ft. x 12 ft. 5.oo

Veilings
Silk—chenille dotted,every size

mesh and dotting, black, IRC

white and colors, per yd. 5 -

Fine Mirabeau Veiling, black,

white and colors, per

d **, *. 20c.

jº. Sewing-Silk

Veiling, black,white and

colors, per yd. . . . . 25C.

All 14 in. wide. Postage 2c.

WE’D LIKE TO TELL

you about our Fur Garments—

we're among the largest furriers

in this country—but it's easier

to send you a copy of “THE

SHOPPERS' ECONOMIST,”

which has it all—may we ?

1378. Pure W.

front, plain, tailor-made, coat back, and inlaid

silk-velvet collar, horn buttons with pearl centres

-half satin lined. Black and navy.

In sizes 32 to 44 -

Address Mail Order Department, CHICAGO

T_

-

ol Novelty Cheviot, 28-inch box

$12.oo

New Waists

The kind WE make in our own

work-rooms. They keep their

shape, for all that ºn

care, skill and tº

experience

can lend the

waist builder,
has been

sewn and

shaped

into these W.

garments.

All-Wool

Serge, in

Black,

Navy,

Brown -

and Garnet, Wº º

with new 3-pleat blouse front,

ººd sleeves,

v e i v et collar, and

close lined bodice . . $4.5o

Scotch Plaids, all-wool, either

in style of above or the new fulled

blouse front—finished equal in

every way to the $6 50
“milliner-made '' . .

SEND FOR SAMPLE CLIPPINGS

Boy’s UIster

Button it up tight—turn up

the big storm-collar and button

that too —pull

down the cap over

“his” ears – and

then, with his

h and s in the

pockets the winter

& wind and snow

º and rain — are

things to laugh at.

This storm-defier

is cut extra long

of navy Shetland

chinchilla or chev

iots; handsomel

lined, wide self

facing, and a real

“boy-warmer 1"

7 to 16 $6.oo
years .

SEND FOR SAMPLE CLIPPINGS

z /

2…

Under-muslims

such as are shown in “THE

SHOPPERS' ECONOMIST’’are

dainty bits of cambric

and needlework

in a countless

variety of

\ designs—the

whole only

º, a portion
of the

stock

car

ried

special

merit is this Nightgown of fine

cambric—with extra full sleeves,

pearl buttons, embroid ery

trimmed—full length and extra

wide, cut square at neck both

back and front. An exact dupli

cate of the latest Paris

ian gown. Postage 14c. $1-35
-

Ostrich Boas

not the woolly ostrich kind–

carefully selected REAL ostrich

feathers—bought -

before price went

up (the bird's

made himself

scarce). 27 in., º

$3.75. 18 in., º -

$2.50 zºnsPostage 6 cts. AZ / TV

Art Wares

for holiday presents at work

day prices ought to be seasonable

purchases, don't O ul

thin k P. The Pitcher

v as e illustrated

here is but one of

m any shown in

“T H E SHO P

P E R S " ECO NO

M IST.” It’s made

of art metal, gold

plated, and we say

it will not tarnish–

that means it won't.

Heavy base, and it

doesn't topple over

easily. Antique,

Pompeiian and Im

#: finish.

eight, $3.50 ºº like to mail you

a copy! Let us? 17 inches
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The Redfern

gives

the

most

ele

gant

and

durable

finish

to the

dress skirt.

º º
º

º

A brand of the

famous o

sº § BIAS

WELVETEEN

SKIRT BINDINGS

that “last as long as the skirt.”
Send for samples, showing labels and material, to

the S. H. & M. Co., P. O. Box 699, New York City.

“S. H. & M.” Dress Stays are the Best

The “ONEITA”

UNION SUIT

F0r Ladies, Misses and Men

In colors white, gray and black, and in qualities all cotton,

cotton and wool, all wool, silk and wool, all silk

1. More easily and
uickly put on and off

than any other make.

. 2. Entirely Elastic

in every way and per

fectly self-adjustable.

3. No buttons under corset which hurt and injure.

4. No inelastic º down the front, eventually

causing uncomfortable tightness.

3. Allows, corset, one size smaller.
6. A PERFECT FIT GUARANTEED.

Ladies' Size 3 will fit figures under 115 lbs. in weight. size

4, from 115 to 130 lbs. Size 5, from 130 to 150 lbs. Size 6, from

ſºloidºs. Extra sizes ; and s, for ºf isofº

Misses' Sizes, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8–fitting figures of ages

from 3 to 15 years.

The “oneita.”º Bicycle Pants have extra heavy gusset

in seat and crotch, furnishing protection and comfort at all points

of contact. Patent applied for. Summer Unions, both in “onetta"

cut and in low neck and sleeveless—knee length.

--

If your retailer hasn't the goods in stock, he can obthem of any leading }}}''." - n obtain

JAS. F.WHITE & CO., Worth and church St., New York

THEY ARE SO NicEl

AND ONLY $1.00

G-D º'WAISTS

CLASP OR BUTTON FRONT

Finest. Sateens: white, Gray
and Black and

Summer Net. Siz

es, waistmeasure

ment, 18 to 36.

A SIZES above 30

* -25 cts. ExTRA.

BICYCLE

WAISTS

Come to the Waist on LY

Hold up the Busts and give same º

appearance as corsets. Tape

fastened buttons to hold up the skirts. The

only waist specially adapted for bicyclers.

White, Gray and Black Sateen and Summer Net.

Sizes 18 to 3o waist. PRICE onE. Dol,L.A.R.

BUST

º& SUPPORTERS

Allow healthy, natural devel

opment of the body. For solid

comfort they are incomparable.

Come in White, Gray and Black

Sateen and Summer Netting.

Sizes 18 to 3o waist. PRICE

ONE DOLL.A.R.

Ask your dealers for these Gar

ments. If they don't keep them send

ONE DOLLAR to the manufactur

ers, who will send them postpaid.

GAGE-DOWNS CO., Chicago, III.

Please Your Feet
with a pair of our comfortable Wici

Kid Lace or Button $3.50 shoes.

that THE Ladies' Home Journar,

readers have been buying for the past

two years. ... Reasonable in price, man

shoes sold for $5.00 are noº e

keep over a dozen styles in stock, most
any shape of toe, pattern, size or width.

*A$3% Fine Quality

*A*–2 Fine Fit

Stylish, Easy
All Shoes Delivered Free. Your Money Re

funded if not satisfied with fit, quality andº

MANUFACTURERS' SHOE co., ºt

Catalogue
48 pages, illustrated, and booklet, “shoes and

large variety of styles and prices for Men, Women and Children,

LITERARYºQUERIES

ahº T H E LITERARY tortola)

Under this heading the Literary Editor will

endeavor to answer any possible question of

general interest concerning Literary matters.

Any books mentioned in this department may

be ordered through the JOURNAL’S Literary

Bureau at advantageous prices.

LARRABEE—“The Chap Book" is published in

Chicago.

JAMEsport—Jules Verne was born at Nantes,

France, in 1828.

OLD LADy–Caroline Lee Hentz died at Marianna,

Florida, in 1856.

LANsing–Louisa Alcott’s “Little Women” was

published in 1868.

THEopore—William Black's novel,“Judith Shakes

peare,” has been dramatized.

DANsville—Mr. Francis F. Browne is the senior

editor of the Chicago “Dial.”

CoRINNE–The play, “John-a Dreams,” was writ

ten by Mr. Haddon Chambers.

CEPHAs—Mark Twain's story,

Wilson,” has been dramatized.

“Pudd'nhead

HILDA—Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen was born in

Fredericksbarn, Norway, in 1848.

Oris—Captain Charles King, the novelist, was

born at Albany, New York, in 1844.

ATLANTA—George William Curtis' connection

with “Harper's Weekly'' began in 1857.

Goshes—The Rev. Lyman Abbott, D. D., has

written a “Life of Henry Ward Beecher.”

TheRESA—Mrs. W. K. Clifford is the author of

“The Love Letters of a Worldly Woman.”

FREMost–Romanticism is a term used to desig

nate the unnatural productions of the modern French

school of novelists.

T. H. H.-If I am not mistaken, the last paper
written by Professor Huxley for a periodical appeared

in the March, 1895, issue of the “Nineteenth Cen

tury.”

ForEst HILL–Mrs. Humphry Ward's maiden

name was Mary Augusta Arnold. She was born in

Hobart, Tasmania. (2) “Robert Elsmere” appeared

in 1888.

UER1st–Horace E. Scudder succeeded Mr.

Aldrich as editor of the “Atlantic Monthly" in 1890.

(2) John Brisben Walker is editor of the “Cos

mopolitan.”

ETTA—The author of “Father, Dear Father, Come

Home With Me Now,” was Philip Phillips, who died

in June last. Mr. Phillips was familiarly known as

“The Singing Pilgrim. ”

REUBEN-Matthew Arnold died in 1888. (2) Charles

A. Dana was born at Hinsdale, New Hampshire, in

1819; he became editor and chief proprietor of the

New York “Sun” in 1868.

ANNIE. T.-Coventry Patmore, the author of “The

Angel in the House,” resides in England. He is in

his seventy-third year. (2) Mr. James Payn is the

author of “Lost Sir Massingbird.”

JEAN–Lew Wallace is himself authority for the

statement that he wrote the greater part of “Ben

Hur” at his own home, and that the last chapter

was written in the cavernous chamber at Santa Fé.

JERRy—Frank Forester, the author of “Frank

Forester and His Friends,” committed suicide in

New York, in 1858. ...(2) Balzac.is usually considered
the head of the realistic school of French novelists.

WINchestER—The widow of the late George W.

Curtis resides on Staten Island. (2) I. Zangwill's

story, “Children of the Ghetto,” consists of a series

of studies of the criminal classes of the English

slums.

KANKAKEE–“Arthur Penn” was a mom de plume

of Brander Matthews. He does not use it nowadays,

but writes altogether under his own name. (2)

Thomas Bailey Aldrich is the author of “The Story

of a Bad Boy.”

PAUL PRy—You will find the quotation, “The

bearing and the training of a child is woman's wis

dom,” in Tennyson's poem, ''The Princess.” (2)

“Becky Sharp" is a character in Thackeray's novel,

“Vanity Fair.”

OLD TIMER–Dickens’ “Child's History of Eng

land” was published in 1853 and dedicated “To my

own dear children, etc., etc.” (2) Mr. Edward W.

Townsend, of the New York “Sun,” is the author of

“Chimmie Fadden.”

A. S. J. W.-In J. B. Buckstone's burlesque, “Billy

Taylor,” produced at the Adelphi Theatre about

1830, a song occurs, in the first verse of which you

will find your quotation:

“Time was made for slaves.”

J. C. F.—Max Nordau, the author of “Degenera

tion,” was born at Budapest, in 1849. He is of Jew

ish birth. He is by profession a physician, (2) Miss
Braddon’s “ThreeF. Dead " and “The Trail of

the Serpent" are one and the same novel.

NATALIE–“ Pierre Loti” is the mom de plume of

Louis Marie Julien Viaud, a French author. (2)

Jules Verne was born at Nantes, France, in 1828; his

“Around the World in Eighty Days” appeared in

1874. (3) Coventry Patmore is the author of “The

Angel in the House.”

DANBURy—The verse you inclose,

“Rich bower, what rare joys are thine,

In morning's glow and twilight's gloom,

Through days that storm and days that shine

To only have to dream and bloom!”

is from a little poem of R. H. Munkittricks, called

“Tiger Lilies.”

SPRINGField—the “ten best American books” as

chosen by the readers of the New York “Critic,”

are as follows: Emerson's Essays, Hawthorne's

“Scarlet Letter,” Longfellow's Poems, Mrs. Stowe's

“Uncle Tom's Cabin,” Dr. Holmes “Autocrat,”

Irving’s “Sketch-Book,” Lowell's Poems, Whittier's

Poems, Wallace’s “Ben Hur,” Motley’s “Rise of the

Dutch Republic.”

BRookline—The lines,

“God keep you, dearest, all this lonely night;

The winds are still,

The moon drops down behind the western hill.

God keep you safely till the morning light,”

occur in a poem of Mary Ainge de Vere's, called

“God Keep You.” (2) William Waldorf Astor was

born in New York City in 1848.

GLENDALE-"Th. Bentzon" is the nom de plume of

a French literary woman, Madame Blanc. (2) Helen

Mather, the author of “Cherry Ripe” and other

novels, is the wife of Mr. Henry Reeves, an eminent

English surgeon. (3). Among literary people gen

erally, George Meredith's novels rank very high.

Mr. Kieß was educated for the bar but soon left

it for literature, which may be said to be his proHow to Wear. Them,” sent FREE, showing
fession.

| <>~~~~~~~~~

{These Three Special Ladies' Cloaks :

$6.00, $7.50 and $10.00
Send for one, also ourCannot be duplicated anywhere under $10, $15, and $20.

Handsome Cloak and Fur Catalogue

showing a hundred other styles.

- -
---

No. 13, $10.00

Ladies' Double Plush Cape,

sizes 32 to 44, of Very High

Grade Silk Seal Plush; Col

lar andTopCape edged with

Genuine Black Thibet Fur;

both Capes lined with excel

No. 12, $7.50

Ladies' Jacket, sizes 32 to 44,made

of ...”. fine Black Bouclé, latest

style fancy tucked sleeves trim

med with Round Crochet buttons,

cloth facing, silk stitching; 2

inches long; would be cheap at $1.

Ladies' Double Cape, sizes 32 to

of very good quality black ...:
Beaver Cloth-upper cape trim

med with straps of same cloth—

cloth straps edged with flat silk

braid and set off, with Black Satin

Same in Navy Blue, . . . $7.50 lent Black Serge Silk; 28 and Silk Crochet buttons; collar

Same in FineNavyBlueBeavºr 7.50 inches long; others would trimmed in same manner; 30 in.

Same in Fine Black Beaver, 7.50 ask $20. long; worth every cent of $10.

We positively retail at wholesale prices, and that for which we ask $5, $10, $15 or $20 you

could not buy at any retail store in America for less than $8 to $35. A cloak equal to our make can

not be bought anywhere at any price. Ours retain their shape, they look as fresh and bright after

a season's wear as the very first day they were put (R0 -

DBGROSSMAN:ſ
--

- -

-:

on. Thousands of ladies order our cloaks by mail

each season. We want you as a customer also. Why

178STATE ST. K

CHICAGO

Exclusive Cloak and

Fur House

not send for one of these fine cloaks at 56, 37.5o or

gro, and our special cloak and fur catalogue,

showing a hundred other styles, each one distinct

in itself, each one a masterpiece, and each one

about half regular retail price. You run no risk

whatever you do. Any reason for the return of a

rment is sufficient. Your money will be cheer

ully refunded.

Samples of cloth and plush upon application.

and Lingerie can be washed with perfect

safety if you use

the perfect soap. It is just as cheap as com

\; § al mon soap and just about ten times as good.

%;§§ Ask your dealer for it. Made only by
ſ ſ ºlº THE N. K. FAIRBANK CO.

New York. St. Louis
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SEE I

Our advertisements

have appeared continu

ously in the Journal, for

more than six years, and we

number among our patrons

many thousand readers of

this publication. Never be

fore,however, have we shown
such a choice assortment of

styles in Tailor-made Suits,

Jackets, Capes and Furs as

we illustrate in our new

Winter Catalogue, which is

now ready. Our catalogue

and samples should be in the

hands of every lady who de

sires to dressº at reasonable cost. We make every garment

º to order for you, thus insuring an absolutely perfect fit and

finish. ur prices are always the lowest at which reliable, goods can

be sold. We pay express charges. Our new Winter Catalogue gives

illustrations, descriptions and prices of

Tailor-made Suits and Costumes for Winter wear

in the latest and most exclusive styles, $12.5o to $50. Stylish

Jackets, Cloaks and Walking Coats in the newest and most popular

models, $6 to $30. Beautiful designs in Cloth Capes, both single

and double, $5 to $25. Plush Capes, stylish and dressy, with or

without elaborate trimmings, $10 to $40. Fur Capes in reliable

ualities only, and in all leading furs, $8.5o to $10o. Newmarkets,

13.5o to $50. Plush Jackets, Separate Skirts, etc.
Write to-day for our new Winter Catalogue. We will send it to youº return mail,

together with a 48-inch tape measure, new measurement diagram, which insures a per
fect fit, and more than WENTY SAMPLES of materials from which we make our

-

rments to select from, on receipt of four cents postage. Our samples include a full line of materials for Tailor-made Suits,
loth and Plush Jackets, Cloth and Plush Capesº Skirts, etc., together with an assortment of Furº e,are

showing some entirely new materials in suitin which should be seen by every lady. Our cloakings include Bouci Chinchillas,
Beavers, Cheviots, , Plushes, etc., inFº variety. You may select any style and we will make it
to order for you from any of our materials. We also sell cloth by the yard for Tailor-made Suits and cloaks at from 90 cents

to$5 per yard, 52 inches wide. Please mention the Journal, when you write us.

THE NATIONAL CLOAK CO., 152 and 154 West 23d Street, New York.

erseys, Wicunas, Diagon
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Gives the Wearer a Beautiful Figure

If not in stock at your retailer's send

$1.00 for a corset, free by mail, to

BRIDGEPORT CORSET CO.

FITZPATRICK & SOMERS, Aºis

85 Leonard St., New York

Reliable

Furriers

191-193 State St.

CHICAGO

EVERYTHING IN

Seven Highest

Awards

A World's Fair

Everything

Best

Mail Orders

Solicited

Goods sent

to any part of

the world on receipt

No. 23 represents Elec- of price. If not satis

tric Seal Cape. Genuine factory, money returned

Black Marten Edging all less Express Charges.

round; 3o inches long, 14o REFERENCES :

inches sweep.p Your Own Bankers

Best quality . . . $60.oo

Same, 27 x 130 . . $50.oo tºſººn plate

APUA’.S.As above, plain . $40.ool of ALL Tae

JuSt aS BaSy!

The eye slips in but

can’t slip out, except at .

the will of the wearer.

hook and eye.

See that hump?

- Richardson & DeLong Bros.

- Philadelphia. -

JRESS. CUTTING
SRs: by Tailor Method Waist. Skirt and

Sleeve system. Simplest and most prac

tical in use. LEAir N IT IN 1. Houſ R.

Half price to introduce it.

B. M. KUHN, Inventor, Bloomington, Ill.

ww ve v w ww ww ve

SIDE TALKS
º B Y RUTH

3:27.

To My GIRLs—Again I must ask that all questions

be put as plainly as possible, and, when my girls

desire an answer by mail, that they will write their

addresses plainly and send stamps.

RUTH ASHMORE.

ANNIE—“Route” is pronounced as if spelled

‘‘ root.”

BEss–In ascending a staircase the lady precedes

the gentleman.

M. S.–It is in very bad taste to have one's station

ery strongly perfumed.

ELAINE–A bodice cut low in the neck should be

worn only in the evening.

BRUNETTE–Announcement cards are furnished

by the family of the bride.

D. E. R.—If a gentleman helps you out of a car

riage you should, of course, thank him.

M. M.–A plain, unscented soap is the best. Such

a soap may be used safely upon the face.

gagement ring is entirely a matter of taste.

EvelyN–A smooth white skin is only obtained by

care as to one's health, regular bathing and exercise.

F. A. B.-I do not think it right for young girls to

KATE V.—The engraving of the initials on an en

wear either pins or medals belonging to young men.

MoRRison AND OTHERs—All letters sent to me

are confidential. I cannot tell who my questioners

are.

MARIE-Vaseline, or any soft cream, rubbed well

into the nails every night will tend to make them

less brittle.

Gypsy-A pretty present for a young girl to give
her future sister-in-law would be a small piece of

solid silver.

A WARM ADMIRER-One's appearance, at the

bride's reception, or one's card if one is unable to go,
counts as a visit.

DuQuesne—At a home wedding the bride and

groom stand facing the clergyman, who faces the

assembled company.

W. S. K.—In sending flowers to two young ladies

who live in the same house, send each a separate

box, inclosing your card in each one.

TExAs GIRL–It is not necessary to fold one's

napkin before leaving the table, but instead it should

be dropped loosely beside one's place.

A Country GIRL-Physicians say that a woman

is at her best at thirty-five, and certainly a woman

cannot be called “old” at twenty-five.

READER—I would advise cold cream for the neck

and arms rather than vaseline, , which on some

people seems to cause a growth of hair.

L. B.-A lady speaks first when she meets a gen
tleman acquaintance on the street, as an evidence

of her wish to continue the acquaintanceship.

N. A. S.—There would be no impropriety under

the circumstances in dancing with the young man

even if your acquaintance with him was slight.

Flor ENTINE-I do not know of the law regarding

the wife being the husband's heir, but in some States

she inherits all of his personal and a third of his real

estate.

A. X. Y.—When a wedding invitation has an “at

home” card inclosed, you should either call per

sonally on the day named, or send your visiting-card

by post.

MERLE-It would seem rather rude for a young

woman to take a man's arm without his offering it.

(2) Girls may, of course, go any place with their

brothers.

Subscriber—It is unusual to see the words, “No

presents received,” on a wedding invitation. (2)

"Chrysanthemums are the prettiest flowers for an

October wedding.

CoRALYN-Thank you very much for your sweet

womanly letter. It was a great pleasure to me and

came at a time when the sunshine of pleasant words

was most welcome.

C. S. G.-If one is only taking a cup of tea or a

glass of lemonade at a reception it is not necessary

to remove one's gloves, but if anything is eaten the

gloves may be taken off.

M. L. C.—If your acquaintance with the gentle

man is so slight that you do not know whether he is

married or not it would certainly be very improper

for you to lunch with him.

Holyoke—Prepared chalk and orris root make a

very good tooth powder. This mixture may be

gotten at any druggist's, and as much or as little of
it can be bought as one wishes.

Subscriber-When you give your card to the

servant inquire if Mrs. Brown is at home. (2) When

a visitor leaves simply say that you hope to have the

pleasure of seeing her soon again.

OppoRTUNITY-When announcement cards have

upon them only “At Home after October fifteenth,”

then you may call upon the bride any day after that

datehº four and six o'clock.

EDNA-It is very vulgar to laugh at any misfortune

that may happen to a person at the table. (2) In ris

ing from the table it is not necessary, although cour

teous, to put one's chair in position.

QUANDARY-As you are not engaged to the young

man and do not expect to be, I would suggest that

you stop going out with him so much,j arrange

to be out occasionally when he calls.

JULIET-I do not think a highly-educated woman

would be happy if married to an ignorant man, (2)

Thank you very much for your kind words, which,

I can assure you, were keenly appreciated.

DoRorhy—All vegetables containing starch tend

to fatten one. As you wish to gain flesh avoid all

acids, do not over-exercise and eat plenty of bread,

drinking cocoa in preference to either tea or coffee.

PAUL–In introducing a gentleman one does not

mention his Christian name unless two brothers

should be presented at the same time, then one would

say, “Allow me to present Mr. Smith and Mr. James
Smith.”

M. M.–I can only suggest that you register your

name at one of the agencies where positions are

gotten for teachers, stating at the time what you can

i. and the different languages in which you are

proficient.

F. K.—I think, as you live in a different city and

as the bride is a stranger to you, it would be in bet

ter taste for you to post your visiting-card so that it

may be received on the “ at home” day. Address it

to the lady.

E. M. H.-In starting out for a walk with a lady

the gentleman takes the outer side. When a gentle

man is walking with two ladies he also takes the

outer side. After a visit the one who is leaving

says good-by first.

M. F. W.-The clergyman may be a doctor of

divinity, but his wife does not take his title; she is

simply “Mrs. John Smith.” When their names are

united the wording is in this way: “Doctor and

Mrs. John Smith.”

MARGARET--Although “R. S. V. P.” does not

appear on the invitation to the luncheon, still you

should write an acceptance or regret, making it

either in the third or first person, according to the

mode used in the invitation sent you.

BALTIMoRE—When a gentleman has been kind

enough to take you to a place of amusement simply

say, “I have to thank you for a pleasant evening.”

(2) Rub either vaseline or cold cream around the

roots of your nails, and you will find that they will

be less dry.

FANNIE—It would be perfectly proper, even if the

gentleman is only a friend, to write him a note of

condolence on the death of his sister. (2) I do not

think it proper to accept anything so personal as a

handsome belt and buckle from a man to whom you

are not engaged.

L. C. H.-The oldest daughter should have “Miss

Howard” on her visiting-card; the second one

“Miss Mary Howard ” and the third one “Miss

Katharine. Howard.” (2) I do not think that a girl

of fifteen is old enough to go out in society or re

ceive men visitors.

UNForTUNATE-Very often grease can be taken

out of silk by laying upon the material a piece of

common brown paper, such as butchers use, and

pressing this with a hot iron. The paper will absorb

the grease, but care must be taken that the iron is

not kept on too long.

IverD–At a quiet wedding where there are no

ushers one of the members of the family would

present those guests to the bridegroom who were

strangers to him. It is customary for the clergyman

to give his good wishes first to the newly-married

couple. it. bride is in full dress the bridegroom

would wear white gloves.

M. W.-Most of the magazines have more poetry

than they know what to do with. However, when

they accept it they pay for it. Direct your work

to the editor of whatever journal to which you wish

to send it, and not to any of the contributors or

assistants, who really have no say whatever about

the acceptance of any article.

S. L. D.—A gentleman has a small card with “Mr.

James Percy” upon it, while his wife would have

“Mrs. James Percy,” her address in the lower left

hand corner and her “at home” day in the lower right

hand. (2) In calling on a married lady you would

leave two of your husband's and one of your own

cards. A lady never leaves a card for a man.

TALLEYRAND-In speaking to a father or mother

a child should say, “’Yes, mamma,” or “No, father,"

and not use the words “ma'am ” or “sir.” Inspeak

ing to a stranger it should say, “’Yes, Mr. Smith,” or

“I don't think so, Mrs. Smith.” (2) When a younger

woman is introduced to another who is older and

occupying a pronounced social position it would be

proper to rise.

Floresce—The custom of sending wedding cake"

is no longer general. (2) It is not necessary for the

bridegroom to be with the bride on her “at home”

day, although it is an evidence of consideration if he

should appear late in the afternoon. (3) In sending

cards to a widow and her married ãº oile

should go to “Mrs. Jones” and another to “Mr.

and Mrs. Smith.”

MRs. J. T.-You see God, in His good time, taught

you the truth, and out of your sorrow has come joy.

Do all that you can toº those around you happy

and live a life so full of good works that in the here

after you will be sure to meet that one who was so

good and whom you loved so much. Indeed, I will

say a prayer for you and I hope most earnestly that

peace will come to you.

O. R.-In writing to your physician begin your

letter, “My Dear Doctor Carey.” (2) It is not nec

essary to send an answer to an “at home” card.

Your presence or your card is sufficient. . If the

room is crowded it is not necessary to bid the

hostess or the bride good-by. (3) Good books on

etiquette may be had by applying to the Literary

Bureau of the Journal.

IRENE-Even at the most quiet church wedding

it would be quite proper to have music. It would be

equally *. er to omit it, although, if there were

only the bridal party present, the music would be in

good taste. The ushers and the best man would

also be desirable. Announcement cards should be

sent to all your friends and acquaintances whether

they were present at the ceremony or not.

THREE ADMIRERs—Of course, there is no impro

priety in going driving with one's betrothed. (2)

Embroidered doilies continue to be used, and are

laid between the finger-bowls and the small plates

under them. § Skirts and sleeves have stiffening

put in them. (4) Whenº ask inquisitive ques

tions and persist in them the wisest thing to do is

simply to say that you prefer not to answer them.

AMY-Cards for the tea should be in your mother's

and your own name. It isº er to invite

gentlemen to an afternoon tea. ards should be

sent out at least ten days before the date. If you

have a man servant let him attend the door and re

ceive the cards,º a maid would be equally

proper. Wafers, small cakes, sweets, tea, chocolate

and any other beverage desired form the usual menu.

INEz-If you are married in a white satin gown,

the bridegroom, ushers and best man should wear

white gloves; if a traveling dress is worn then tan

colored gloves would be in best taste for them. (2)

At an evening reception wear one of your handsome

evening dresses, while your husband should, of

course, assume dress-clothes. (3) The times of the

fork should be placed toward the centre of the table.

STELLA—When a man friend has been kind enough

to take you to some place of amusement simply say,

“Thank you, very much for my pleasant evening,”

and then add, if you wish him to come and see you,

“I hope that I may have the pleasure of seeing you

soon again.” (2) A servant in offering a dish pre

sents it at the left side. (3) When your visitors tell

you, they have had a pleasant time say, “I am very

glad that you have enjoyed yourself.”

E. R. H.-If you are going to have a girl friend

visit you it, would be quite proper to ask all the

young people who are in the habit of coming to the

house to call while she is there. (2) I do not believe

in engagements extending over man years, nor do

I think that a girl of sixteen has had sufficient ex

perience of life to know whether she loves a man or

not. (3) Inº your girl friends to an enter

tainment it would be in very bad taste to suggest

who should be their escorts. (4) Ices, fruits, sand

wiches, cake and lemonade make a suitable collation

for an evening's entertainment.

Do You Know

why the OMO Dress Shields

are preferred to all others? They

contain no rubber, being made of

a natural fibre, and are light,

white, odorless and waterproof.

They last twice as long as others.

Try them, and be satisfied.

Sold everywhere. Sample pair sent on

receipt of 25 cents (stamps).

THE OMO MFG. CO., 67 New St., New York

The old, old story
one or two wearings and your gloves are

through at the Finger Tips—not so with the

“KAYSER PATENT

FINGER-TIPPED ''

CASHMERE GLOVES

Look in the hem—if you find the word

“Kayser” you have the kind that don't

wear out—and have a Guarantee in each pair.

25 cts., 35 cts. and 50 cts.

If your dealer hasn’t them—notify

JULIUS KAYSER & CO., New York

* > º:SRFºllº Fl º

ºfºº§§ º º -ºilº -fº º

sºlººŞ º§.

* Flexibone

Moulded

Booklet, “How to CHoose AND FIT

CoRsers,” Free.

CORONET CORSET CO., Jackson, Mich.

ºf jº
º -- L-º-º-º-º-º:

b|<ºlºſſºlº

Cº- ºs-AE

Fº

TIC DYE” WASH EMBROIDERY SILK

For sale everywhere. Manufactured b

THE BRAINERD & ARMSTRONG SILK CO.

6 Union Street, New London, Conn.
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Destroys all Odor of Perspiration

ALSO

Amolin Powder

(A New Coal Tar Product)

The Only
odorless, healthful, harm

less and positive deodorant

for Dress Shields, etc.

soothing, healing, antisepticA NeW

for scalding, chafing and all

skin irritations of Infants

Remedy or Adults:

Infinitely Superior to Talcum Preparations

Shields and powder at all notion counters.

All druggists keep theJºãº Sample box of

powder or pair of Shields mailed for 25c.

NEW YORK SHIELD CO., 166 Greene St., N. Y.

Caused by per

spiration is gen

erally the result

when inferior

dress shields are

used. The only

certain remedy is

the use of the

Waist ruined for the

want of the

Canfield Dress Shields.

Canfield Dress Shields

These shields are guaranteed. The manu

facturers agreeing to replace any waist

damaged by perspiration under the arms

when the Canfield Shield has been prop

erly attached.

For sale by dealers

everywhere. Ask for

and insist upon hav

ing ." Canfield Dress

Shields.”

CANFIELD

RUBBER COMPANY

New York Trade-Mark on every

LoNDoN AND PARIs -Shield.

The New Manhattan

Mohair Skirt

Binding

Shrunk and

Fast Color

Guaranteed

for Quality

and Durability

If you cannot obtain

this Braid from your

dealer, send us 20c. for

a 5-yard piece of any

color.

Manufactured by

Made of the finest

English

Kersey Cloth

Length, 26 inches.

The very lateststyle.

Mandolin sleeves,

ripple back,

silk lined, large

imported buttons.

The same style in BLACK BOUCLE CLOTH, all

silk serge lined, sº.37. Sent express paid. Money

refunded if not satisfactory. -

100 unparalleled bargains in Cloaks and Furs.

PARISIAN CLOAK CO., 115 N. High St., Columbus, 0.

half

wº for catalogue of

Under this heading questions of general in

terest relating to Art and Art work will be

answered. Any books mentioned in this

department may be ordered through the

JOURNAL’S Literary Bureau at advantageous

prices.

H. S. P-I cannot answer questions of a personal
nature. #. When beginning to draw by all means

use pencil or crayon, not pen and ink.

G. H. A.—I know nothing of the artist you mention.

Your best plan is to inquire of some well-known

picture dealer, giving all particulars.

H. E. Cº-To paint strawberries in oils set your

palette with raw...umber, crimson lake, scarlet ºver

milion, lemon yellow, ivory black and cobalt blue.

L. S.-Possibly the fault was not with the varnish,

but the way you put it on. I would not advise you

to attempt to take it off; a picture cleaner would do

it for you.

L. S. H.-I cannot recommend firms by name.

Only large firms would keep what you require. A

law stationer's is the most likely place at which to

procure parchment or vellum paper.

P. B. N.—As a rule, an oil painting looks best in a

gilt frame; such a frame seems to me suitable for the

picture you describe. I should advise a moulding of

simple pattern that projects a good deal.

W. A. D.—You can set pencil drawings by floating

them face downward in milk just long enough to wet

the surface. A very faint wash of water-color will

also set a pencil drawing if the tint is not objected to.

W. B.-Hydrofluoric acid will remove the paint

from china after it is fired, but no amateur should

run the risk of meddling with so dangerous an acid.

It will quickly burn the flesh to the bone if dropped

upon it.

M. C.-There are so many studies bearing the

names of the Seasons for decorative work that I

cannot place those you describe. Your best plan

would be to apply to the large stores for artists'

materials, where they usually rent such studies.

J. H. R.-Lithographic stones are used for repro

ducing colored pictures; several stones are needed

for the same picture if the coloring be varied, each

color being printed on a separate stone. Paper or

...!' alone are suitable for crayon or pen

and ink sketches.

N. G.-A good palette for flesh painting on china

is to mix with Pompadour red a very small propor

tion ofº yellow; the Dresden Pompadour red is

best, it will mix with the French colors. For the

shadows aid some deep blue green to a deepened

tone of the local flesh tint.

W. H. B.-The answers to all your questions on

perspective would fill a handbook on the subject. I

should advise you to get one; that belonging to the

Winsor and Newton series on art subjects is intended

for amateurs. If you could attend lectures on me

chanical or object drawing it would help you greatly.

H. J. M.-The method used abroad for coloring

laster casts in imitation of the antique is to rub in

oiled linseed oil. Two or three applications can be

made to even the color a little, but in no case will it

be quite equal, but look as if stained, which greatly

adds to the appearance of antiquity. It preserves

the casts also.

Providence–Submit the old picture to the criti

cism of a reputable firm of picture dealers or to two

or three of such firms and compare their opinions.

There is so much trickery nowadays in the matter of

antiquities that it often takes an expert to decide if a

picture or piece of furniture be genuinely old or but a

spurious and worthless imitation.

M. B.-Some colored lithographs reproducing good

pictures are well worthy being framed to adorn the

walls of a home where original work is too expensive

a luxury. . The art of reproducing colored pictures

faithfully has beenhº to such perfection that it

is sometimes difficult to distinguish between the copy

and the reproduction, especially when the picture is

framed under glass.

M. M. D.—If you have had no training it would

take years of patient study to learn the art of en

graving or of etching, at the end of which time it

would be by no means a certain source of profit to

you. Many experts at such work, chiefly men, are

now either out of work or earning a mere pittance.

This state of things has been brought about by the

many cheaper but equally effective modes of repro

duction now in vogue.

M. G. W. You might size the ducking before

painting on it in oils, but it would be apt to discolor

it a little; it should not, however, be necessary if

you paint thinly and lightly so that the color remains

on the surface. (2) By a neutral tint in art one

means to express a grayish cool cast of tone, at once

low and subdued; it may be of almost any color

neutralized and subdued by others mixed with it or

ainted over it, so that its individuality is almost

ost.

H. M. R.—To paint with oils on chamois skin

take fresh spirits of turpentine only. Be careful not

to load the paint on, or it will surely spread; if it does
not dry quickly enough add a little gold size to the

turpentine. For the edging of gold take bronze

powder of good quality, mixing it only with the

special medium sold for the purpose. Bronze powder

comes in different shades of gold. I should recom

* that exactly corresponding to the color of gold

cal.

F. D.-Never paint a new picture over an old one,

there will never be any freshness or texture to be

gotten out of a canvas already clogged with color. (2)

Made colors, such as mauve lake, are to be avoided.

(3) Linseed oil is not a proper medium, nor is turpen

tine, alone; it tends to deaden the paints. A good

medium can be made by mixing in equal parts pre

pared inseed oil, light copal varnish and turpentine.

(4) Try for the purple iris a mixture of Antwerp blue,

crimson lake and white, using only the best paints.

C. E.-For painting deer in oils in a strong warm

light set your palette with raw umber, burnt sienna,

raw sienna, yellow ochre, cobalt blue, ivory black

and white. (2) For the complexion of an old face

much wrinkled you might use raw umber, yellow

ochre, raw sienna, rose madder, blue black, terra

verte and white; for white hair take raw umber,

cobalt blue and white for the shadows, white modi

fied with yellow ochre for the lights, and toned with

ivory black in the half lights, into which also may be

worked a suspicion of Indian red.

R. P. R.—A good palette for flesh painting in oils

is raw umber, Venetian or Indian red, blue black,

terra verte, cobalt blue, pale lemon yellow, yellow

ochre, rose madder, scarlet vermilion and white;

raw sienna is also sometimes useful for a warm com

plexion in reflected lights. (2) Light copal or mastic

varnish is the best for an oil painting—mastic es

pecially will not discolor the white parts, as fre

quently happens with inferior varnish. º For

painting oranges take deep orange and light cad

mium, raw umber, raw sienna, rose madder, ivory

black and pale lemon yellow.

Get the Light

Behind It

" "`
. ... hººf,

Detect the Superior Quality of

Dennis0n's Imported Crêpe Paper
As Compared with the Ordinary “American Crêpe Tissue,” which is Tissue Paper Créped

Insist on having DENNISON'S.

The more the ordinary Crêpe Tissue is worked, the less attractive and effective it becomes.

The more Dennison's Imported Crêpe Paper is worked, the softer and more beautiful it becomes.

No material so well adapted for home decoration. It carries all the effect obtainable with

the finest and most expensive fabrics. It lends itself to manipulation as no other material does.

It is made by the best mill in England and possesses the strength of fibre, solidity of color, and

surface of silken sheen necessary to obtain highest effects in decoration.

Art and Decoration (100-page book) containing latest direc

For FiVe Cents tions for Crêpe and Tissue work, also 130 Samples of English

Any of our houses will send you our Tissue Paper and 30 Shades of Imported Crépe Paper.

DENNISON MFG. CO., Sole Importers of Crépe Paper

26 Franklin St., Boston 198 Broadway, New York 63O Chestnut St., Phila.

90, 92 Wabash Ave., Chicago 325 Walnut St., Cincinnati 413 N. Fourth St., St. Louis

It Takes but a Glance to

It costs no more. “Dennison” is on every wrapper

O-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-º-O

RuBiſoAm RuBiſoAm
A PERFECT

FOR THE TEETH LIQUID DENTIFRICE

Harmless as Pure Water Sample Vial Free

F. W. Hoyt & Co.

Lowell, Mass.Fragrant as the -

Sweetest Flowers £ -
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“ONYX” BLACK HOSIERY

This Is

Brand is Specially

the Noted

Standard for Shape,

for Elasticity

Black and

Hosiery Durability

E COLOR."

If you cannot obtain at

your retailers, write to LORD & TAYLOR, Wholesale, New York
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MUSICAL HELPS AND HINTS

##################

-

All questions of a Musical nature will be cheerfully answered on this page by a special

corps of Musical experts. Any books mentioned in this department may be ordered through

the JOURNAL’S Literary Bureau at advantageous prices.

NUTLEy—The song, “Die Himmelsaugen,” is by

Maude Valerie White.

IRENE SHIBLEy—The song, “Mollie Darling,” was

published in the year 1871.

Old Subscriber–Sarasate, the violinist, may be

addressed through the Journal.

R. M.–The simultaneous use of both pedals on a

piano is not injurious to the instrument.

MRs. KING-There is no arrangement of." The

American Girl Waltzes” published for the violin.

MARIE-Weknow of no college norboarding-school

in this country devoted exclusively to vocal cultiva

tion.

INQUIRER—The physical size of a person should

not affect his ability to sing. And there is no

known average of weight among artists.

Fond READER—In our limited space it is not possi

ble for us to reply to questions concerning schools

and musicians of purely local reputation.

| B. N.—The correct title of the song concerning

which you make inquiry is, “Some Day I'll Wander

Back Again,” and its composer is Westendorf.

E. H. L.-The duet, “Cast Thy Bread Upon the

Waters,” concerning which you make inquiry, was

composed about thirty-five years ago by Alice

Hawthorne.

A. B. B.-Examine the chorus of “Bonny Jean,”

by Osbourn, which, in melody, is much like what

you have quoted. It is, however, published in

a different key.

INQUIRER—Madame Tavary is now starring in

grand opera in the large cities of the United States.

We can make no comparisons between her and

Sybil Sanderson.

CURIous Musician—It is quite impossible for us

to give an opinion concerning the rank of amateur

musicians. Neither can we give the addresses of

private individuals.

WHistleR-So far as we have been able to learn

correct whistling is governed by the same rules as

voice culture, and if this is the case whistling should

not be injurious to the voice.

MRs. W. K. HARBER—There seems to be no

authentic actual case of a woman being taught

to sing under hypnotic influence as was Trilby

O'Ferrall, in Du Maurier's novel.

H. E. M.–A sketch of Reginald de Koven was

published in the September, 1895, issue of theJournal.

In it you will doubtless find whatever facts you desire

concerning his life and his musical career.

INTEREsted Subscriber-Jean de Reszke, the

tenor, is the elder of the brothers. He was born at

Warsaw, in Poland, on January 14, 1852. Edouard

de Reszke, the basso, was born at the same place on

December 23, 1855.

W. H.-The words you quote are from the song

Love Comes Like a Summer Sigh,” from “The

Little Tycoon,” an opera by Willard Spenser. This

song is published in sheet music and may be secured

from any music dealer.

ENQUIRER—Madame Murio Celli is a well-known

vocal teacher, located at present, we understand, in

New York City. She was the teacher of Emma Juch

and of a number of other successful singers, and is of

front rank as an instructor.

G. I. S.—We do not think that the matter of

taste should enter into the proper means of trans

porting a violin. The wooden case should be used
1nº to a cloth bag of any kind, as it offers a

safer and better protection for the instrument.

CALAis, MAINE AND HARMony—Ethelbert Nevin

was born at Edgeworth, on the south bank of the

Ohio, thirteen miles from Pittsburg, on November

25, 1862. His home is in Boston, to which he will

return after an indefinite stay at Florence, Italy,

where he is at present.

. Puzzled—Madame Lilli Lehman is at present an

instructor in the Conservatory -at Berlin. Write

Jessie Bartlett Davis, care of this magazine, asking

her your questions personally and sending her a

stamped and addressed envelope, and your letter

will be forwarded to her.

X-The “Magnolia Blossoms” waltzes were

printed in the Journal of April, 1893. A copy of

the magazine for that month can be obtained for ten

cents. The musical compositions that have appeared

from time to time in the Journal have been copy

righted and are exclusively the property of this

magazine.

DUBUQUE–Nature gives to one man a tenor voice,

to another a bass, but she has never yet allowed two

people to exchange or interchange their voices. It

would be as fatal and impossible for a person having

black eyes to exchange with another having blue

eyes as for a bass voice to become a tenor, or a tenor

to become a bass.

CoMposer—Submit your compositions to any well

known composer with a polite request for his candid

opinion on your abilities as a composer. If your

works are composed and written in good form and

are really original we think you are doing very well for

a lad of fourteen. The opinion of some one who can

º examine your work will be of more value

owever.

JULIA A. ALLEN–If it is possible for your left

handed pupil to learn to bow with his right arm,

he should be taught. Otherwise he will have to

purchase a left-handed violin. On such an instru

ment the strings are placed in a reverse order; the

E string on the left side, A next, D next and G on

the right. It would be wiser to have a dealer string

the instrument for him.

TENor SINGER—The only safe way for you to

strengthen and train your voice is to study with a

º: instructor. Under such teaching your voice

will gain both in notes and quality. We should

imagine from your description that your voice was a

tenor, as barytone yoices seldom range as high as A.

Your instructor will be able to advise you as to the

suitability of your voice for operatic work.

MEMPHis . GIRL-The term No. 4 Cotta when

inserted as follows, Sonata in F (No. 4 Cotta), means

that the composition is No. 4 of the Cotta edition,

published by h G. Cotta, of Stuttgart, Germany.

The Cotta publications are low-priced editions of

the works of Beethoven, Haydn, Mozart, Chopin and

other composers, and are well printed and edited.

They compare in price with the Litolff editions.

L. A. K.-The only way to study music so as to

become a competent instructor is to begin work at

your earliest opportunity with the best teacher, or

at the best conservatory, you can secure, and to

continue with perseverance and patience after you

have begun. Several years are necessary for the

accomplishment of the full course of instruction

necessary to the training of good piano teachers.

CoRINNE–If you have a competent private teacher

we do not see any necessity for you to enter a con

servatory. (2) New York will probably give greater

opportunities for the hearing of opera than Boston,

and as good concerts. (3) A recent writer in the

Journal advocates men teachers for women and

women for men, the skill of each, being equal.

(4) The National Conservatory of Music in New York

City is at 126 East Seventeenth Street.

NELLIE B.—A soprano voice with a range of two

octaves and a half of notes, all good, full and true, is

unusual, and if your teacher be correct in saying

that it is also of exceptional power we would advise

you to continue its cultivation; whether for profes

sional use later or not we are unable to judge. Be

guided by the opinions of the best musicians in your
vicinity, who will readily aid wº- *eciding the

matter of the future dispositio. -- sº* .

ANNA-" Carcossi's Complete Method” is, in our

opinion, the best published method of guitar playing.

Romero’s “Peruvian Air” and “La Tipica,” De

Janon's arrangements of “Old Folks at Home” and

Rubinstein’s “Melodie in F * : “Dream Pageant

March”; “Darkies' Dream”; “Love's Dreamland"

and “Harvest Moon” waltzes: “Fairy Footsteps

Schottische”; “La Bella Polka” and “Continental

Rondo" are all brilliant and popular selections for

guitar solos.

CARMEN-No specific amount of knowledge of the

science of music is absolutely necessary to success

upon the operatic stage, we regret to say. A much

more ideal condition of affairs, musically considered,

would be the case were every singer also a student

of the science of music. The more you know of

music the more valuable you will be as an artist, but

it is possible to learn to sing with only a reading

knowledge of notes, intervals and time. These are,

however, requisites.

L. K. L.-Jenny Lind's voice ranged from D above

middle C to D in Alt—two full octaves, with another

note or two occasionally available above the high

D. She sang an E flat in Alt in the “Ah, Non

Giunge” of “Somnambula.” (2) The average com

pass of a tenor voice is from C to B or A in Alt.

The high C of a tenor is more usually a head tone,

but some of the great tenor singers possess, or have

possessed, the chest high C, which they can use,

artistically, in but a few places.

CANADA—To secure the publication of your ar

rangement of the hymn, “Nearer, My God, to Thee,”

you can either pay some one of the music publishing

firms to issue it for you, or submit it for purchase to

the John Church Company, Cincinnati, Ohio;

Bigelow & Main, New York City, or the Century

Company, New York City. The Journal would be

glad to examine it, but as we have already pub
lished a new arrangement of these words, it is

unlikely that we will find it available.

B. E. S.--It is impossible for us to give a complete

list ofthe classical songs suitable to a mezzo-soprano

voice, but below we give a partial list of such music:

Beethoven’s “Song of Penitence,” Liszt’s “Lorelei.”

and “Mignon,” Weber’s “How Near I Came to

Slumber,” Schubert’s “Ave Maria,” Bach’s “My

Heart Ever Faithful,” Mozart’s “Silently Blending,”

Handel’s “I Know That My Redeemer Liveth,” and

“Vieni O Caro,” from “Julius Caesar,” and Haydn's

“My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair.”

A SUBscRIBER—“Harmony” and “º”.
by Dr. Stainer, both of which are published by

Novello, Ewer & Company in their “Music Primer.”

series, are excellent handbooks of these subjects.
“Harmony,” by Dr. H. A. Clarke, is, in our opinion,

an even better book than Dr. Stainer's. (2) We

should say that if he had sufficient determination

and application it were quite possible for a person

commencing study at the age of twenty-one to

become a good concert cornet soloist.

A. G.-If parents desire to have their children in

structed in any particular school of music they should

select a teacher whose method is of that school. It

isº impossible for an instructor who is trained

and believes in one method to teach in another. If

by your query you refer to whether parents or

instructors should rule in the choice of the class

and kind of music given to pupils for interpretation,
we must give our opinion in favor of the instructor

who is the specialist, in the matter, and who, it seems
to us, is the one qualified to decide which will further

best the art of the pupil.

FLATTERER—The terms “rubato” or “tempo

rubato’’, when used in musical compositions, es

pecially in the works of the modern romantic school,

indicate a style which is the opposite of strict time

i. e., that in a composition marked “tempo rubato º

some portion of the bar thus marked is to be executed

at a quicker or slower tempo than the general rate of

movement, the balance being restored by a corre

sponding slackening or quickening of the remainder

of the bar. The term means literally “robbed” or

“stolen time,” and the manner of its exercise is left

almost invariably to the discretion of the performer.

Mrs. W. H. PHILLIps—We cannot recommend any

instructor of whistling, and there is no published

work on the subject of which we have been able to

learn. The requirements of one who wishes to

assume whistling as a profession, are, according to

Mrs. Alice J. Shaw, the well-known whistler, “appli

cation to work, a good ear and a good natural

whistle.” The first of these she considers of great

est importance, resulting, as it does, in constant and

steady work. From two to three hours of dail
practice, is necessary if success is to be secured.

Her method is the same as that of vocal cultivation.

John N. R.—If we understand your question

correctly, your difficulty is in modulating from the

key of G (one sharp) to the natural key of C. We

cannot understand how it is possible for you to have

made modulations from all of the keys you mention

to the key of G, and then have any difficulty with the

simplest of all modulations to the natural key, that

from the key of G, since G being the dominant of C

is itself the absolute requisite of a modulation into

the key of C. To particularize, the common chord

of G with the seventh (F natural) added, has for its

most natural resolution the common chord of

C natural.

CLEMENTINE-The Italian method of voice pro

duction and cultivation calls for perfect breath

control, good articulation and enunciation, tones

focused weſi in the mouth and what is known as a

good color throughout the voice. (2) The most

noticeable difference between the artistic (i.e., the cul

tivated) style in singing and the untrained is finish.

(3) Manuel Garcia has just published a new work on

singing, which is valuable. Signor Delle-Sedie, of

Paris, has also published a notable work on this

subject and is a thoroughly competent authority.

Myers, of New York, has also written a useful

book upon these subjects. “Voice, Song, Speech,”

by Behnke and Browne, is also valuable. All of these

books are, however, very exhaustive in their treat

ment of the subject, and would be of greater value to

a serious student that, to the general reader.

Out of sorts

—and no wonder. Think of the condition of those

poor women who have to wash clothes and clean

house in the old-fashioned way. They're tired,

vexed, discouraged, out of sorts, with aching

backs and aching hearts. They must be

out of their wits. Why don’t they use

Pearline (:::::::::)? That is what

every woman who values her health

and strength is coming to. And they’re

coming to it now, faster than ever.

Every day, Pearline's fame grows and

its patrons increase in number. Hundreds

ſ of millions of packages have been used by

bright women who want to make washing easy.
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$1000 Extra

Value, Free
WITH EACH

which, with its new attachments, virtually

gives the buyer twelve instruments in one.

This wonderful four-pedal piano enables the

player, not only to use it with its usual piano

tones, but also to obtain the tones and effects of

the eleven,other instruments, named and priced

below: all at the cost of a first-class piano

which the “Crown" is :

1-A Beautiful Harp with its charming tone.

The instrument of the bards . - -

2-A Harpsichord, for which Handel wrote

“The Harmonious Blacksmith," etc. . -

3—A Spinet, for which Frescobaldi wrote his

--º " and “Canzoni," etc. . - -

4—A Clavichord. for which Bach wrote “The

wººi Clavichord," etc. . - -

5–AZither, with its sweet, emotional harmonies,

6–3. Frºtice Clavier, for technique and fin

ger#º. - - - - - -

ipes, the delight and inspiration

co-s - - - - - - -

8-A Music Box, with an unlimited number of

tunes (all you can play) . - - - -

9—A Guitar, as a delightful accompaniment to

the voice in ballad and song . - - -

10—A Banjo, for dances and jigs, or rollicking

music of any kind . - - - - -

11—A Mandolin, for bright and dainty music at

-

-

20

banquets, receptions, etc. - . 20

Extra Value $1000

The ORCHESTRAL ATTACHMENT

and PRACTICE CLAVIER, furnished

without extra cost, makes the “Crown"

Piano the most desirable piano for the

home. Catalogue, sent free, tells the

whole story. -

GEO. P. BENT, Mir. Pianos and Organs

BENT BLOCK, Washington Boulevard and Sangamon Street, CHICAGO, U. S. A.
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CLEAN–WHOLESOME–SWEET

Requires no boiling or soaking—therefore no odor.

Unequaled for Breakfast. 10 cents a package—all grocers.

Originated and prepared by J.W. BEARDSLEY'S SONS,

179 and 180 West Street, New York City. Makers of

the Celebrated Acme Sliced Smoked Beef.
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Famed Everywhere for “Style”

The Stevens Cloaks
There are no others quite so “proper”

—none so carefully tailored. They’re

not like other cloaks—they lend the

wearer a distinctive grace. With a

Stevens Cloak you always feel well

dressed.

Famed—and justly so—for

FAULTLESS FIT

WORTHY FABRICS

CAREFUL FINISH

THE LATEST STVLE

Just as our prices more than please so do these

matchless garments fit.

Their Peerless “Style” has

Made Their Reputation.

We sell 75,000 Cloaks by mail each season.

They invariably please, while their cost is less

than for even common Cloaks. Find out about it all, our

Special Cloak Catalogue is Free

Chas. A. Stevens & Bros., - 111 State St., Chicago
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You cannot afford “...
without a

MAGEE ºf

Furnace

and Range

as they will

save their cost

in fuel and

food many

times over any

other heating

or cooking ap

Fº made.

f you have

never used

them, ask

some one who

has, and see if

the above

statement is

too strong.

We send

descriptive

circulars free,

and sell you

direct if you

prefer. Our

guarantee,

** Perfect

Satisfaction

With Proper Use,” goes with Magee goods wherever

lº. purchased. See the hard times

record of the

GRAND

MAGEE tº

1980 Sold last six months

in 1893

4478 Sold in 1894

3419 Sold to July 1, 1895

Boston

NEW YORK CHICAGO

***************************

It means

comfort to have a

PURITAN OIL

HEATER

P

º

º

º

º

º

º

-

M

;

(Nº. 44; only $6,

; freight paid)

M. in the house—The bath

room, sewing room, din
Ing room, cellar or attic

, may be cold, just when

M.

º

º

M.

*

º

º

M.

º

º

º

M.

º

-

}

º

ou want it warm—The

uritan starts in a mo

ment—5 cents a day to

run and even one day

may pay for it in comfort

—Money back if not

satisfactory. Sold also

by dealers. Larger

and smaller sizes.

Booklet, “Clean Heat,”

free. -

Cleveland Foundry Co.

71 Platt St., Cleveland, 0.
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COOL DAYS

During the early Fall cause many a cold,

resulting in serious sickness. Avoid this

risk by getting a

Banner Oil Heater

$6.O.O. §"

Will heataroom **

from 15 to 20 ft.

square perfectly,

in the most se

vere weather.

Our patent dou

ble-drum gives

twice the radia

tion of any oil

heater made. In

dicator shows

exactamountoil

in fount. Inside

feed wick, burns

oil till exhaust

ed. Outside rat

chet controls

flame perfectly.

This heater is

hand somely

made and does

not use a glass

chimney, the

drum being con

structed to take

its place. Satis

faction guaran

teed or money

refunded. When

not kept by deal

ers will send,

charges paid, on

receipt of $6.00.

Our book of

Points on Stoves

and Lamps free.
º *

2 FT. 3 in. HIGH

No Odor! No Smokel

No Chimney to Break!

THE PLUME & ATWOOD MFG. CO.

New York, Bostoni, Chicago

Waterbury and Thomaston, Conn.

out your

LAMP

Factories:

Don’t Blow

Smoke, odor and danger eradi

cated from a lamp makes it a
#º in the household. The

EAGLE BURNER with the

Boland Automatic Extin

guisher does all this and more

too. You can turn out the light as

easily as gas. The extinguisher

prevents the wick from crusting,

the oil from evaporating when the

lamp is not in use, and owing to

its peculiar construction a greater

supply of oxygen is introduced,

which passes through the wick,

forcing º the flame, thereby giv

ing one-third more light. Makes

home brighter, happier, safer. For

sale by all grocers and dealers, or

we will send postpaid on receipt of
price. In sizes same as all com

mon burners. A, or No. 1, 15c.;

B, or No. 2, 20c.; D, or No. 3, 25c. -

---

Address Room 420 (Mailing Dep’t -

THE AMERICAN BURNER CO.

Industrial Trust Co. Building, Providence, R. I.

When YOU Get Married

Let us furnish your Wredpring INvitations. Send

for Samples and Prices. 30 years' experience at the busi

mess. C. E. Houghtaling, 70 Madison Ave., Albany, N.Y.

The Domestic Editor will be glad to answer, on this page, questions of a general domestic

nature. Any books mentioned in this department may be ordered through the JOURNAL’s

Literary Bureau at advantageous prices.

ºrka-Table linen should be ironed on the right

S1(1-c.

MALDEN-Almonds are blanched by scalding them

with boiling water.

HAMILTON.—The menu cards should be placed at

the left of each guest.

MARY G.-“Ragoiſt" is a French word for a stew,

usually one that is highly seasoned.

EpsA D.—Use, with great care, a little carbolic
acid to clean the interior of your carafes.

Lizzie-Sheets are usually made with a deep hem

at one end, and quite a narrow one at the other.

J. T.-Terrapin is in season from November until

May, and green turtle is in season all the year round.

B. R. M.–Painted walls are the most satisfactory

for a nursery, and certainly the best from a sanitary

point of view.

Alice P.-A little dry flour dredged over the top

of a cake before the icing is put on will keep the

icing from running.

B. W. E.-Mix a little cornstarch with the table

salt before filling the salt-shakers; this will make the

salt dry and prevent its clogging the perforations of

the shakers.

NETTIE C.—A lettuce salad served with French

dressing is more generally offered as a course at a

dinner-party than a more elaborate one with mayon
naise dressing.

LucerTE–Hem all your table-cloths and napkins

by hand. (2) It is said that if a small piece of cam

phor be placed in a silver-chest that the silver will

not become discolored.

A. B. F.—Table napkins are no longer folded in

fancy shapes. They are simply folded square and

so placed upon the table. (2) If you intend to have

two sorts of soups at your dinner-party have one

cream and one clear.

Josephine—Short sash curtains of yellow China

silk, hung from a rod, would be suitable for the hall

windows you describe. This silk in the plain colors

is washable and hence of special use in halls, where

curtains soil quickly.

Little Housekeeper–White table linen is the

most serviceable and certainly the most appropriate

for all occasions. (2) The table at which the imme

diate bridal party is to sit at the wedding breakfast

should be decorated entirely in white or white and

gold. The bridesmaids’ colors might predominate

at the other tables.

LANDoNvili-E-Flowers with a distinct fragrance

should be avoided as a dinner-table decoration. (2)

The best place for costly bric-à-brac is a cabinet with

glass doors. (3) The best dusters are made from

yard-wide cheesecloth, neatly hemmed. These are

easy to keep clean and the use of them cannot injure

even the finest furniture.

SistER—The old-fashioned habit of saying grace
before meals is not dying out. In some families the

custom of saying a silent grace is observed, but, to

my mind, the old-fashioned method of asking God's

blessing on the “food which we are about to receive,”

while all stand reverently, is the most proper way in

which to observe the custom.

SAN ANTonio–To clean marble mix two parts

of powdered whiting with one of powdered bluing

..". a pound of soft soap and allow it to come to
a boil; while still hot apply with a soft cloth to the

discolored marble and allow it to remain there until

quite dry, then wash off with hot water and soap in

which a little salts of lemon has been dissolved.

Dry well with a piece of soft flannel and your marble

will be clean and white.

X. Y.-The duties of a housekeeper in a large hotel

are arduous and exacting and the position one of

great responsibility. Unless you have a great deal

of executive ability it would not be possible for you

to fill the position even if you could obtain.it, which

seems to be very doubtful. I should advise you to

try for one of the less responsible positions, and if

you should succeed would advise you to work hard

and fit yourself for the better one, which in the course

of time will be sure to be offered to you after you have

had some practical experience in hotel work.

CHARLoTTE-Oysters are roasted in the following

manner: Select large oysters and have them

scrubbed thoroughly, then place them in the oven in

a large tin with the round side of the shells down, so

that when they open the liquor will not be lost. As

soon as they do open remove the upper shell,

sprinkle them with salt, pepper and chopped pars

ley, add a little butter and serve hot as possible on a

bed of watercress. Oysters served in this way

make an excellent first course at dinner if accom

panied by thin slices of brown bread and butter.

NETTIE-Mrs. Lincoln's formula for a dressing for

orange salad is as follows: Beat the yolks of four

eggs until very thick and light colored, then beat

into them gradually one cupful of sifted powdered

sugar and half a level teaspoonful of salt, and beat

until the sugar is dissolved. Add the juice of two
lemons and beat again. Peel and slice thin six

bananas. Peel four oranges, cutting close to the

pulp, pick out the seeds, and slice them across in thin

slices. Put into a deep glass dish a layer of bananas,

then of the dressing, then of the orange, then again

a layer of each, with the banana on the top, and pour

the remainder of the dressing over it. Set on ice

and serve very cold.

M. A. G.-The following is a form of regretting a

wedding invitation: “Mr. and Mrs. Graham Smith

regret their inability to accept the kind invitation of

Mr. and Mrs. Brown to be present at the marriage of

their daughter Mary to Mr. Henry Jones, on Wednes:

day evening, August 28, 1895.” (2) You should, of

course, send cards to a wedding reception if you are

unable to attend, just as you would to any other recep

tion. (3) The following is a proper form of accept
ance of a commencement invitation: “Miss Browne

accepts with much pleasure the invitation of Mr.

Greene to be present at the commencement exercises

on Tuesday evening, June the twenty-fifth, eighteen

hundred and ninety-five, at eight o'clock.”

A.—To candy orange and lemon peel, throw the

peel as you collect it into salt water and let it stand

two or three weeks. Remove from the brine, wash

well in clear cold water, and boil until tender in fresh

water. It will take about three hours for lemon peel,

and two for orange. Drain from the water and drop

into a thin syrup made in the proportion of one

pound of sugar to one pint of water; simmer gently

until the peel is transparent and the syrup almost

boiled away. Drain the pieces and drop into a

thick syrup which must be boiling: remove from

the fire and stir until the whole looks white, then lift

out each piece of peel and roll it in granulated sugar.

When quite dry pack in jars with tissue paper be

tween the layers. Do each kind of peel separately.

NANETTE AND OTHERs—Almost any store which

stamps materials for embroidery will offer a good

selection of mottoes for embroidering on linen. For

traveling-cases, “I’ll put a girdle round about the

earth,” or the phrase, “Travelers must be content,”

will form a welcome variation upon the perennial

“Bon Voyage.” A button-bag may announce, “I

had a soul above buttons.” Embroidered pillow

slips may allude to “The shadow of a dream,” or

ejaculate “Sweet sleep be with us.” A veil-case

may be marked :

“Mysterious veil of brightness made

That's both her lustre and her shade,”

or, “The veil spun from the cobweb.” The pretty

cloths which are used to keep the ears of corn hot

wnen serving may be marked, “Corne, which is

the staffe of life,” “When corne is ripe 'tis time to

reape,” or Whittier's, “Heap high the golden corn.”

Bread-cloths are marked, “Bread which strengthens

men's hearts.” -

MARY M.—The following is a receipt for a good

light plain layer cake: Cream together one-half cup

of butter and two cups of sugar. Add the well-beaten

yolks of four eggs and one cup of milk. Beat gradu

ally into this three cups of sifted flour, into the last half

cup of which three teaspoonfuls of baking powder

have been added. Then add the well-beaten whites

of four eggs and bake in a quick oven. (2) There is

no necessity to make any reply to a guest's thanks

at table. The fact that they are welcome to your

hospitality should go without saying. (3) Where

you have several ladies and gentlemen at table

arrange them so that the sexes will alternate, and

placing the gentleman of highest honor at your right

and the lady of highest honor at the right of the host.

(4) It is a matter of dispute with hostesses whether

the ladies shall be served first, the gentlemen later,

or whether the maids shall simply serve each person

in rotation. The latter method is the simpler and

speedier, the former the more courteous. Of course,

the older people are served first when the former

method is observed. (5) When you thank your

guests for a pleasant time you are doing what it is

their place to do. They shº assure you of their

appreciation of the delightful time you have given

them. (6) The plate should not be removed from

each place until another is ready to be put in its place.

§ The hostess should signal by a nod to the lady at
the host's right hand when it is time to leave the table.

(8) The Philadelphia “Ledger,” a most excellent

authority, gives the following receipt for cookies:

Take nine tablespoonfuls of granulated sugar and

four of butter, and cream them well together. Add

four well-beaten eggs, one cup milk, a little grated

nutmeg, one ounce of caraway seeds, two heapin

teaspoonfuls of baking powder, a pinch of salt an

enough flour to make a dough that will roll out easily.

Cut out with a round biscuit-cutter, and bake in a

moderate oven about twenty minutes. The thinner

the dough is rolled the crisper the cookies will be.

Home—A bride keeps her veil on at her wedding

until she changes her wedding gown for her .#
ing frock. She, however, has it put back from her

face immediately after the ceremony—before the con

gratulations. (2) A luncheon of three courses might

consist either of soup, meat course and dessert, or

of a meat course, said and a dessert. A high tea of

three courses might consist of stewed oysters, meat

course and a dessert. Tea is usually served only in

two courses, however. Yes, everything pertaining

to each course should be removed with it. For a

three-course luncheon each place should be set with a

plate, soup-spoon, one fork, one knife, dessertspoon

tumbler, table napkin, and if you use them, individua

bread-and-butter-plate. The soup may be simply

brought in in soup-plates, which are stood upon the

plates at each place, or it may be served by the hos

tess, the plates being handed her one at a time and

then being passed to each guest by the waitress.

For the meat course but one plate should be used,

the meat and vegetables, with the necessary fork or

spoon in each dish, being passed to each guest. The

meat is, of course,º”. and is ready for

serving. For dessert, it is usual to use twoº
one of which is passed to the guests with the finger

bowl on it, and a saucer-shaped dish, in which the

dessert is placed by the hostess. The ſº are

supposed to remove the finger-bowls and put them

at one side of their place, and then to stand the des

sert saucers upon the plate when they are passed to

them. For high tea use the three sets of dishes

described for use at a luncheon, or simply the two

latter sets. Coffee is served at high tea with the

meat course only. Water is served throughout the

meal. Lemon ice would be suitable for tea only as a

dessert. When cheese is served with pie as a dessert

it is considered better to pass it to each guest in turn.

(3) Most kinds of cakes can be eaten readily from the

fingers, but layer cakes are usually eaten with greater

comfort from a fork, therefore it may be well for you

to provide extra forks for the ice cream and cake

course.

SEveRAL INQUIRERs—When proceeding to iron a

shirt fold it lengthways from the gathers of the yoke

to the tail, and iron both sides of the back. After

this the wristbands should be ironed, being polished

if necessary; the sleeves should then be taken in

hand and finished, care being taken to press them in

proper shape. When this is done take the shirt by

the shoulders and turn it front uppermost on the

board, with the collar to the left hand; after putting

in any necessary plaits in the back insert the shirt

board and proceed with the front. Before commenc

ing to iron, the front should be pulled into shape,

after which it should be ironed until thoroughly dry
doing one side at a time and being careful to avoid

making creases. When both sides are done pin the

collar or neckband together and run the iron down

the centre and across the base of the front, after

ward inoning the remaining unstarched portions of

the garment. When this is done carefully turn the

shirt front downward on the board and fold neatly,

pinning the shoulders together, to round the front

somewhat. Then hang before the fire to thoroughly

dry and harden the work. When the fronts have to

be polished the convex iron should be made as hot

as possible short of scorching the goods, and at the

point previously mentioned, instead of pinning the

collar together take out the flannel and put in a board

covered with one thickness of linen only, and after

damping the surface of one-half the front, polish

with the convex iron by quickly passing it across

from side to side, and then from base to collar, using

considerable pressure and working with the back of

the iron as far as possible. Treat the other half of
the front in a similar manner; pin the collar and

Fººd to finish as before—of course, removing the

oard. When properly polished the fronts should be

as smooth and shiny as china, and the polish should

stand without dulling off. Shirts or front having

raised patterns are ironed to the polishing point,

then damped down on the surface and covered with

a fine linen cloth, after which they are ironed until

dry. (2) The French word hors-d'oeuvre is applied

to the relishes that are placed upon the table in side

dishes. (3) A samovar is a Russian urn commonly

of copper to hold boiling water, for making tea.

(4) Parsley may be bleached by dipping it two or

three times in boiling water. -
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IT MAY SEEM STRANGE

But it is an undeniable fact that of all the Carpet

Sweepers used in the entire civilized world over

eighty-five out of every hundred are “BISSELL’S.”

And Why? Is it not because QUALITY Counts,

and Thirty-five Cents each year is all it costs to sweep

with the very best nickel-plated “BISSELL” made—

cheaper than the cheapest kind of a broom?

or Sale Everywhere. Manufactured and

guaranteed by

BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO.

Largest Sweeper Manufacturers in the World

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

The word “TYRIAN '' on Rubber Goods is a

guarantee of their quality.

“Tyrian”

Plant Sprinkler
&

-

".
º

º --

JuSt Like Rai

You can sprinkle your plants or flowers

very quickly, without injuring them... or

soaking the earth, and without soiling

everything else near.

Sold at seed, drug and rubber stores. If you fail to find

it, we will send a 6-02, size, bent neck, postpaia, for 75 cts.

Under our trade-mark “TYRIAN" we manufacture

a full line of Druggists' Rubber Goods.

Our pamphlet, “WORTH READING,” free

TYER RUBBER CO., Andover, Mass.

47// Essence

Rhine Violets
(Name Registered.)

THE QUEEN OF PERFUMES

Wonderfully true to nature.

and more lasting than any

other scent of its name. A

specialty par earce//ence.

All the rage in Europe at

the present time.

Be sure that you get the

You do not need to

leave home or give up

--- present employment to secure

--~~~~ a practical Business Education. We

can teach you Book-keeping, Shorthand, Penmanship,

Arithmetic, S ºlling, Grammar, Law, Letter Writing,

etc., B. miſſiſi.”his is the kind of knowiedge that

ays and our teachers will prepare you thoroughly.

tilize yourº time and fit, yourself for a good

position. Business men with dollars are seeking young

º with business sense. Write for Fir EE cata

ogue giving particulars. A Trial Lesson 10 cents.

BRYANT & STRATTON, No. 2 College Bldg.

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Dr. Lyon's

Perfect

Tooth Powder
Used by people of refinement

for over a quarter of a century.

Has become quite the rage again.

Ounce package of waste embroidery

silk, bright colors, sent postpaid for 40

cents. 34 ounce package, 25 cents.

BRAiNERD & ARMSTRONG SILK Co.

6 Union St., New London, Conn.
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100 Samples

Wall Paper
FREE

Latest and Handsomest Designs

1c., 2c., 3c. and 4c. per roll and up.

Borders from 1/2c. per yard up.

Gold Paper, 5.c. per roll and up.

Full Rolls Guaranteed

C. H. TIEDT, 623 W. 63d St.

CHICAGO, ILL.

Write for particulars. Agents Wanted

i

–PART I . . . . . . .

- Prawings by W. T. Smedley

Girl Life in Modern Jerusalem
Drawings by Eric Pape

A Young Girl’s Library

A European Trip at Home

Fanciful Uses of Crêpe Paper
With Illustrations from Photographs

The Relief of the Slamrack

Restoring Oil Paintings .

General Sheridan's Widow . .

With Portraits

General Houston's Daughter .
With Portraits

The Paradise club—XII -

A Boudoir Controversy

|Fins of
|Stiffness

You can drive a Puritan Pin |

through a plank—pull it out and

put it through another plank.

If you can't buy them at your store,

send five 2 cent stamps to American

Pin Company, Waterbury, Conn.
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AIDS iMPROVES THE

* Digestion APPETITE

ADAMS'

Pepsinº,0um
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- Drawing by Alic: Iºarh-r Stephens

Colonial Embroidery Designs .
With Illustrations

Constellation March

At Home with the Editor

The Father's Domestic Headship

The Mistress of the Small House

Organizing a Literary Club

The Social Life of a Church

Ideas for Church Festivals

A Pageant of Colonial Days

A “Mother Goose?” Market

A Gypsy Encampment

Accessories for Dainty Gowns
With Illustrations by Abby E. Underwood

Fashionable Visiting Costumes .

with Illustrations by Abby E. Underwood

The Potato as a Daily Diet

The Assertion -

A Comment - - - - -

The Domestic Side of It .

Bread, Rolls and Biscuits

The King’s Daughters

Floral Helps and Hints

The Home Dressmaker

Literary Queries . . . .

Side–Talks with Girls

Art Helps for Art Workers

Musical Helps and Hints . . .

Everything About the House.

º

A VERY INTERESTING

NOVELTY

: Foreight cents in stamps, ADAMS & 3.

* SONS Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., will -

º, send a set of sixteen paper dolls, with *

changeable heads and bodies. §

X********************S.

MY HUSBAND"...º."

60 Kenwood Machine for - 823.00

… 50 Arlington Machine for - $19.50

sº Standard Singers, $8.00, $11.00, $15.00

E. and 27 other styles. All attachments

-- FREE. We pay freight, ship anywhere

on 30 days’ free trial in any home, without

asking one cent in advance. Buy from

factory. Save agents' large profits. Over

100,000 in use. Catalogue and testimonials

º wº Free. Write at once. Address (in full),

- CASH, BUYERS’ UNION
8-164 West Van Buren St., Box 3, Chicago, Ill.

- ARNIC TOOTH

BY FAir Trip, best

dentifrige; antiseptic-harmless—effective. No soapy

faste. A trial will make you its lasting friend. Substi

tutes are not “as good.” Ali druggists or by mail, 25¢.

C. H. STRONG & Co., Chicago

:
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WRINGING

WRINGER COMPANY

rolls. Books of useful wringer information FREE.
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Is impossible unless your wringer has well made rolls. When you buy a

wringer insist on having the WARItANTED Rol, LS of the AMERICAN

IpA , the largest manufacturers of Wringers and Rolls in

the world. , S2,500.000 capital. See our name and warrant stamped on

No Sº, 3"
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di BARE FLOORS

With A

Sweeperette
All Dealers

American wringer.co.

warf. AnTED .

-
-

AMERICAN WRINGER CO.

WARRANTED .

Address 99 Chambers Street, New York.

CLIMAX BABY WARDS
L-º-º: º hº to ºº º

- †: elp for the mother. eady

Tº: by pulling open, which adjusts

º duck floor. 40 in. sq.; 21 in high.
E. ºn- º

201, Mºs %º No. -

º Plain Spindles, . .50 each

ſtººl No. , 0ak.

Ornamental Spindles, $3.50 each

Delivered to any part of U. S.

KENoshA CRIB Co., Kenosha, wis.
Cribs, Cradles, child Beds, Folding Beds, Children's Carts, Etc.

ALLPAPER

ºnFREE
Beautiful Gold Paper, 5 cents per piece

up. Paper Hangers' large sample books now

ready for Fall Trade. Price, $1.00

chAs. M. N. KilleN, 1733 Filbert St., Phila., Pa.

FLY shutTLE

RAG CARPET

LOOM

00 Weaves 10 yards an hour.

100 yards a day. New

Catalogue and Price List FREE

Address Tiir, NEWcoup Loomi Co.

445 West 5th Street, Davenport, Iowa

20th Edition -Postpaid for 25 cents (or stamps).

THE HUMAN HAIR

Why it Falls Off, Turns Gray and the Remedy.

By Prof. HARLEY PARKER, F. R. A. S.

A. T. LoNG & Co., 1013 Arch Street, Philada., Pa.

“Every one should read this little book.”—Athenaeum.

BAEY WARDROBE PATTERNS

º Complete outfit improved patterns infants'

º clothes; 30 long, same short. Either set,

with full directions, by mail, 30cts. Book.

“HINTs to ExPECTANT Moth ERs,” free.

Infants' Outfit Co., Box 782, Rochester, N. Y.

Do not put away your

MUDGE PATENT CANNER

for the Winter. When the canning season is over use it daily

through the Winter months for cooking. Try it as directed.

John N. L. GAUMER Co., 1101 Race Street, Philadelphia §

ſº-sº #sºmeÉº =s § N. N ENIC INEERINC Wºś

Bridge, Railroad, Hydraulic, Muni

cipal, etc. Electricity, Architectural and Mechani.

cal drawing, Mining, Plumbing, English Branches, etc.
w TAUGHT BY MAIL.

Twenty-seven courses of study. Reference and

testimonials furnished. Send for free circular.

State subject you wish to study.

The international Correspondence Schools,

scItANToN, PA.

“Do Not Stammer"

Horatio C. Wood, M. D., LL. D., University of Pa.

and Hon. John Wanamaker, ex-Postmaster-General

U. S., will testify to permanency of cures. Send for

54-page pamphlet to the

Philadelphia iNSTITUTE

io93 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Estab. TS84. EDWIN. S. JOHNSTON, Principal and Founder

GLACE WINDOW

DECORATION

Beauty of real Stained Glass at one-tenth the cost. Fasily

affixed. Great variety of designs. Patentees: McCaw, STEven

son & Orr. Belfast, Ireland. end ºf ºtice-list to United States

and Canadian Agency, 11 South William St., New York.

NIGHT DRAWERS
For Children, of Knit Fabric, with improved features.

None others equal. Send for descriptive catalogue.

NOVELTY KNITTING CO., 312 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

\Make Hens Lay
| By feeding green cut bone, the greatest egg

producing food in the world. Better than

medicine and cheaper than grain.

# Mann's Bone Cutter tº:

Try it before you pay for it

Price, $5.00 and upward. 161 Highest

Awards rec'd. Catalºg free if name this paper.

= F. W. MANN CO., Milford, Mass.
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An Aromatic Fragrance

is imparted to the mouth by the use of Sozodont.

It is beyond doubt the cleanest, purest and best

tooth wash ever offered to the public. No lady ever

used Sozodont without approving of its cleansing and

purifying properties, and the flattering testimonials

that have been bestowed upon it by eminent Dentists,

speak volumes of praise for its merits.

SOZODONT

though efficient and powerful, is absolutely harm

less, for it contains neither mineral nor acid; it is

wholly vegetable in its origin.

ºnewExxing BAN FREE
Every one knows that bread with the Sweet Crisp Crust, over the whole

loaf is the best and most delicious. No pan produces it equal to the

The most perfect bread baker ever made. Try one and you will buy more

Mrs. Rorer, of Philadelphia, says: “Your pan is an admirable baker of both ºread and cake: There

is no question of the superiority of a curved bottom pan over the old flat bottom style. The yeast germ is

killed, and the loaf is crusty.”

Ask your Dealer for it; insist on having it; if he does not keep it...send us his name: For 10c.,

coin or stamps, to pay postage, we will mail you one sample Free. Agents Wanted. The bread pan sells at

sight. It fills a long-felt want. THE NILES MFG. CO., Box 1392, NILES, OHIO
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Twenty Pages Every Week. NISs -* 111 - Full of Bright Pictures.

Published Every Wednesday, 52 Times a Year, at the Bible House, New York City. Louis Klopsch, Proprietor.

‘. . Beautifully Printed in Radiant Colors I . . .

There is only one Paper in all the World Edited by DR. TALMAGE, and that is THE CHRISTIAN HERALD. It is

ºe Brightest, the Best, the Most Attractive, the Most Interesting Weekly Paper in Existence. Radiant with BEAUTIFUL

Jº _*-> S. COLORS, it Sparkles like a Cluster of Precious Gems, Adorning and Cheering every -

º
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m||

||||

Happy Home it enters. Rich and Poor, High and Low, Great and Small, Old and

Young Welcome it as a Friend,and Delight in its Weekly Visits. THE CHRISTIAN

HERALD Fairly Bubbles Over with Good Things, so abundant are its Lit

erary, and Musical, and Artistic Attractions, while its Matchless COLORED

PICTURES Excite the Admiration and the Wonderment of all who see them.

Never was a Paper Published more Pure, more Elevating, more Interesting,

§ more Attractive, more Captivating, more Charming.

p. Therefore, THE CHRISTIAN HERALD is Pre-eminently the Paper for Ž y

º, Mº. 2 YOUR Home. It is knocking at your Door for admission. Bid it Enter. (??’”

7- Ž.2 7~~~~~ Once admitted, it will soon make Friends and endear itself to the Hearts of / &. J. -

EDITOR. all who read it. Invite its Weekly Visits and you will never, never wish staff contrieśros.

them to cease, for THE CHRISTIAN HERALD grows on Acquaintance, and the more you see of it, the better will you like it.

LARGE TYPE Teachers' Bibles FREEI

Who has not often felt a real longing for a Beautiful, LARGE, CLEAR TYPE Teachers' Reference Bible, in Soft Flexible

Overlapping Leather Binding, known as DIVINITY CIRCUIT, with Rich Gold Edges, One that readily Opens anywhere, and

with Print so large that practically “he who runs may read P’’ But, Alas! how few can afford to thus indulge themselves!

Now, we are so thoroughly in Earnest in this matter of making you Acquainted with THE CHRISTIAN HERALD that if

you will Send us $2, you shall not only Receive that Matchless Paper for One Whole Year-52 Times—but we will also Send

FREE, and All Charges Prepaid, one of these Beautiful LARGE TYPE Teachers' Bibles, with the distinct understanding that if

for any reason you are not FULLY Satisfied in Every

| mº Respect, your MONEY shall be at once REFUNDED.

ional Int ional | | | We know it will seem to you incredible, but RememberInternation - nternationa that we Guarantee to fulfil both the letter and the spirit

Self-PRONOUNCING TEACHERS' B|BLES | of this Unprecedented Proposition, without any deviation.

Tººls ºr || - --

mºnull ºr || Do Not Delay-Act Today
AND LATEST MAPS.

Under this Offer || || Leather Bound, Divinity Circuit | Only a few months ago we were Actually Compelled

Enable Plain People in the Giſt Edges, * to Return Thousands of Orders, that were Received Too

Ordinary Walks of Life to Measure when Open, Flaps Included, | Late to Share in one of our Amazing Premium Offers,

READ CORRECTLY | from Friends who were just a little too Deliberate, and
DIFFICULT BIBLE NAMES 9 x 13 I ches we Sound this Timely Warning to Avoid Disappoint

AT SIGHT. | | We Fºrsy an Expºs case. ment. Better Decide To-day and get what you want,

than wait until To-morrow and then do without it.

And now, to make Everything so Plain and so Sim

ple that all who Read may Understand, WE HERE

- - REPEAT THE OFFER: To any one Sending $2, we

will send, ALL CHARGES PREPAID, both to the SAME, or each to a SEPARATE ADDRESS, THE CHRISTIAN

HERALD for One Whole Year–52 Times—and a LARGE NEW INTERNATIONAL SELF-PRONOUNCING MINION

TEACHERS’ REFERENCE BIBLE: Containing, in Addition to the SACRED WORD, the Latest HELPS, most recent MAPS,

and a Comprehensive WORD-BOOK which brings the CONCORDANCE, SUBJECT-INDEX, GAZETTEER, and Persons,

Places, and Things ALL UNDER ONE HEADING and ONE CONSECUTIVE ALPHABETICAL ARRANGEMENT.

No Xmas Gift Like This Superb Bible
Help us SPREAD THE JOYFUL TIDINGS. Tell your Friends, Tell your Neigh-

bors, Tell Everybody you meet, Tell all the World. But while telling others, do not *

forget Yourself. A day too late is as bad as not at all. Better Order To-day, even

Nººs, sif you do not intend to use it until CHRISTMAS. Money REFUNDED if too LATE.

Nº. º For the same Bible in American Levant, - -

@% Laº Lº Fºgº, STE Sº, Rºd The Christian Herald,

starr'.orgiauro 9aº; Goº Bºgº, sº $1 ºt:a: 191 to 197 Bible House, New York. MUSICAL EDITOR.


